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Chapter III. The Planete.
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I'll'

Ptolemy Almagest XIII, 2.

~) And, moreover, "simplicity" of cele
stial phenomena shvuld not be judged accor
ding to our standards, because even among
tlS "simple" does not al"ays mean: the same
to everyoD'?

:Jf ancie~~

Th~ Uf'P. of

chronology

solar and lunar eclipses for obtaining fixed pointe
ju,t.

ca~y be called the classical method of chronology.

As we. have seen in the preceding chapter this method reaches its limit with

th~ eighth century B~C. because of lack of older records. FortunaUly enough,

h,wever, in hoth Egy~t and babylonia have been preserved some records of a

different type which open certain possibilities of pushing back absolute

chronology about one millenium: ~hese are observations of Venus during the

First Bahylonian Dynasty and recordings of the rise of Sjrius during the

Xllth Dynasty in Egypt. This and th~ next chapter will be devoted to the

discussion of these data and other problems of methodically related cha-
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~

The main difficulty in dealing with planetary phenoment consists

in the fact that for planet~ry movements the earth is no longer so conve-

nient a center of reference as in the case of the moon. The movement of a

pla~et appears from the earth the wayan observer on the sun would see a

moon rotating st'liftly arollnd the earth: sometimes in front of the earth

and sometimes behind, thus sometime moving in the same direction as the

earth, sometime becoming "r~trograde".341) This analogy in principle is,

3d1) Our moon rotEtes so slo~ly around the earth that an observer from
the su~ would only see accelerations and retardations but no retrograde
parts.

however, subject to essential modifications, first, because the planets are

~y no mea~s close sat;relites to the sun as the mCQn is to the earth; second·

ly, the luminosity of the sun is so great that the planets become invisible

as soon as they eppear (when seen from the earth) to be near to the SUD.

Tt~ understanding of the planetary phenomena therefore requires the combi

na~ion of heliocentric and geocentric considerations. The following para

graph is devoted to this problem.

§ 1. Astronomical concepts.

ll!. Notations.

In the following, the customary planetary srmbols will be used:

•
~ Mercury d' Mars "ti Saturn

~ Venus 't Jupiter

The origin of these symbols is unknown, althQugh it is very probahle that

they were cre~ted by the late-Egyptian-Hellenistic astrologers.From the Otto Neugebauer papers 
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arrangement follows the distance from the sun.
l'1,rc",,.y eJ"';'/ Vf"V~S / •

placed between Venus andMars,~

are called interior or inner planets, while Mars, Jupiter and Saturn are

exterior or outer planets. For most of our discussions it will be sufficient

to consider all the orbits of these planets as circular with the sun as

center and belonging to the same plane. This common plane is of course the

plane of the ecliptic because the movement of the sun with respect to the

earth define~ the same plane 65 the movement of the earth with respect to

tt~ SUD.

So far as the description of the orbits of the sun Bnd moan is

0or.cerned, as seen from the earth, the use of the center of the earth as the

ce~ter of reference is very convenient; rOT the description of the plane

tary movement, however, the heliocentric system is much more convenient.

Correspondi~gly, heliocentric coordinates must be introduced. The plane of

refer9nce is again th9 eCliptic, in which heliocentric longitudes are

measnred with the direction from th~ sun to the vernal point (which is to

be considered as a known point on the fixed-star sky). Analogously, helio

centric latitudes are measured by the angles su'htended at the sun, whose

plane is at right angle to the ecliptic and which are counted from the

eclir-tic as plane of latitude zero.

As Kepler found from investigation of the orbit of Mars, the

~la~ets mOV9 in elliptic orbits (fig.36) with the sun at one of the two

~ .• 001. The velocity of a planet reaches a maximum in the perihelium P of its

orpit and a mini~urn in the aphelium A. The excentricity of an or~it there-

fore measures not only the deviation from a circular form but is also an

expression of the irregularity of the movement during each revolution. The

si ..:'3 o~ an elliptic orbit is deterIl'i.ined by giving the semi-major axis.!!.

(nsual1y measllrect hy the semi-major axis of the earth's orbit 8S the unit)
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ano by the excentricity e Wh1ch indicates the fraction of a by which

the focus is distant from the center. The accompanying table gives the

values for a in round numbers iu order to indicate the order of megni

tlIde. 342 ) The excentricities, however, are given much more accurately

~t2) Moreover, the three greater planets discovered in modern times;
Tlra~lls 20, N'eptun ')0, Pluto LID. It might be mentioned that the distance

of th~ moon, measured in this unit, is only 0.0026. The distance of the
-~'E:a~~s· f'ix~r1 star is 270000.

}2. The synodic movement •

fore distinguished by great regularity

in contrast both to Mercury and ~ars.

semi major excentri-.-
:~ ~ axis a . ci.tY:~

... "-f '-. .'

" ~"'.'~~ ,
~ ! 0.205'"

~
3 0.007•

earth a : 1 0.016

cf' 1 ! 0.093 "

",
't 5•. 0.0'8

- ,.."
1j 10 0:-056

We now proceed to the description

of the configurations as defined by

earth, sun and planets during their

movement. We disregard in this discus

sion the problem of the actual visibility from the earth.of the positions

i~ question, just 8S we did in the case of the new mOODS where the syzygies

'hemselves cannot be observed (except in the case of an eclipse). We shall,
a

however, r~turn in following section to the question of visibility of a
A

planet during its movement around the sun.

The analogon of the synodic month or of the lunation is the ~sy

nooic period" of the planetary movement. If an outer planet stands in a

straight line with sun and earth (fig.37), this is called ~conjunction~ if

the sun stand~ between earth and planet; ftopposition~, however, means that

~~caus~ the deviations from the circular form are so small. Only Mercury

ha~ a hiRh degre~ of ellipticity, while the orbit of Venus is almost cir

cular. The movement of Venus is there-
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the planet is seen opposite to the sun. An inner planet, on the contrary,

never comes into oppositioc to the sun bat has two kinds of conjunctions:

an exterior conjunction when standing beyond the sun, an interior conjunc

tion when standing between sun and earth. The angular deviation of a planet

from the sun as B99n from the earth is called its "elongation". The elonga

tion of an inner planet is obviously limited (fig.3?); the maximal elonga

tion of Venus is about 46°; the maximal elongation reached by Mercury in

the course of one revmlutian depends on the direction of the great axis of

its orbit with respect to the earth. Accordingly, the maximal elongation of

Mercury varies between about 18° and 28°.

The length of the synodic period is clearly the result of the

combined movement of planet and earth, as the length of the synodic month

depends both on solar and lunar movement. In order to describe this com

ti~ed interaction', we must decide with respect to which system we measure

all movements. We assume therefore that we are able to locate pointe on the

fixed-star sky and call "siderial period" the time which elapses betwesn

two snccesive moments when a planet is projected on the same fixed star as

see~ from the sun.

Let ns now snppose that the sidereal period of a planet is very

great, i.e., that its movement around the Bun is very slow. It then follows

immediately (cf. fig.38, a) that the synodic period will be only a little

longer than one year, the time required for the earth to,complete one re

volution and the additional little angle of the movement of the planet in

the meantime. If, however, the sider~l period of the planet deviates only

a little from the sidereal period of the earth (i.e. the year), a long time

will elapse between two succesive conjunctions (fig. 38, b). Finally, we

~onsider an inner planet moving very swiftly around the sun (fig. 38, c).From the Otto Neugebauer papers 
Courtesy of The Shelby White and Leon Levy Archives Center 

Institute for Advanced Study 
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..54})
Only a rraction or the year will pass berore a new conjunction is reached.

3 4}) This can easily be rormulated in exact terms. Let
sidereal, q the synodic period or a planet, both ~asured

sidereal period or the earth = 1). Then

p denote the
in years (i.e.,

q = p
p - t

holds ror en outer planst end

q = P
1 P

for an inner planet (and conver8~ly

p
q

= -q ,

p
q

= 1<l. +

(p > 1)

(p < 1)

interior pLi••t)

sid. per. synod.per.
trop.years) days (days)

~ 0.24 88 1t6

~ 0.62 225 584- - _. - - - - - -- - -- - - - -- -------_.
d' 1.88 687 780

It 11.86 4}32 399

if 29.46 0760 378fixed star; and the Bun therefore

or Mercury only requires three

months; snd one month later con

junction is again reached. Saturn,

on the contrary, requires almost

30 years to return to the same

These general considerations van be seen confirmed by the ad

joining list or sidereal and synodic

,erioda. The sidereal revolution

Beato comes to conjunction with

Saturn only slightly later than with a rixed star. Jupiter with a sidereal

period of 12 years has a synodical period of 13 months in consequence of

its movement by one zodiacal sign each year. Mars Bnd Venus, however, rare

ly come in conjunction with the sun because the duration or their revolu- I
tioD around the sun is fairly close to the duration of one year.From the Otto Neugebauer papers 
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For ancient times, only the synodic periods are of importance

because no sidereal periods were knoWD before the adoption of a hsliocsntricE

system.

40. Apparent velocities.

The reason for the complexity of the planetary movement lies in
.1

the fact that in the final a~ysis we need the planetary positons as viswed
!c

from the earth. We have two equivalent ways of expression at our disposal:

~e either consider earth and planets as rotating around the sun; the probleM

then consists in the description of a movement as seen from a moving body.

Or we speak about the sun 8S rotating around the earth, and of the planets

as rotating around the rotating sun which again requires the composition

.-

of two different movements. Such considerations of combined movements are
.<

greatly facilitated by consistently using the consept "vector" in speaking

Bcout velocities.

Let us suppose that a point P moves along a sufficiently smoGth
tE

plane curve such that this path might be cGnsidered at any moment as a part

of a circular orbit with center S (fig.}9). The momentaneous direction of

the moving point at P is given by the tangent at P, i.s., the momenta

neous movement progresses in a direction at right angle to PS. The

amount of this momentaneous velocity caa be expressed as a certain distance

covered per time unit. Any such number can be represented graphically as s

ce·,·tain length by choosing a unit of length as the equivalent of a unit of

velocity. We now combine these two characteristic elements of the movement,

direc~ion and quantity, into one picture. The direction is given by the ,
ta~gent to the curve, and its amount shall be indicated by the length of an

arrow starting at P and pointing in the direction of the momentaneous

movement. Such a directed line segment of given length is called a"vector".
1
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Let the movement of a point now be observed from another point E

which lies in the plane of the orbit. If the point moves strictly in a

direction pointing towards E, no change at all in the position of the

point can be seen from E. If, however, the point moves at right angle

to the line joining E and the point, the full amount of the movement will

then b~ observed from E. Hence, for an observer in E there is no distinc-

tion possible between the movement of P as repreeented by the vector '1'-
(fig.39) end by the vector N, where N is the projection of T into- - -
the direction at right angle to EP. The real movement of P can there

fore be produced by combining a movement as represented by !.. with a move

ment !'epresented by the vector R J directed towards E. .!. and Rare

ca'lea "compOD9nts" of

with, EP

T- in the given directions normal to, and coincidi

Conversely, if a point P is subject to two simultaneous move

ments, one represented by a vector !.., the second by the vector ~, the

velocity of the resulting is given then by the vector Q., which is the

diagonal in the parallelogram of sidea A and B (fig.40).

We are now ready to discuss one of the most conspicuous facts

in the apparent movement of a planet, its "retrogation". We begin our con

sid9ratioDs witha limiting case which represents an idealization of circum

stances as presented by a very slowly moving outer planet like Satarn. This

idealization consists in the assumption that the plane~ has no ...sidereal
"...-movement at all with respect to the sun, i~e~, that such a Wplanet W II

(fig.'1) does not rotate around the sun but stands at a fixed distance from

tbe SUD. Seen from an observer on the sun, T- does not move at all, i.e.,

the straight line S lr- always points towards the same fixed star. If we

now consider the movement of this couple Slr- wll:th respect to the earth E

then S moves on a circle around E and eonsequently lr- on a congruent
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ci rcle ( 3, -rr;- = 3 2 "- end 3 2 -n:- parallel to 3,T,- ). An observer in E

~berefore gets the impression that the planet T- oscillates between two

1imits ~. and L:L. The direction of its movement coincides with the part

L If L with the movement of the sun (called "direct" move_t) but il< re-
L , ,

trograde on the remaining part from L, to L, ?44) The apparent velocity

344) The synodic period q of this "planet" is obvioualy eqnal to one
rotation of S around E i.e. = , . This is in agreement with the formulae
given on p.ll. note III according to which q = Pl • We obtain our

. p
ideal outer planet by increasing the length p of its sidereal period
beyond any given value and this brings the quotient q = p/(p-l) as cloee

to 1 as we wish.

is very slow near Z:, and L, , where the planet changes its direction. C-,

and 2-~ are therefore called ~5tationary poin~s·.

Actually no such planet ~- exis~5, but the movement of a real

outer planet If can be considered as the result of the combination of a

movement such as we have just considered ~ith a slow rotation of 11 around

S. Decaues this latter movement proceeds with a much lower velocity than the

movsmnt of the sun around the earth, the main feature remains the fact that

the direct parts of the apparent movement are interrupted by an arc of re

trograde movement limited by twc> stationary P9ints. These stationary points

cannot be determined so simply as in the case of ~(fig.41). But they are

characterized by the same quality, namely, that the vector of the w•••••• t

momentaneOQS velocity points towards E. This velocity vector is composed

of two components (fig.42): the velocity E tangp.ntial to the sun's orbit

around E which affects 3 and T by the same amount;- and secondly, the

vector S of the sidereal movement of 11 around S- , tangential to the

pl~net's orbit around S, but of smaller absolute value. The planet ap

pesrs to be stationary if the direction of the resultant R of E and 3
~ -
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movement around E still remains visible ~rom E. The arc of retrograde

movement is thereforp; shorter than the arc between the points of maximal

elongation;· this arc is subdivided into two equal parts by the point of

inferior conjunction.

The previous considerations are based on tha assumption ~f c01n

Bidence of the plane of the planetary orbit with the ecliptic. This sim

plificstion is perfsctly justified for many historical problems, e.g., the

dating of horoscopes. For the appeara~ce of the retrograde part of the

planets' orbits, however, the exist9nce of small deviations from the plane

of the ecliptic is very essential. Just 8S the plane of the moan's

inclined towards the ecliptic, 80 also the planes of the plsnetary orbits

do not exactly coincide with the ecliptic. The vulues of these angles

between the orbital plane and the ecliptic sre approximately as follows:

mente are added at the moment of exterior conjunction, but counteract each

oth~r at interior conjunction. Because of the superiority of S over ~,

this results in a retrograde movement of P in the neighborhood of the

inferior conjunction. Fig.~ shows the combined velocity in a stationary

po in . It is obvious that these stationary points do not co1ncide wtth the

points of maxiMal elongation (fig.45), because at these points only the

direction of S passes through E while the component E of the eun's

~asses through thet point E. It follows from figa. 41 and 42 that the

stationary points belong to the semi-circle which contains the point of

op"osition of 11 and that the oppositions lie in the middle between the

two stationary points, assuming, as usual, constant velocity of S around

E and of 11 around S.

The same klnd of considerations applies for an inner planet P

(fig.'3). The only difference lies in the fact that now the movement of P

around S is faster than the movement of S around E. These two move-
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J

With the so19 sxception of Mercury, all planetary orbits are thus less in

clined than the moon's orbit. There is, however, a very essential difference

b~tween moon and planets. The nodal line of the moan's orbit alw$ys passes

through the center of the earth (cf. fig.27 p.III); the nodal line of a

planetary orbit, however, passes through the center of the sun. The lines

of vision from the earth to the moon therefore always li~ in the plane

of the moonts orbit and the latitude of the moon can never appear greater

than the angle between lnnar orbit and ecliptic, i.e., 50. The same holds

for an observer on the sun who will never see, e.g., Venus, more then 3 to
above or below the ecliptic. Seen from the earth, however, Venas can appear

much higher above or below the ecliptic. Suppose, Venas is near to its

maxi~al deviation from the ecliptic and, moreover, near to the earth, i.e.,

near to inferior'conjunction (fig.46), In this situation Venus is only
1 :H5~,

sbout • of the semidiameter of th~ earth's orbit distant from the earth'

--------------------------------"
3~5) Cf. p.lIl.

------------------------
and ~herefore appears much higher above the ecliptic from the earth than

from ~h9 sun. But from the assumed fact that VenQs is near inferior conjunc

tion, it follows that its geocentric movement appears to be retrograde.

AnalO~OUSlY. it follows from the nearness of Mars that this outer planet

is near opposition and therefore also retrograde. In other words, the de

viation of the planetary orbits from the ecliptic is especially clearly

visible from the earth near the retrograde part of the apparent movement.
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The consequence of these f~Ct8 is that the retrograde movement 1s not seen

as a simple oscillation between two limits on a straignt line but as soma

kind of loop which varies considerably in size and shape owing to the spe

cial situation of the conjunction or opposition with respect to the nodal

lin~s. Examples are shown in fig~ 47. The magnit~de of these loops varies

greatly with the different planets. Jupiter and Saturn reach only about 50

of retrograde movement in the ecliptic and this takes 4 to 5 months. The

r~trograde movement of Mars, however, happens with about fourfold speed

(about 120 in about 2 i months). Venus covers sbout 150 retrograde during

~O days Bnd Mercury about 20° in } weeks. The retrograde movement o~ the

interior planets is, however, much less impressive than the loops of an ex

terior planet (like Mars) because an inner planet at~ inferior con~unction

disaprears in the rays of the sun. This means that only the beginEing and ~

end of the retrograde orbit of Venus and Mercury are visible and never the

complp!te loop.

4f. Visibility.

The last mentioned fact, the invisibility of a planet near its

canjllnction with the sun calls for a more detailed discussion. It is obvioul

1hat this problem is very analogous to the problem of inVisibility of ths

moon nesr its conjunction with the sun, the" only dif~erence being that more

configurations must now be c~6idered.

We start by assuming an exterior planet in conjunction with the

sun, i.e., at the moment when both sun and planet have the same geocentric

longitUde. In the following days, the longitUdes of both bodies as seen.

from the earth increase but the sun's longitude increases faster than the

longitade of the planet. The planet therefore obtains an increasingly west

ern elongation from tbe sun. After some days this western elongation is

great enough to make the planet visible already in ths dusk of the eastern
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Each part of this cycle moves slowly through all parts of the ecliptic.

direct

direct1conjunction ~

heliacal rising in the east J
stationary }
opposition, highest brilliance retrograde

stationary

f
acronychical setting in the wejrt 1
conjunction ~

invisible

invisible

Combining these results with the previous onea regarding the geo

centric movement, we obtain the ~ollo.lng sequence of phenomena sean during

one synodic revolution of an onter planet:

3"6) Jupiter remains from 25 to 35 days invisible at Babylon, Saturn
30 to "~ day-s. Fo, 1/" ~,,(~f "'"~CJ 111.. iJ.1/-,'.- ,-t, .. ,.I,,,,_ 1 ;y,.;~ 0« Y.;t(HJ
['J f· '1; 1 :I.. tJ._ ". _. _ _ ._....::. .__-:. -'-. _

horizon while the sun is still below the horizon (cf. fig. 48). This first

appsarance of an outer planet after conjuDction is called its -hellacal

rising", The following days the elongstion becomes still greater; the plane

consequently rises considerably earlier than the sun, and therefore becomes

visible for an increasingly longer part of the night. Near opposition the

planet rises when the sun sets and is therefore fUlly visible all night: at

the same time its brilliance is maximal, just as in the case of the full

moon. From now on, the opposite process sets in. The planet stands higher

and higher above the horizon when the snn sets in the west. Shortly before

reaching conjunction again, the planet will be so near to the sun that it

will set only a few minntes after the sun, just enough still to be seen in

the falling darkness. This last visibility on the western horizon is called

-acronychical setting- (cf. fig.49). From now on until after conjunction,

i.e., until heliacal rising, the planet remains invisible. 346) This con

cludes the synodic cycle of the planet.
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The only new element in the case of an inner planet consists in

its limited elongation. We begin again with the exterior conjunction where

the planet is invisible. Now the planet separates itself more rapidly from

the line of the syzygy than the sun, i.e., the planet gains an eastern

elongation from the sun. If we therefore consider the western harison,

there will be an evening when the eastern elongation of the planet is for

the first time sufficiently great to make the planet visibls shortly after

sun-set. This is the western rising of the planet as evening star (cf. fig.

50a). In the following days, the eastern elongation of the planet increases

more and more, and results in longer visibilities of the plane~ after sun

set. This holds, however, only until the moment when the plsnet reeches

meximllm elongation (fig. 50 b); from then on, the interval between sunset

and the setting of the planet becomes shorter snd shorter until the planet

is visible for the last time above the western horizon shortly after sunset

(western setting; fig. 50 c). This cincludes the planet's career as evening

star. There now follows a short period of invisibility near inferior con

junction until the planet again reaches so much elongation from the sun to

rise heliscally in the east as "morning star" (fig. 51 a). The further

history as mornipg star is analogoas to the appearances as evening star

(fig. 51 b and c) and is concluded by the eastern setting before exterior

conjunction.

We accordingly obtain the following complete succession of phe

nomena during one synodic period of an inner planet:
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invisible

evening star

invisible

morning star

invisible

1exterior conjunction

j
direct

western rising
maximal elongation
stationary
western setting
inferior conjunction retrogradteastern rising
stationary

\
maximal elongation

{eastern setting
exteriGT conjunction direct

Because th9 invisibility of::a planet is mainly determined by its' elongation

from the sun, it is oovious (cf. fig.52) that the period of invisibility

around jnf~rior conjunction is much shorter than around exterior conjunc

tion. Ve~us, e.g., is invisible aboat 60 or 70 days at exterior conjunction

~ut only a few days at inferoir conjunction. 347 )

3'7) Cf. below p. !!!.

If the inferior conjunction occurs near the nodal line of Mercury

or Venus, a phenomenon takes places which corre~ponds to a solar eclipse,

i.e., the disc of the planet is,projected on the solar disc, at least as

seen from certain r~gions of the earth. Such a transit of Venus or Mercur.y,

however, cannot be observed by the naked eyej it was not before the 17th

century that such transits were seen through telescops.348 ) They are, more

over, much mor~ rare than solar eClipses.}49) Venus and Mercury transits

are therefore of no importance for historical chronology.

3'8) Cysat and others observed the first Mercury transit in 1631 XII 6;
Horrox the first Venus transit in 1639 XII 4. Cf. Wolf, Hdb.II p.162 ff.
3.1l9) Ahout 13 transits of Mercury occur during one centuryj the Venus tran
sits have a period of 2d 3 years, and are spaced within this period at inter
vals of 8 years, 121 t years, 8 years and 105 t years.
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For the sake of smmplicity, the preceding description of typical

pr.enomena of the synodic revolution of a planet disregarded all secondary

influences which cause more or less visible variations of the general Bcham

For chronological prpblems in which only the positions of the planets with

r.spect to the ecliptic play s role (as, e.g., in the dating of horoscops),

more details about- tho planetary movement are scarcely needed. As 300n,

ho~ever, as the question of visibility is involved, e.g., when dates for

ap~earance or disap~aerance "are given, such idealizations as, e.g., the

ioentlfication of the plane of the planetary orbit and the plane of the

ecliptic, are no longer justified. We shslI need more details about the

visibility of Venus, which we now proceed to explain.

According to our simple schematic considerations, the conjunc

tion ¥'!auld subdivide the intervals of inVisibility into exactly equ.sl parts.

This conclusion no longer holds if we also take the influence of the lati

·'tude into consideration. Venus becomes invisible if its angular distance

from the SlID as seen from the earth is less than about 10°. In other "ords,

Venus is invisible as long as it is inside a cone of axis ES (cf. fig.5}),

corner E and angle of 200 subtended at E. If the conjunction occurs

~ear the nodal line, Venus has to cross this cone at its maximal width. If,

ho~ever, the conjunction coincides with the moment when Venus reaches maxi

mal heliocentric latitude, only a smaller sector of this cone has to be

passed hy the planet. This becomes especially significant at the inferior

conj~nction. V9nus at about 30 of heliocentric latitude is at inferior con

junction so near the earth that its geocent+ic latitude amounts to about

8 ~ 0 (cf. fig •• 6 p.III). In this case, Venus again emerges almost imme

diately from the cone of invisibility; i.e., tbe time from the last setting

as evening star to the first rising 8S morning star can be reduced to two

days only.
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"
This shows that the ruration of invisibility at inferior conjunc

tion dep~nds v~ry m~ch on thp. latitnde of Venus at this moment. 350) The

~ositbn of the nodal line caD be considered as practically invariable in the

eCliptic. 351 ) ~e can therefore also say that the length of the period of

3~O) At exterior conjunction, however, a heliocentric latitude of 3 de
grees appears only as 1 to geocentric latitude.

}<1) The nodal line moves only about 10 per century. (The lcngitude of
the node is given by e = 75046'46".73 + 3239".46 T + 1~476 T2 where T
is measur~d in JUlian centuries (= 36525 days) &Cd T = 0 corresponds to
1900 A.D. Jan. 0 Greenwich mean noon.)

invisibility of Venus at inferior conjunction depends upon the longitude

of thA sun, i.e., uran the season in which the conjunction occurs.

Th~ variable length of the path of Venus across the cone of 1n

visihility is not the only CRuse which makes the appearance and disappear

ance of the planet depending upon the seasons. As in the case of the mOQn~52

3'2) Cf. above p.'!'.

the changing inclination of the ecliptic with respect to the horizon also

shows its influence. Moreover, appearances and disappearances are not sym

metrical phenom~na; in the case of disappearance, the planet has been visib

all the previous days and the place of the horizon where the star should be

seen(if ~still visi~le) is knor.n. In the case of reappearance after days or

ev~n weeks of invisibility, the faint first gleam is difficult to find if

the place on the horizon is not exactly knewn. All these superposed efreets

create a rather irragular relationship hetween the date of the conjunction

and the dates of appearance and disappearance. How irregular the resulting

time intervals are is shown by fig.54. The abscissa gives the longitude of

the sun (and of Venus) at the moment of conjunction, i.e., the season of th

year. The ordinate indicates ho~ many days before conjunction the planet
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disappears (E.S. and W.S.) and how many days after conjunction it again

becomes vivihle (E.R. and W.R. ). This shows clearly that the moment of

conjunction does not, in general, divide the period of invisibility into

equal parts. The total length of invisibility is represented on fig. 55.

The irregularity in the Vi~ibility of Mercury is still greater

owing to the obvious reason of the great inclination of the orhit of Mer

cury.3 53) The difficulty of observing Mercury makes this planet of very

353) Cf. above p.III.

little use for chronological problems and we therefore do not need to go

into details. The outer planets, OD the contrary, show much more regularity,

with the exception ,of Mars, where the influence of the inclination of the

orbit is equally clearly expressed as in the case of Venus (cf. fig.46 and

56). While Mars remains invisible for·a period between threa and almost

seven months, Jupiter's invisibility varies only around one month; Saturn

is invisible about 10 days longer because of its lesser brightness (fig.56).

The br~ghtness of the planets is, of course, subject to change

d~ring their synodic period. The general type of this variation is

in fig. 57; the value 3 of the ordinate means brightness of a star of third

~agnitQde, 2 of second, 1 of first magnitude, and this principle is con

tinued to stellar magnitudes 0, -1, etc. The exterior planets reach their

maximum brightness at opposition, especially pronounced in the case of

Mars. Mercury appears brightest near exterior conjunction (i.e., after W.R.

and before E.S.), while Venus reaches her highest brilliance near inferior

conjunction (i.e., before W.S. and after E.R.). The nearness of the planet

to the earth compensates the fact that Venus is only of crescent shape near

inferior conjunction. 354 )

35d ) It might be remarked that the phases of Venus are not visible

the naked eye and that all statements of a Babylonian discovery of this
are tots lly tl nfo"u"'n"'d"'e"'d".'-- .....J
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§ 2. The Venus Tablets of Ammizaduga.

42. The texte and their hiatory.

a. The development of the problem.

The texts around which all attempts are concentrated. to establish

a fixed point of Babylonian chronology in th~ second millenium B.C. have a

hmstory of their own which now, more than 70 years after their discovery,

might have come to a certain end. The following short report will shaw

in chronological order the main steps in the development of the problem.}55)

}::) Further detaile are given in Langdon -F.-S. p.28-44.

1870. In the third volume of the first great publicQtion of

tablets from the Oritish Museum, the "Cuneiform Inscriptions of Western

Asia' by H.C.Rawlinson, G.Smith pUblished among others the tablet K 160 ,

described as u e tablet .on the !l1evements of the planet Venus, end their in

fluences' )56)

356) III R pl.63.
(

1874. A.H.Sayce, in a long paper on 'The Astroncny and Astrolo

gy of the Babylonians', gave a translation of this text,357) today, of

357) Sayee [1] p.316-3}9. The astronomical discussion followed five
Y9nrs later in Bosanquet - Sayee [1].

course, antif}118ted but correct in the main outlines. It became fully clear

that a list of dates for disappearance and reappearance of Venus were given

a~~ omens drawn from the time of invisibility or the date of reappearance.From the Otto Neugebauer papers 
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During the following 30 years, different fragments of the same

text became known, all belonging to the Asharbanipal library, like K 160 •

It ~as an i~portant step forward when in

1906 G. Schiaparelli recognized}58) tbat all these texts con-

3"8) Schiaparelli r1] and Scritti 1,1 p.}-27.

st.i tl1-t,9 t.hree "docum'9nts" (now called L, :u f'.nd N) in different arrangement.

Tne si uation is illu8tratad by fig.58. The smaller fragments K 2}}1 etc.

constitute a tablet which contains two different texts, Land K. K 160

begins and ends with L but this text is interrupted by a third document,

N, which is inserted in the latter half of 1.. This shows that tbe texts

at our disposal had bean subjected to an ancient editorial activity and

force us to face the problem of restoring, if possible, the original form.

We shall return to this problem soan. Schiaparelli made an attempt to date

these texts astronomically and came ,to the result that they belong to a

period either around 800 B.C. or 650·B.C. We know now that this is about

1000 years too late;· the cause of Schiaparelli's error lay in his assumption

of the historical background o~ the texts as belonging to the first mille

nium B.C.

1912t Kugler announced}59) the discovery that a sentence in

K 160, translated by S8~::Je360) as -for a .year service continues; gold 1s

exchanged(?)~, actually is a "year formula~}61) from the reign of Ammizadnga

}59) Kuglar SSB II .1'.255 ff.

360) Sayee [1] p.}1 7,8.

}61} Cf. above .1'.111.______ -c''-- _

a king of th~ first Babylonian dynasty, and should be read as 'year of the

golden throne". This year formula was already known as the name of the
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eiehth year of A~izaduga. Hence Schiaparell1 had based his calculations

on false assumptions and astronomical elements valid in the second mille

~ium B.C. had to be used inst~ad. Kugler consequently investigated the re

lation of the recorded dates to the movement of· Venus around 2000 B.C. and

came to the result that the first year of Ammisaduga corresponded to -1.976.

We shall refer to this result as "chronology I W •

The following year brot~ht a lively discussion of Kugler's re

sult and ths methods he used to solve the problem. We shall see that a

s~lection among the recorded dates is necessary in order to compare the

terts with modern calculation, and therefore other solutions could be pro

posed ("chronologies II to V"). During these years a few additional frag

m~nts of duplicates were discovered. This whole material was collected

1928 in the book of Langdon, Fotheringham and Schoch "The Venus

tarlets of Ammizaduga". The essential progress made here consists in the

astronomical part, which is due to. Schoch's efforts. He computed tables

with special reference to conditions in Babylonia, thus layi?S the founda

tions for any systematic compntation of Venus and lunar phenomena in Meso-

potamia. This made possible a comparison of all proposed chronologies and

led the authorR to the result that ·chronology II", proposed already in,
1923 by Fotheringbam,3 62) gave the best agreements between texts and cal-

culation.

362) Announced by Langdon in OECT 2, preface.
._-------

1929 the present author showed363 ) in a review of the above

------ --------------------
363) Neugebauer (0.) [6J (cf. also [4]).

mentioned book that none of the arguments by which Langdon, Fotheringham

ann Schoch attempted to distinguish between the different possibilities was

conclusive. The conclusion reached was that only historical evidence could
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rrin~ a decision. Such new outside evidp.nce indeed came eight years later

when an archive from the city'of Mari on the middle Euphrates was excavated.

Th~ cor,'sspondence of th~ local rulers showed clearly that Hammuratd was a

contemporary of the Assyrian king Shemshi~Adad r.}64)

364 ) Thureau-Dangin [3].

I ill'
\U~

1938 and 1940 Albright365~ rand Sidney independently

365l
)"
361'/)

which gave
1 ogy].

Albright [1] and [2].
u.~.<o( ['J ~~ [,].
Sm1th (S.) Alalakh [Alalakh is a site on
Sidney Smith the essential archeological

the bend of
support for

the
his

Orontes
chrono-

came to the result that the synchronism thus established between Babylonian

an~ Assyrian history required substantial lowering of the chronology of the

first Barylonian dypasty. According to Albright, Ammi~aduga should be dated
~A~h{.u') -It..... '--"'" \oI'~ a...""".J~ rv>....lf.

8I OU+ -16~O;YSianey Smith and his 6011aborator J.W.S~S:'~~~t r.~of~Sj~,~ -~-7

precise date, again using the Venus tahlets, namely -164& "ChrOnOlOgy~I")
Since Kugler's discovery of the year formula of Ammizaduga 8, the

date of the first Babylonian dynasty has bean reduced by more than }OO

years. In order to understand how astronomical records can allow 60 great

8 variability in dating we will have to discuss in detail the character of

the cocuments involved. In referring to the various proposed chronologies,

~p. shall use the following list

~-----

7') /1.~ ru.'ul) ~( o/.....}"'-

~r..1 1"'" M~<-,.l41 ~/{
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I

II

III

IV

V

VI

proposed or accepted by

Kugler 1912359 )

Fotheringham 19231 62 ) Langdon-F.-S. 1928368)

Schoch 1925;369) Thureau-Dangin 1927370)

Weidner 191~71)

Kugler 1924 ;372 ) Ed.Meyer 1925373 )
t:lt) ,10

Smith-Sewell 19403vr (J.,r°./ '1~O

170

Ammiz. 1

_1976374 )

-1920

-1856

-1808

-1800

-1645

368) r~ngdon-F.-S.

369) Schoch [2].

370) Thureau-Dangin [4].

37 ' ) Weidner [4].

372) Ktteler SSB II p.569.

373) Meyer (8d.) GAN p.} ff.

37A ) The notation adopted here end in the following is Amm. 1 = -'976/5.

The relative chronology of the first Babylonian. dynasty is so

well established tbat the dating of the reign of Ammizaduga is sufficient to

date the wbole period. If we suppose that Ammizaduga 1 corresponds to the

y~ar -n th~n we obtain:

Ammizaduga 1 = -n Ammizaduga 21 = -(n - 20)

(45) Hammurabi 1 = -(n+146) Hammurabi 43 = -(n+104)

First Babyl.Dynasty from -(n+24 8) to -(n-37)

Determining any year of the reign of Ammizaduga and the dating of the first

Berylonien dynasty are tbersfore eqUivalent problems.From the Otto Neugebauer papers 
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b. Character and origin of the "documents".

The part most easily disposed of is the "document N". It con

tains twelve groups of omens connected with the reappearance of Venus, all

huilt according to the same scheme. As an example, the first group may be

given:

I~ venus apoears on I(b) 2 in the east, distress will be in the land.

Trotil IX(o) 6 she will be in the east and disappear on IX(b) 7.

She will be absebt in the sky ,for 3 months.

She will rise on XII(b) 7375) in the west, kjng will declare hostility

against king.

375) Sic according to the text; the scheme requires the 8th
day. The replacement of 8 by 7 is easily explained as a copyist 1 s error.

What is given here are the dates of ER, ES and WR, including one period of

invisibility of three months at exterior conjunction. The following group

is not the natural continuation but begins with a new date for WR which is

one month and one day later than the ERm which was the starting point of

the preceding group. The structure of this scheme is shcwn by the following

l1st376) (omitting the omens)

rising setting invisible rising

I 2 E IX 7 E 3 m XII 7 'if

II 3 'if X 8 W 7 d X 15 E

III 4 E XI 9 E 3 m II 9 w
IV 5 'if XII 10 'if 7 d XII 17 E

......... ......... .... . ..........
XI 12 E VII 17 E 3 m X 17 W

XII 13 W VIII 18 W 7 d VIII 25 E

376) E = east, W = west, m = month, d = day.
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Th~ purely schematic character of this list is 8vid9nt. Its value lies in

two facts: first, it shows us the type of method by whicb Venus phenomena

were predicted at an early period. These methods are certainly 80 'crude that

they ~ould never have suf~iced to restore earlie~ observations. The assump-

tion, improbable in itself, that the dates given in the documents L and V

are calcuJated dates, is ruled out completely. These dates cannot be based

on any thing but observations. The second fact is the possibility of deter

mining the value for the synodic period whioh was assumed by the author of

this scheme. ¥rom each pair of consecutive lines in the list given above, it

follo..s that the following time intl3rvals have been used:

Venus as morning star: 8 m+ 5 d

invisible at exterior conj. : } m

Venus as evening star: 8 m+ 5 d

invisible at inferior conj.:. 7 d

"h i ch makes a total of 19 months and 17 days. Assuming months of }O days'

length,}77) this gives 587 days as the synodic period, i.e., } days to much

This error is certainly not very great, but shows again that we are dealing

here ~ith a comparatively early and primitive stage of development.

}77) Cf. above p.llI.

of K 2321, excavated at Kish, which contains the documents

The same remark is alsomfound on a

appears a colophon ~hich says thst ths text i.

6 "copy

At the end of

fro~ BabYlon".}78)

II

L

duplicate

and M }79)

}78) Langdon-F.-S. p.1}. This passage has bean omitted by L&ng
don i~ his copy of the text given on p.23 but is shown on the photograph of
K 160 on the title-page of Virolleaud ACh.I.

}79) Langdon-F.-S. p.19.
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(cf. fig. 58). This Kish tablet was written, according to the colophon, duri

the reign of Sargon, i.~. about 700 B.C. This is the oldest extant copy o~

these text8, the others being neo-Babylonjan copies. That these records of

Venus were preserve~ and copied for 1 i millenia is due to their having

incorpo~ated in the large series of astrological texts call~d "eouma Anu

Enlil". ~e shall again meet this relationship to astrology in the documents

}, ana U:.

Th~ document L contains Venus observations and omens, connect

wi' h the esstsl'n or ?:-estern rising. As an example we quote the following

passage,3 80) typical for the whole document:

380) Lan3don -- ". - s. p.8.

If VenvR disappeared on VI(b) 26 in the west,

remained invisible for 11 days, and

was seen again on VII(b) 7 in the east, the heart of the land
be happy.

If Venus disappeared on I(b) 9 in the east,

remained invisible for 5 months and 1G days,

was seen again on VI(b) 25 in the west, the heart of the land will
be happy.

Unlike dOCllment N, here ~isappe~rance and reappearance of Venus are recorded

1'1 thei~ n'ltural order year after year .. The i-rragularity of the intervals,

the me~tion of intercalated months and the general agreement with the aatron

omically expected facts make it certain that real observations are here re

corded. The explicit date of the ~ighth year of Ammizaduga corresponds to

the year hy year arrangement. From historical sources it 1s known that Ammi

zaduga ruled for 21 years;- here again.we find agreement with L, where 21From the Otto Neugebauer papers 
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a ~t.'3ck fat' the dt::\tes given in L. From the fact that the dates from year

~ore evinent that the document N originally did not belong where we now

L

174

M was abstracted fromit follows thatM 381),

with the sale exception of the 18th year. &t the

381) Cf. Langdon - F. - S. p.19 note 2.

period that these years were actually leap years. This does not imply, how

ever, that the preservgd form of L is the original form. On the contrary,

clear signs which indicate later editorial activity are visible.

SO~q dates are astronomically impossible, e.g., in the 9th year WS = III(b)

, 1, E::t = XII(b) 15 which would make Venus at inferior conjunction invi

sible 9 months and ~ days, which is absurd. Therefore, at least one

~e wrong, and it is easy to see that the first date is only a copyistts er

ror caused hy a preceding WS = III(b) 2. The extant text of L, However,

does not recognize the error but promptly gives 9 months and 4 days as the

dllratian of invisibility. This and analogous cases show that the duration

i~visibility was calculated afterwards and not from the actual records.

That the original docltment L belongs to the reign of Ammizadu

ea is further confirmed by th~ fact that intercalated months VI2 are men

tioned in th~ 11th and 19th year and that W~ know from contracts of this

at a tim3 ~hen L had already been disrupted by the insertion of N •

18 are also missing in

ance. The t~o passages quoted above from document L would therefore be

The document M is only a rearranged rorm of the document L.

~hi]~ L gives all phenomana in their natural order, 'M enumerates the

same dates and om~ns, arranged, however, according to their month of appear-

?laced in M nnrler the first and sixth month, respectively, regardless of

"t.he years. Th~ int'3rest of document M therefore lies only in its valne as

years arB recorded

1?'lbere this year should. be expected, document N is inserted, mak~ng it
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Also the omens hardly helong to the period of' the period of the

ohservation. Reeding the omens in their arrangement as given in L, oDe

~il~ T~cognizp. that they make groups of good and bad predictions separated

by 8 n9utral remark like the ~'ear formula of the 8th year. This seems to in

aieate that· actllal observations were later combinl3d with historical records,

i.e., lists of' year formulae, in order to discover the influence of the date

of The rising of Venus on the future. The final f'orm of these tezts as 'F.e

now have them could therefore stem from very considerably later times than

the observations recorded during Ammizaduga's reign.

~. The attempts to date the Venus observations.

It is not surprising that texts like the tablets discussed here

contain a number of errors due to copying and rearrangement. We have -alread~

mention~rl the omission of year 18. Several other errors are easily corrected

because of such transparent canses as dittography. Some errors are less

simple to correct and the proposed corrections are still open. for discuss.ior

Ther~ e~ists, however, another difficul~y which affects document L as a

whole, na~ely, the fact that the system.of dates recorded id in itself con

tradictory. Herein lies the essential problem for all attempts to use these

dates for chronological purDoses.

In ord.er to explain this statement, we must dese-rIbe a simple

rp-1ationship between Venus phenomena and lunar months: the synodic period

p of Venus amounts to382 )

382) We give here a more accurate value than the 584 days men
tioned on p.I'I.

P = 583.92 days

and the lunar month to

m = 29.53 days.
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We are now able to explain in what sense the dates given in the

docu~ent L are a inconsistent system. We consider, for example, the WS's

durine the 21 years o~ Ammizaduga ar~~,ged in groups of 8 yeRra. [The first

number eives the year, the numbers in () will be explained shortly.]

2919.6 = 4 days99 m - 5 p = 292).5

1 XI 15 3 VI 23 (29) 5 II 2 (I 29) 6 VIII 2:

9 [XII] 11 (12 ) 11 VI 26 (25) 13 II 5 (I 25) 14 VII 1

'7 XII ( 8) 19 VI2 (20) 21 (22) I11 1 I.. I'

Let us cdtDslder the f"irst group: WS in 1 XI 15 and 9 XII 11 shows exact

ly the '3xpected difference of ~ in the dates, but it is lmpossible that

are ~nown. Before applying this rule to our texts, we must remark, however,

that th~ relation (d6) does not take into account the small change in the

lon<;itllde of the su" caused by the, di f"ference of" 1 t days between 99 months

a~r. 8 years. The actual date differences can therefore deviate by ±1 day fro

~ days, such that accur~te calculation shows small deviations from our simp!

rule (46).

o~ 1he other hand, 8 Julian years are equal to 2922 days. We can ther9fore

express (46) as follows: After 8 years, the date of y Venus phenomenon in a

lunar calendar falls A days earlier than the previous occurenC6. For e~ample,

Supl.ose tho last visibility of Venus toak place in the west on XI(b) 15

of the year 1; then one can expect that Venus will again be visible for the

last time as evening star on the 11th of a month in year 9 and on the 7th

o~ year 17: the names of the months depen~of course, on the intercalations.

But supLosing th9 rule of intercalation to be kaOWD, the dates are then

known for all groups of eight years' interval if the dates of" the beginning

Ee-:ce
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9 XII 11 and 17 XII 11 are both correct datp.s. In the second group,

~he first pair is impossible (increase from 23 to 26 instead of decrease

ty ~) but the second may be right, etc. Obviously, corrections of recorded

numbers are u<;!cessary in order to eliminate Buch contradictions;- but the

main difficulty consists in deciding which numbers C~ be considered more

trust~orthy than the others? The resulting chronologies finally depend on

~he difference of this selection.

How difficult such a selection is can best re shown by assuming

"chronology II", i.e., aSffilming that Ammizadnga 1 ~ -1920. Calculating the

Venus phenomena under this assumption, one obtains among the 13 recorded

WS's tbr98 exact coincidences, namely, 1 XI 15 , 6 VIII 28 and

16 IV 5. All other numbers should be corrected as indicated in the

above list in ( ). Moreover, four of the remaining dates should be later

than given in the text, six earlier. That the text gives a dat.e too early

for 1h9 disappearance of Venus can always be explained by bad weather or

bad observation. The six cases, however, where Venus was seen for more days

!ha~ acr.~rding to calculation constitute a strict contradiction which cannot
" .be over~ome except by arbitrary corrections of the text. Exactly the same

difficulty app~ars in dealing with the dates of the three oth~r phenomena

recorded (im, ES, ER) and for all proposed chrobologiea. And the common

reason is J as we have seen, that the dates of the text d.o not fulfill the

necessary rule of the relation betw8an synodic period and lunation but fluc

tuate around every possible system of' dates~ It must be repeated, on the

other band, that the deviations are only small in most of the csses and that

there can be no serious doubt that the origihal basis of tbe document L

was aetoal observations.

Langdon - Fotheringham and Schoch gave a complete comparison of

a1'. recordad dates with all tha dates which would follow from all chronolo-,
gies proposed at the time. From this comparison they concluded that chrono-
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logy II is the best because it would yield the greatest number of cases

where the deviation between text ani calculation does not go beyond + 1

day. One can come, however, to totally different results if ODe counts the

number of cases where a chronology strictly contradicts dates given by the

toxts. Chronology IV then represents WS with the least number of contra

diction, III is the best chronology for ER, II tind IV are equally good

(or bad) for ES, and I and VI for WR. The total number of strict contra

dictions are (among about 300 dates)

I

II

, 8

'7

III

IV

16

20

V

VI

20

16 •

it is obviously ~ purely arbitrary procedure to derive any kind of pre

ference for any proposed chronology from such numbers.

Altho~gh n~ver admitted, this fact was obviously felt more or

less clearly by all defenders of a definite chronology as derived fro. the

Ve~us tablets. Differ~nt attem~ts hays therefore been made to obtain addi

tional information from these texts. One consists in considering the rela

tion of the Venus phenomena With respect to the seasons in order to evaluate

dat98 of contracts concerning! the harvestj the second is based on a study

of the consequences of a chronology with respect to the lanar calendBr. ~e

shall discuss both argllments in the stated order.

Th~ easiest way to explain how a relation between the chronolo

gies of the Venus tablets end the seasons can b~ established consists in

considering a special group of dates contained in the text, e.g., the in

ferior conjunction of year 6 limited by the dates WS VIII(b) 28 and ER

IX(t) 1 Let us sappose that these dates give correctly recorded numbers,

~hich is at least perfectly possible. 'Then we can obtain the following in

formation from this data. First, the inferior conjunction of Venas coincides
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nearly exactly with new moon~ Secondly, because the conjunction falls at

enn of th~ eighth month, the longitude of th~ son must bp; abont 2400 or,

say, 30 degrees more if' Nisan of this year fell late because of a preceding

int~rcalet~d XII2 0 Third, Venus is supposed to be only 2 or 3 degrees 1n

visil·le at this conjunction (the number ~epends on whether VIII(b) had

~, or 30 days .) and 8 glance at fig. 54 tells us that so short a period

of invisibility r~quires a longitude of the sun of abont 2700 but is incom

patible with 2~Oo. Hence, from the assumption of the coreeetnesB of this

pair of numbers it follows that lasan of Ammizaduga 6 was late in the

spri~g season. The same holds in other cases, and 1n the same way each se-

lection of dates considered to be correct, i.e., each chronology, leads to

a certain position of the months with respect to the seasons. Chronology V,

for example, requires all months to be more than 30 days earlier With re

spect to the. Gregorian calendar (rp.presenting the seasDns) than it should

be according to Chronology II. The total oscillation between all chronolo-

gl~s amounts to 54 days.

This fact that each chronology places the lunar calendar

differ9ntly with respect to the seasons has for a long time been the

mai~ source of discussion. Some tried to prove from contracts and similar

documents that harvest dates or delivery of fruits (especially dates) could

or could not agree· with the season required by the respective chronology.

It is evident that this kind of argument, which is open to all types of

arpitrary assumption, cannot lead to really convincing proof. If, moreover,

the calendar is' regulated according to the actual agricultural situation

and this is, as we have aeen, very probably the case}8}) then a

}8}) See above p.!".

late Nisen means simply that we must accept a late harvest, whether it

seems to be likely or not. And, finally, Thureau-Dangin showed that the
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dates of contracts for future deliveries are couched in terms of a schematic

calqndar, by saying, e.g_, that dates should be delivered in the month of

Tishri, regardless of whether or not the actual harvest should fall in the

lunar month Tishri or not. 384 ) This fact completely deetroys the basis of

38() Thureau-DBngin [4] p.188 ff.,His examples not only belong
to the First Dynasty of babylon (p.188), but also to the Persian (p.190 f.)
and neo-Babylonian periods (p.193).

all discussion of contract dates with respect to the seasons and X2!¥XIIII*

~ definitively eliminates speculations from chronology abont the

weather ~OOO years ago.

The situation up to this point in our discussion can be describec

as fo~1oW6: eacn chronol~gy accepts a certain STOUp of recorded dates as

correct and is forced to.reject another group as incorrect without being

a priori able to distinguish between these two classes (except in trivial

cases)- and each chronology has the equal right to adjust the weather cor

respondingly. It therefore meant real progress when Schoch introdllced385 )

385) Used in Langdon -F.-S.

a ne-' idea based on an astronomical principle, namely, the comparison of

the computed length of the lunar months as reqUired by a given chronology

~ith the actual records.

~e may suppose that the movement of the moon and the Visibility

condi'ions at Babylon known with sufficient accuracy386) in order to de-

388) This latter part, the knowledge of the visibility condi
tions, is hy no means simple to ascertain. Actually, no modern measurements
from Babylon are available. Schoch was'therefore forced to d~termine the
ele~ents in question in such a way that his calculation fitted BS closely

as possible Neo-Babylonian records (Langdon-F.-S. p.48).
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t~rmine exactly the date of each evening on which the new crescent was vi

siole ~or the first time at Babyl~n. This means that we may assume that

for each monte during tee period in question it is known whether it had

29 or 30 days. If we now, supposing a straight line to represent the time 

axis, ~9 mark all the new-mOODS on this axis at their right distance and

write their lengths below the intervals, i.e., either the number 29 or 30

(cf. fig. 59). In order to simplify matters, we now rsplace each interval of

30 by • and call it "black" and each interval of 29 by 0 and call it

ftwhite". The assumption that we know the exact length of all months 1s then

equival~nt with saying that we assume the complete sequence of black and

~hite points to be given. We call this sequence T.

~e now make a second as~umption: say we have original texts

pr~served (which is certainly incorrect and will therefore be later modi

fied) ~hich tell us for each month whether it had 29 or 30 days. We write

these numbers down in their calendarical order and again replace 29 by 0

a.,d 30 by • • The new sequence of black and white points may be called H.

Su--·posing that our calculations are correct and that the observations which

produced H. we,re undisturbed, the two. sequences T and. B should be

idsntical. It would therefore be possible to place H below T in such a

way that below each hlack point of T lies a black point of H, end belao

each white point of T a white point of H

This necessary relationship between Hand T caD be uBed for

dating the documents from which H comes if the sequence H 1s not too

short. This latter condition 1s obviously very essential because if B

ccnsists J e.g., 6~ only three elements, say black-white-black, this H

could th~n he placed in many ways below T such that black-white-black of

B falls helow black-white-black of T. If, however, H extends over a
on

lJl%ger period of cons8.cutive years then the required correspond9Dce with T
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might determine uniquely the place of T, i.e., the time, because of the

irr~gularity of the distributIon of black and white on a longer ~ection.387)

387) Actually, one should be sure that no periodicity in T
exists; this exclusion would be very dif~icult.

Unfortunately, s~fficie~t documents give a complete sequence H

do not exist. rhe only docum·~ntary evidence as to the lengths of months is

co~tracts ~hich mentioD the 30th day of a month. What we can obtain from

texts 1S therefore only a sub-sequence h of H containing only black

~oi~·s. The qu~stion arises whether h can be used for dating .
.

Let us suppose that T is calculated, say, from -2000 to -15

s."l~ let h be given for 200 yeaTs. ~his means that we Bssume· that roe know

from each conrract dated on the 30th day of a certain month of a certain

year t7hen it should be plac~d with respect to any other contract of this

type. This assumption can be acc:epted as correct for the First Dynasty of'

'Rspylon t-ec811se we know the number of years which each king ruled end also

which y~arB were leap years. Hence h consists of a series of black points

of given distances.

Let us now, as an example, assume that the month Nis8n of the

fifth year of Ammi.eduga is attested as having been 30 days· long. According

to chronology I, the day Amiz. 5 I(b) 1 would correspond to -1972 IV(g)

27, according to chronology II to ~1916 IV(g) 9 ,etc. In other words,

each chronology assigns to the sequence h a definite place with respect

to the time axis T, and it is obviously a necessary condition for a

chronolcgy to be correct that the corresponding position of h with respe

to T is such that the points of h always lie below black points of T •

This is the basic idea introduced by Schoch to distinguish

tetT.een the accuracy of the different chronologies a He co~uted T and

compar9o for sach of the proposed chronologies the number of agreements
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~~tw~en h ann T, where h was compiled from al~ availahle contracts of

th~ First DynaRty of Bahylon dated on the 30th of a month. He found the

following Dumber of agreements expressed in cases per hundred:

I

II

37 %
75

III

IV

56

62

v

which s~ems to indicate a clear superiority of chronology II. This has evi

de~tly been the main reason for considering chronology II aa the correct

o~e.

This method of diBtingui8~ing between chronologies is, however,

open tc very serious objection. First of all, the correct chronology should

reslJlt in 100 /. agreement between h and the black points or T and not

only in 75 I. . But even 100 /. agreement between hand T is only a

necessary, but by no means a sufficient, condition for the correct placing

of h This can easily be shown by an artificial example. Let T in fig.

60 be the calculated sequence of black and white points and assume the the

correct placing of a given sequence h would be h, ; than, of course,

h, and T show 100 % agreement. Someone else, however, might have reasons

to oelieve that h should be dated 2 months later (h2) and a third person

~ight even date h 5 months later (h
3

). Fig.60 shows that also h2 and

h~ result in 100 ~ agreement in spite of the irregularity of both T and

h. Hence, even a 0onsiderab~ better degree of agreement than shown by

chronology II (100 %instead ~ 75 7.) would not be a sufficient proof for

the correct chronology of a sub-sequence b. 388)

388) .The inconclusiveness of this method has been pointed out
in Neugebauer (0.) [6J col. 919 f. From the Otto Neugebauer papers 
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._----------------

d~. The "short" chronology. Summary.

From archives

1
}~9)

c ear

This means that in th9 scale of fig.60 (which contains 42 pOints),

}89) Thureau-Dangin [}].

date of the First Dynasty of Babylon by about 2 t centuries.

excavated at Mari, a site on the middle Euphrates, it became

Hen~urabi must have been 8 contemporary of the Assyrian king Shamshi-Adad

I.}90) By this fact the chronology of the First Babylonian Dynasty came

}90) For s short report ahout th9 esssntial historical argumen
cf. Neugebauer (0.) [7] .

t.l]ndr~d

The inconclusiveness or all the arguments proposed in favor of

each of the chronologies I to V could not have been better underlined than

~y the fact that new historical evidence has made it necessary to

i~ direct contact with Assyrian chronology, which does not admit serioue

culated S'9q'.lclJ.ce of lunar months.

onl:,.· ~ point of h would be re90rded. :t is self-evident that an agree

mAntof 8 single black point among 50 proves nothing because in the av~rage,

every s~cond pl~ce 'rroduces an agreement. Schoch's idea is therefore doomed

to failure until sub-sequences h of a larger order of magnitude of

arq uvailahle. Only if we had the dates of a very complete and extensive

arctiv~ at our disposal would this method offer a chance for chronological

results. It is therefore not surprising that chronology II could later be

proved to be wrong i~ spite of the apparently gOOQ agreement ~ith the cal-

The actual situation in the arguments used by Schoch is still

~orsp.. The number of contracts from the First Dynasty of Babylon which de

t~r~in~ a month as having been 30 days long amounts to only 2 out of a
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stretching. Hence, the First Babylonian Dynasty must be placed in the period

froo about 1900 to 1600 and Ammizad,~a consequently around 1650. In other

words, chronologies I to V tried to identify the records of Venus phenome~

~itb the Venus appearance of totally wrong periods, exactly in the same

sense that Schiaparelli was mislead by false historical assumptions 30 years

before. We are, therefore, facing for the third time the problem of deter

minin~ the date of the Venus phenomena in a given century. An answer is

proposed by 8mi th and Sewell in "chronology VI", which aS511mes Ammizaduga 1 .

~ -16~A. ~e will now explaIn how this new solution could have been proposed.

This probl~m is connected with the more g~neral one of determin~

i~g the periodicity of a group of Venus phenomena in their relationship to

a lunar calendar. We have already seen that five synodic periods are al

~os~ the same as 99 lunations, or, more precisely (cf. p.'" equation (46)

8 years ~ 5 p == _4 days modulo lunations

\'~ltiplying te.is relation hy 7 we obtain

35 p = -28 days mod. lun.

•

and, becaus~ 28 days ar~ almost a complete lunar month, we have approxi

mately

35 p = 0 mod .. lun.

I~ other words, after 35 synodic periods, i.e., after about 56 years, the

Venus phenomena again fall apprOXimately on the same date in a lunar ca

lendar (of COllrse only so far as the ~a:y number is concerned, the month

~I]mher dep~nding upon the intercalations which had been inserted in the

'l''9a~time). This explains the time differences between chronologies I ~ to

I
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V (cf. p. :!P):

I - II = 56 II III = 6<1 = 56+8 III - IV = <18 = 56-8 IV-V=8

+i.e., 56 or ~6 8. We now see that each chronology which gives a fairly

recor"ded. dates.

of synonic periods p and lunations m

also the corr:~-;on perl ods of moan and V9nus can be better and better approxi

mated. Disr~earding fractions, Toe thus obtain the following common periods

172 P = 100434

3<101 m = 100A34

270 trop.yeara = 1004<11(~8b)

(<18a)

to I!;hict 1!Jp. add

These reriods of 8 and 56 years are not the only possible ones.

~xactly as we found series of succesive improved periodic repetitions in

the case of the m(,.v~ment of the moon, both in U. longitude and latitude,

This shoi'lls that 8'·ter 275 years, not only are the dates in a lunar calend.ar

l.)nchanged but: also the relati.on with respect to the seasons 1a only altered

hy the very small period of 7 days. Therefore also the visibility conditions

eood agr'?ement with the recorded dates also a~rees not too badly with a

chronology 8 years earlier or later and a chronology 56 years earlier or

later. The B-years' diff~l'ences c'Juld be excluded if the system of recorded

Cp.t~s 1N-9~~ not in itself so inaccurate that emendations of dates by '!. 4

days are at any rat8 necessary. The 56-years' differences, however, would

;~,.,,~ i1'~: a still higher degree of r~l labili ty for th.:.; texts befoT'e \'W could

dc~J.de t>ctween solutions 56 years apart .. On the other hand, these periods

8T0 ~ot exact enough to be repeated more than once ·01' twice. The sitoation

CD." therefore be represented hy a scheme like fig.61: There must always be

groups of solutions ~hich agree equally well (or equally badly) with the
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~hich ~~pend upon the seasons are preserved. Consequently, sny system of

chronology which agrees with the texts for a certain date will also agree

wit.h '1ates 27r:. years earlier or later. And, indeed, the time difference

he~r.~~n chronologies II and VI amounts to 275 years.

Chronolo~r VI is therefore simply the periodic repetiti9n of

chl'onology II. There is, however, no real reason for rereating only chro

nolor,y II because, as Toe have seen, there is no real means to establish a

clea~ superiority of this chronology over the whole group of chronologies

ottainable by adding + 56 ~ 8 years. Moreover, we have seen that the main

argument for chronology II was the alledged best agrgement between th&

30 days' months as given by contracts and the calculated 30-days' months.

L~t us suppose that this agreement actually existed (although the argument

is not conclusive in Teality) and let us ask whether such an agreement

T~mains also unchanged by the addition of 275 years. To answer this ~uestio

we nged only remark that the visibility of the Dew moon w,pends hot only

on the seasons and lunations (which are unchanged) but also on the moon's

la-itude. 391 ) Hence we have simply to find a multiple of the length of the

391) Cf. above p."!.

nodical month n ~ 27.212 days which comes as closely as possible to the

length of the 10043d days of our period (48a). This is given by

3691 n ~ 100440 days

i.e., 6 days more than the Venus period. During 6 days, however, the moon's

latitude changes very considerably, e.g., almost completely from the node

to extremal l~titude because 6 days are almost 1/d th of the nodical month.

The sequence T of numbers 29 and 30 will therefore be totaly different for

the periods or chronologj II and VI. Therefore, if one believes that the
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agr~ement of chronology II with the Iunations speaks in favor of chronology
I

II, the~ one must at the B8me time consider it 8S unfavorable for chronolo-

gy VI. If one, however, considers the Iunations as absolutely undecisive

(snd this is the conclusion to which we came above), then again no reason

~y.ists for preferring chronology II above all other chronologies with a

difference of !56±8 years.

~e caD now summarize our results. The Venus tablets alone are

certainly not sufficient to establish the absolute chronology of the First

Ea~ylonian ~ynasty. If, however, the century of Hammurabi or Ammizaduga can

be det3rmlned by other considerations, the Venus tablets caD then be used

to pick out special dat~s which Bre the only possible dates and whose

distance arnounta to 56 years ,(pgrhaps ~8 years). The present situation is

th~refor~ as ~oI1ows. The Venus tablets alone are compatible with the fol

10cin~ dates392)
-

, -- -- - - ------------------------
392) In order to avoid mistakes, it is explicitly stated that

• 1'1 e astronomical d,ating is restricted to the reign of Ammizaduga and that
tho other dates arg ootaines by adding the usually accepted figures for the
d"!''3.tio~ of the First Dynasty of Babylon and the reign of Barnmurabi (cf.
for~ula (t5) on p.'!!).

----

Hammurabi

First Bab.Dyn.

-1701 -1645 -1589 -1533
-1\l47 -1791 -1735 -1679

-184 3 -1749 -1693 -1637

-194 9 -1893 -1&37 -1781

-1664 -1608 -1552 -1496

and perhaps dates which are greater or smaller by 8 yeaTS. Dates between

these years, however, era astronomically e.acluded. Which group is histori

cally correct cannot be decided on astronomical grounds but only b, histo-
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rical means. The two middle columns apparently contain the solutions which

are historically most likely.

§ 3. Horoscopes.

!2. Character of the texts.

Horoscopes are ceratinly not classified 8S a very respectable

type of ancient literature; thsy definitely belong to the underpriviledged

class of "suh-literary" texts. 393 ) Hers is not the place to discuss the

393) Powell RHP p.3d ff.

role of astrology in the frame of ancient thought and science, although I

must confess that I have difriculties in distinguishing between the spiri

tual l~vel Bnd back round of astrological writers Bnd the works of church

fathers or ancient philosophical doctrines which contain many more basic

errors and Imgical inconsistencies than the hypothesis of the direct in-
.~

fJ.uence of celestial phenomeny on the life on serth. For purely chronologi-

cal problems, however, the value of horoscopes cannot be denied. A horo6c~

esta~lishes a relationship. between ~lanetary constellations and a certain

date, fr~quently expressed in regnal years or years of a certain era, thus

yielding us information of high great significance for chronology. It is

therefore necessary to discuss here briefly the character of these document

and th~ methods of evaluating them astronomically.

Thp. chronological valne of horoscopes is somewhat reduced by the

fa~t that the constellations recorded are in all probSDility not observed

const~llations hut th~ result af calculations, whose accuracy is, of course

su}'j~ct to discussion. This is not only evident from the general considera

tion that horoscopes were frequently computed many years later for grown-up
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people hut can also be directl, seen from the fact that invisible constella
s

tjons are mention~d, e.g., planetary roaltions during daytime or conjunction

with the SUD. Additional difficulties occur from the use of unknown points

of departure for measuring longitudes (e ..g., of precession combined with

the assu~ption of the vernal point inside the sign aries394)) or the use of
395)

different calendars, 8S, c ..g .. , Egyptian or Alexandrian counting of months.

39.) Cf. above p.lll.

395) Cf. above p." I.

No rules can be given to overcome sucb difficulties in all cases. The only

Soll1':"ion is th~ cerefal discussion of all possibilities in each individual

CBS~ hased on experience with the already known material.

It is usually considered wwell known" that the idea of casting

horoscopes originated in Babylonia. Actually, the problem is by ne means so

~imple. All the older Babylonian omens refeTring to celestial phenomena

h~ve an impersonal character of the ssme type as we have seen in the Venus

tar'~ts~ some astronomical facts are considered as. revealing certain 1n-

formation as to the future of the country or its king but we never find

anything like a horoscope in periods before the fourth century B.C. And

~ven noring Seleucid times, the total number of horoscopes preserved in

cuneiform literature is only three, the oldest text being a horoscope both

for conception and birth dated in -257 III 17 and XII 20. 396) This

396) This and another hc,roscope are discussed by Kugler 8SB II
p.~'8-'62. Th~ third horoscore is published in Thompson (R.C.) [1] p.34,
(AB 251) and pl.2.

can, of course, be purely accidental, but we have several hundreds of pure~

astronomical texts from the same ~ period which show no trace of horosco-
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pic interest and are simply devoted to the systematic calculation of cele

stial phenomena (lunar calendar, eclipses and planetary phenomena).

In the first century B.C., the interest in astrology becomes very

evio-9nt in Syria; monuments and coins reveal this clearly.397) It is, how-

397) E.g., the famous tomb-relief of
(ft'eqnently discussed and reproduced e.g. Cumont
T:,p!"es-9nt~d, surrounded by stars indicating that
Jnpit'3!', Mars and Mercury were in Leo (-96).

Antiochns I of Commagiene
~r1] p.l"-8). A Han is there

Antlochas was born when

~ver, not before the first years of our era that Greek horoscopes are pre

served, snd all these were found in Egypt with the only exception of a few

horoscopes written on walls of houses in Dura-Europos,39?) the 'amons out-

398)
VI p.24 6 f.

hy
f~. and pl.51,VIV p.l05 ff and p.115 fr., ~,,.

post of HeJlenism on the upper Ruphrates. The total n~ber of these horos-

copes in the Greek language amounts to 5"-, slmost uniformly distributed over

'he firs' five centuries A.D. In addition to these, we have 8 horoscopes

1!it'rltten in Egyptian, all of which are from the first century A.D. , two on

th'3 ceiling of a tomb399) one on a co~fin lid and 5 Demotic ostraca. 4OO),
Tbe Greek horoscopes are all written cn papyrus, except for the few wall

erAfitti and one ostracon. 4 01) Not a single horoscope in Latin is preserved

399) Petrie, Athribis p.12 f., p.23 f. and plates 36-38.

• ().1) Neug..bauer (0.) [8].

401) Wilcken, Ostraca II p.422 No.1602.

When we consider these facts and think how many horoscopes must have been,
,L'!Y

cast~ Egypt and Rome, we get a good impression of what a vanishingly saall

fraction bas actually been preserved~
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In spite of their comparatively small number, the horsscopes

furnish us much valuable chronological information. The natural tendency to

~se eras i~ astronomical calculations has preserved for us, e.g., early exam

ples of the use of the era Diocletianus. 402 ) Problems of local eras were

cl~rifi~d by horoscopes ar Dura; 403) they were also valuable archaeologically

h~cause 0f the dating of the houses on the walls of which these horoscopes

..ere writt~n.4()4) Questions of Romen ,chronology in the difficult later

402) E.g. P.Soc.ltal.VII p.53 No.765 dated'era Diocletianus 31 •

• 03) Dur{i;rlv p. 108 ff •

• 0.) Dllra/.;JrI p.l M.

~9riod have been solved by the same source of inforroation. 405 ) The same holds

------------------------_._----
.05) E.g. P.Ox. XII p.231 f.

for problems of the use of the different forms of calendar employed in De

motic documents. One can therefore say that the study of horoscopes has amply

rGpa~r~d rr.e modest amount of 'Work invested.

Th~ general pattern of the known horoscopes Bxbibits little va

rl~tion. The most cO~won type gives thB date of the birth (year, month and

d.ay, fr~quently also the hour) and indicates simply tho zodiacal signs in

1rhicn 'll~ SWl anr the fiv~ planets V'1er~ at th'3 given time. The position of

th'3 mOJn is f -e'lu'?ntly more accurately ind.icsted; the higher exactitude in

thj S CBse is necessary because of the moon's rapid_ movement (between 11 0 and

~5° p~r day). Some horoscopes, however, 8ive the positions of all bodies with

very high accuracy, even to fractions of degrees406 ) obviously the re-

406) This seems to be especially the case in the earlier group

of horoscopes, ~.g., P.r,ond. No.93,110,130 (= Kenyon GP I p.126-129).
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suIt o~· calculation. These mor~ ~laborate horoscopes al~o contain introductory

re~rks anrl ast~ological co~~nts to the dif~erent signs, but the explicit

r~s111t as to thE" final conclusion is never given. The astrolol,crs apparently

avoided the forrn~lation of their conclusions in writing; moreover, if the

constellations arB known, all conclasions could he gathered from the astrolo

eical handbooks and treatises which hS¥6 come down to us in great number and

variety.407) It is difficult to understand why some papyri contain collec-

tions of several horoscopes with no apparent interr~lation, even duplicates

wi th small variants. 408 ) Here 8 more detailed study is Ol)ViOllSly necessary

407) Cf. e.g. Vettins Valens or the texts cmllected in the CCAG

408) E.g. P.Soc.ltal. I p.48 fro

whip,n, a~ong other things, should.attempt to discover the astronomical metho

ard :ql~s a~corrling to fthich th~ constellations were calculaterl. This latter

oin: might be of considerable chronological interest because in order to

determin~ more precisely the reliability of horoscopic data, we must know the

ac'ursey of the ancient tables which were used.

46. Approximate calculation of planetary positions.

It has already been mentioned that horoscores usually contain only

plA~~tary positions of veryfestricted accuracy. It is therefore rneaningslesB

to investigate horoscopic dates by calculating with high accuracy. For such

purposes, it is fully sufficient to guarantee the calculated position with an

acc'lracy of about 10 in longitude and to disregard latitudes completely. The

same kind of approximative detarmination or planetary poaitions will also ba

'ls~flll for checking ancient observations in most cases because the accuracy

of ancient instruments or tables will hardly have reached a higher degree.

With

t'lfies for a given

these simplifications, the calculation of

date becOme';ery essy ar~air. Tables have

planetary longi

been computed by
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for the period between -2500netery positions with an accuracy of ±,o

P.V.Neugebauer409 ) which, by a few additions, make it possible to
410)

find pla-

409) Neugebauer (P.V.) GT.

410) The longitude of the sun (which must be known before
longitude of the planet cen be determined) is given with an accuracy of

the
o0.2 •

an r +1999. Th~se tahles are reproduced in the appendix of the present boak in

a sligr.tly modified form, in the ~ense that -1000 and +499 are adopted as

t l'1le limits.

Before giving the simple rules according to which planetary po

si":'ons should b~ calculated 'from these tables, I wish to explain their basic

pri~ciple, althoueh these calculations can be carried out mechanically without

'he slightest understanding. Let ItS suppose that we know exactly the shape of

the orbits of the earth and the relevant planet around the aun (fig.62). Let

us furth~r assume that also the "age" a of the palnet is known, l~e., the

number of days elapsed sinc~ the last preceding (superior) conjunction, to

g~t:her l\'ith the place of' this conjunction. Then obviously the place 1r of the

?la~~t is determin~1; but by the given date for which we ~ish to calculate

the R~oc~ntric longitude of the plan9t, the place E of the ea~th is also

the 91onea:ion o~ the planet fro!!! the snn or

f~ ':!t. ~r"'in..?.,. Therefore the angle 0< = SElf is given; but· C'<. is nothing flut

0\ =- A- 0, where A denotes the

lon~ilu~9 of the ~la~ct, 0 the longitud~ of the sun. ~e need therefore only

~l.f~d Of\ to the longitude of the sun in order to obtain the longitude of the

'""la~et.

Eo~ this idea ~orks out in detail can best be explained by cal-

cUlat.i~ a~ example. Suppose we wish to check the positions of the planets

as jnn1cared in a horosco~e dated -141 III 1 :4
11 )

d11) This is the third Babylonian horoscope mentioned above,p_'
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0 )( d' "0

4: r eginning of l: ~ "0

; 61 ~ < rnot indicatedJ

It ="= «: beginning of l

It is conv~Dient to arrang9 all calculation acc0rcing to B clear

~cf'te1T.~ i'1 order t,Q 8voi d errors and to save t tme and labor. Such a Bcheme is

~i"~n on p .••• , '1'Q'hicb ::'A ar~ to consider as being gradually filled as the

C9." ('I) hH i 0"1 progres~es.

Th~ first step consists in determining the position of the sun.

inter~olate 'h~t'1J'gen -200 III 1 337.8 } -141 <::> ; 338.2
and -100 III 1 338.5

,

srlit _1111 into -200 + 59 and f'ind for 59

0 ... = -0.3

Th'3n the longitude of thc sun is

0=0+0= 338
0, .

and hence412 ) its distance from the earth

R = 512 .
~o"tl: ~ ~T1oJ <::> must b'~ entered at their rlaces in the scheme for all planet!

0- 3}8

., ;»

and year
It is sllfficiet!t to use 0 ~ 3L1 0 and year a instead f)f

_1d1 because decimal fractions 06n be disr~garrled in R.
-------------------------~~ ~ - --~

The next step consiRts in calculating the ag"3 a of the planet

(i''3 1189 Mercury n:..; an example) and, at the same, time}the distance m from

'h. pr~eading pcrihelicm P (cf.62). Calculate by using plate III:From the Otto Neugebauer papers 
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-20Q a 1 = 6A.Ad m1 = 17.9d

79 a2 = , 11 .7 '"2 = 84.5

II! 1 a, = 6Q.~
~

= 60.0,

added 2}6.1 162.4

r~dl'C~ mod.p3riod - 115.9 41}) - 88.0

a' = 120.2 m = 74.4

A1}) Here only p

\'I'ould 1~8d to n':!ee.tive values of

instead of
11 in the

2p is substracted heceuse this
following step.

The value a' is obt6in~d by assuming uniform movement. There-

f'or~, a c'Jrrection mllst be ad.ded which depends on the deviation of the orbit

from th-e circular form, i.e., on the v~llIe of m. At the same time, the

value r of the planets heliocentric distance van be noted down. We obtain

fro~ pI,··' ann -" :

r = 62

0 II! 1 : a" = -0.6,
hence a ~ a' + a4 + a5 = 112.6

and R - r = 450 •

Yno?Jing the age a and the heliocentric distances R and r 414) pI. III

~1~) Actually neither R nor r are the heliocentric distanas
indicat~d by these letters in fig.62 but the logarithms of these magnitudes
(minus a const.ant number). Therefore R - r represents not the diff'3rence

"""t;o/.
h~t~~~n th~ heliocentric distances but their P!!f~~ which is the only
m~gnitu~e n~eded to determine the shape of the triangle ESlr.

gives by inte.::polation
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A-'" = 357.4

an.d b~cause of 0 = 337.5
). = 6!15 '" 3}5 mod .. 360

197

i.~. i~ the zodiac

conjunction.

)( 5 •
. 0

Mercury was therefore only 3 before exterior

The calculation of the longitudes of the other planets follows

~xectly t~e sqme scheme with the only exception or Jupiter and Saturn where

1h~ pr~liminary value a' contains an additional small correction 8
0

listed

O~ pl.'··. This shows that all planetary positions listed in th9 horoscope

8gr~e ~ith our c~lculatioD5.

The determination of the position of the moon follows the same

methon if we Bre satisfied with an accuracy permitting (in unfortunate cBses)

an error of as high as t2°. This Bccuracy is certainly sufficient for horos-

po~e8 7h~~~ no precis~ moment is given because the moon anyhow mov~s about

o. ~o per ho":'; moreover, ancient Innar calculation scarcely reached a higher

aCC11Ta.cy. For horoscopic calculations, thereforp., tahles like pl.'11 ff. are

fully sufficient. 415 ) The scheme of the calculation is as follows:

415) These tahles are composed from Neugebauer (P.V.) TAChr.II
i"'h s 1.ight. modi ficRtions. For higher accuracy, however, the original tables

~ust oe used (TAChr.II p.68 fro and p.XXIV fr.).

-200
59

III 1

5h (Babyl.)

sum
reduce rncd.360o

6 1 = 96.00 m, = 2500

6 2 = 258.2 m2 = 18

"3 = 70.6 m
3 = 64

a4 = -5.4 m4 = -6
ao = 1 .4 mo = 5

420.8 m = }}1
-'60,

a1 = 60.8
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No~ cc~es the correction which is nece~s8ry bp.cause o~ the excentricity of the

orbit. With m = 3310 as distance from perigee, it follows from pl.I~1 that

8, = -}.? and there~ore

Accorr.;n~ to the text, we should get the beginning of J[, but this discre-

pancy diBap~ears when ~e assume the position of 1r aO for the vernal-point,

~rich is t~e usual position within a large group of Babylonian astronomical

," OC1'msnts j.l1
1 6) A = 58 th:.,n corres~onds to ..l 6. Eence all posl ti ons are

cc''!'ect as giv19n in the horosco,!)e.

41·6) Cf. ahove p.'~'.

!!:1.. Dating of.horoscopes.

Much more important than the checking of the positions given in

a horoscope of known date is, of course, the problem of det~rmining the date

of a hor'oscape by means of the given positions. As a rule, the att~mpt to

solve sllch a prohlem must start with the most significant elements, namely,

the positions o~ Saturn and Jupiter. Since the sidereal period of Saturn as

a1">on; 30 y~ars, of,Jupiter ahout 12 years,41 7) it is clear that these two

41?) cr. above p.'l!.

p18n~ts repeat their relativ9 position woth respect t? each other and with

r~s~ect to the zodiac only after a period of sbont 60 years. The sun, on the

con~rary, passes through ell the zodiacal signs each year and practically the

SB"1le ho~.1s fot" the two inncr plAnets M~rcury and Venus. If, therefore, the

ryosi~tons of Saturn and Jupiter ar~ not given (or not preserved) in a horos-

cope, th~re wi!l he many possibilities to plac~ the remaining bodies satis

factorily; if, ho~ever, positions of Jupiter and Saturn are given, they w111
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iT~ediat~ly eliminate all dates betweeJ solutions which are 60 years apart.

By historical or philological considerations, only one or two centuries are

'1~t;a1:'y arimissihle Bnd h~nce the number of ,OIlIIiIIUD possible yesrs is

80":"\]811y very 8m!!.11 if t,h0 two outer planets are plA.ced correctly. Once the

Y~8r is k~oryn, t~e fJnth can be guessed from the Bun's position. Calculation

0 4
' ~h~ rORition of Venus or M~rcuI1' with this ap~roximate date easily shows

ho- many days ap~roximately should be added or Bubstracted in order to place

ele::o these planets co?'rectly. The moan. finally, gives the exact date because

o~ its rapid movement.

The first step in this general proeram consists therefo~e in

nev910ping a simple method to find the right year for Saturn and Jupiter. We

do this in the following way. W9 construct on graph paper a rectangle, 60

units long and 12 u~its high, representing 60 yeyrs and the 12 zodiacal signs J

respeetiv~ly. Th~n on two sheets of transparent paper ~e oraw on the same

seal"':! a diagram of the m9an movement of' Saturn and of Jupiter, i .. e .. , straight

1ines whi~h cross the strip of 12 units width in 11.85 and 29.45 units of

,. _~ 418)
.~n5Ihs, corresponding to the sidereal period of Saturn and Jupiter

(f'ig,. 63). Finally we use the table (givon below on p.:' tOl containing the po

sitions of Saturn and Juriter in the zodiac419 ) with 60 years interval; we

d18) This accuracy can easily be reached on paper with milli
::IIeter sqnaring, if 1 em = 1 year and 1 zodiacal sign.

~19) The zodiacal signs are here, of course, only abbreviations
for longitudes m9asured from the truw vernal point. The historical houndaries
~r the signs must be investigated in each case ..

eon~i~er the left hand side of our rectangle e.g .. as the zodiac at -600 and

p' ace th9 Saturn- diagram so that it intersects this line at 0 3, the .Jupiter

-diap;rl;l.Q1 at '5 17, th~n ~e have the movements of these two planets grapbicallJ
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represented for the 60 years from -600 to

_540.420) If we are given the positions of

420) As R check of the accuracy one
can Uf'>e the fact that the lines of th~ dis... '
grams should cross the righthand end of the
rectangle at "0 16 and = 7 as required for
-54 0.

these two planets in a horoscope, V!e can no"

ic~ediately see whether or not there exists

a year in this interval where both graphs

cross in the same year the raquired signs

(e.g., "l and )( in l'ig.63). By repeating

this process for every 60 years, we can with

out calculation find all possibilities where

there is any chance that the two outer pla

nets are in the sign indicated by the ho-

Toscope.

Here again, the best way to illu

strate this method consists in "orking out

a concrete problem. ~e want to determine the date of a papyrus fragment

plltlishec in "Papyrus Fouad lit as 1'10 .. 6. The first lines, Which, according to

the usus1 scheme, contained the name of the client and the date of his birth J

ar~ d'95troyed. Only the narne of the month and the hour is preserved: Phar

",o.,thi [%(:X] 3h at night. Pharmouthi is the eighth Egypti.m month, but it

r~~ains to be determinen whether it is to be Snderstood in the Egypti~n or in

"he Alexandrian calendar.~21) The remaining part is completely preserved and

421) Cf. ahove p.'II.
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giV-:lf': th; fol~owing constellation

Saturn is horoscopos in Virgin

SUD and Jupiter in Fishes

Mars in Aries

Venus in Aquarius

Moon ,:'n Leo

Mercury in Fishes

P81~~ogTaphic~1 arguments place th~ text in the late first or early second

c":l!1t.ury A.D., most likely the latter. 422 ) We shall see that this date is

--------
d22) P.Fouad I p.13.

fully confirmerl hy our results, ~"1h iah are, of course, obtain'3d withQut taking

advantage of this palaeographical information. The application of the a~ove

-d'9scrib~d graphical method sho~s first of all that for centuries before

120 ~.D. Ju;iter did not enter the Fishes while Saturn was in the Virgin.

Th", first pos~ibility occurs arottnd tht=> beginning of the year 125 A.D~ (cf.

~ig.6t), the n~xt 1s 183/4 and then several later poss.ibi11ties with about

60 ygars' difference. Although the actual movement of Mars is only very ap

proximately represented by the avgrage movement, the graph is sufficient to

elim1nat~ these later possibilities, thus leaVing only the first mentioned

c."~ fo~ closer investigatton. 423 )

423) In order to avoid all possible errors, the poeition of
Vars has also been cRlcu1ated for 184 III 11', showing that Yars was then
in I.ibr~, i.9., roughly opposite to its required position.

The next bit of information is given by the position ·of the sun

in Fishes and a~ the moon in Leo, i.e., one sign before full-moon. Ginzel II

contains tabl~s of New-moon dates during our period showing that new_moous424
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d24 ) Ginzel does not contain tSPles of full-monns for this

p~riod.

~ere 12~ II 21 and III 22, to which we must add about 12 days in order

to o~tain the proper relative position of ~ sun and moon. Calculation of

the longitu~e of the sun for 125 III 5 gi~e8 it 14 ; datss one month later

O~ earlier are now ruled out because the sun would be far from the Fishes.

Calculating the longitude of the moon for 125 III 5, one optains 6l 18 in

ag!"e~Tent with 1 lie text but one day earlier or later would also be pos-

sible. Finaliy, Venus is found in Fish~s 16, Mercury in Aquarius 29 po-

sitions which are r~versed in the horoscope. This can hardly b~ due to any

1ting els~ 1:'llt the inaccuracy of the ancient calculation or an error. 425 ) The

42t:.) Aquarius 29 could, of course, actually be already in Fishes
bu~ Fishes 16 re~ins con~radictory to the given position of Venus.

JuJian dat9 III 5 corresponds to the eighth month only if we use the Egyp

tian and not th~ Ale~andrian calendar. Our final result is therefore +125

VIII(e) 16±1 ; III(j) 5"t1 S8 the date of birth; the palaeographical ar-

e~ments, mentioned above, seem to indicate that the horoscope was actually

writt~n not much later.

This example shows the typical procedure which leeds to a result

with v~ry little calculation. It might be added that in cases where regnal

~eers are involved, it is Wise to consider not only the given reenal year but

a.lso th~ precerHng and following number because of possible differences in 10'

cal eras of an imperfectly known epoch. The hour of birth, which is frequentl:

give~, is usual~y valueless for the dating (cf. our exampl~) because it would

at any rat~ only affect the position of the moon which han to be given very
•
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ncc'..:r'3tely in order to determine the hour. For the ancient astrologer the

l1ol)r ~as of' course the most important element becauso it determined the rising

§ 4. The week snd related problems.

d8. The plan~tary week.

Although the week will only rarely occur in connection with pro

r'~~s of a~solute chronology, at least a short discussion of this concept is

ne'3ded beC811Se i.t pluys a e;re8t role in late anti qui ty and medi.eval times.

I~ prin~jple, we could have dealt with this subject in the first chapter but

"~egk"l in the sense that Ne use it here, means the ftp~anetaryn week and

th'J1'9:'or!) }'Ieal'S 8 direct relhtionship 'to the problems of the present chapter.

The plan~tary character of the week is obvious from the names of

~h~ days, althou~h i~ F,nglish and other Germanic languages only after partial

r~tra~s~ating into 'q"man week-nam.es:

Saturday "Ii
Sunday 0

Monday (

('9) Tuesday cf !tal. Martodi

Wednesday ~ Mercoledi

Thursday 't Giovedi

iYriday !i! V'9nerdi

That SlY'] and Moon ar.1 here consi.dered as ·planets" may be accepted for the

mo~~nt, although ~e shall have to return to this point. Ullch more distressing

at ~irst hand is th~ principle of arrangement which seemingly has no rela-
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"io~ to th~ estronol!lical order l't'hich would be

20"

o( <;0)

i" '\"1 .... arrange the planets according to their distance frolJl the earth. There

is, hO\9't"~r, a direct hridge from (50) to (.49) which consists in the fc11o,,::,in

~stroloeica1 cansT,ruction. Let us assume that each hour of the day is ruled

(or dominantly influenced) by a plan~t, ana let us start with the first hour

o~· S81.1~rda.y ruled by ij . No!"! we proceed from hour to hour by following (50),

'), ... 01, beGj P~;iDg after the 7-th hour (ruled by the moon), again with Saturn and

90 on. Becausa 24 = 3 mod.7, the result of going through 24 hours must be

that th~ first hour of the next day is ruled by the planet which in (50) Is

thr9~ places farther ~dvanced then the day before (c~. fig. 65). The order

t~~ suhsequent first hours thus obtained is precis~ly the order (49). The

names o~ the weekdays are therefore the names of the rulers of their first

hours heginning with Saturn on Saturday.

It is highly probable thet this explanation, already given in

antiqoity,~26) re~resents the real history of the coordination between

426) Dio Cassius (}rd cent.A.D.) XXXVII 18. The text is given
i- roJ~on, Week, p.12} f. and translated on p.4} f. The same principle is
applieo by Vet~ius Valens (1,10 ed.Kroll p.26), an astrological Buthor ~riti

arou"! '~O A.D.

"pla~'3ts ann week-days. It presupI-0ses :-.he combination of two different ele

~ents: the existence of a cycle of seven days and its astl~logical interpre

tation. A short discussion of both components is therefore necessary.

~eneral agreement seems to be reached in assuming that the cycle

of sev~n days is based on the Jewish Sabbath, celebrated at least since the

eighth century B.C. 427 ) MUch diverg~ncy of opinion, however, exists a~out

427) Colson, Week, p.l1.

------_._ .. _...._------------------
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t.he or'igin of this Jewish institution. 'The most favored theory seems to be

that the Sabbath originated from a full moan festival falling on the 14th of

th~ Bshylonian lunar calendar. It seems to me, hO~9ver, that this theory fails

to expJain the most characteristic and most essential pecu]arity of the Jewish

~abbath, naT:ly, itA regular repetition after 7 days. No lunar festival can

ever have a p:lriod of 28 days wh4lch ~"ould show a difference of 3 days with

respect to the lunar calendar after only two months, and nobody using a lunar

calendar coule have come to the assumption that the lunar phases are 7 days

a~art. As to the al1edged relation to ~abylonia, it is true that there are

t~yts which lay emphasis on the seventh day of the month both for festivals

0r for hemerologlcal purposes. But here again the regularity of

is lac~jn~ ~ecaus~ in th~ same context, e.g., also the 19th day

428) .Cf., e.g., Lanllsberger KK p.108, p.1t9 f.

repetitions
42$

is mentioned;

nor mTIS· ~~ forg9t that these days are dates in a lunar calendar and therefore

n',veT" repeated after four 7-day weeks but only after 29 or 30 days. The only

C'JTIClllSion I am able to come to is therefore that the explanation of the

Je~ish Sa~bath can only be expected from JewiSh religions sources independent

0:' Datoylonian or other lunar calendars. There is certainly no trace of any

thipg l1K'3 t"he JewiSh week in Babylonia.

Much the sam'3 is the situation 80 far as the astrological part

of the week days is concerned. There CBn be no doubt that the astrological

inter retation of the Jewish cycle of 7 days is a very late affair, probably

not earli~r than the first century B.C. The details of this process, how

9ver, a~Q the history of its spread allover the ancient world still li'3 in

n~ch darkness. d29 ) The first step very probably consisted in explaining the

429) It might be of interest for the problem both of time and

}:~0e of origin of the planetary week to mention the following parallel facts
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In apocalyptic Triting~ attributlJd to Hystaspes, the doctrine is given 'that
eacr. planet (of s~ven !) rules one millen1nm of the Axisting world. These s
~ritin~B can b~ dat~' wi~hln narrow limits because from it followA the canten'
'rAt ~hex Ar~ later than the conqu~st of Syria by Pompey (-63) and, on the
o~~~r hand, W~ know that they were prohibited by Augustus uode-I" penalty of
death. rhis sho~s the origin and rapid spread of these ideas during the first
C9:~ .R.C. from 3Yl"ia over the Roman empir-:3. L:f. Bidez-Cumont 1!H I p.217 ff.

s~range habi. of the Jews in abstaining from work OD a certain day by assumi~

that this day stood under the inflnence of Saturn,430 ) the most malevolent

of 1"he planets. The initial st'3P to':V8rds the planetary week hence seems to be

the explanation of the Sahlath as Saturnts-day, and therefore taboo.

d30) Tacitus, Rist. V,A. cr. also Colson, Week, p.16 f.

Th~ next step is usually assumen to be a natural consequence of

th"3 first, namely, coc'!:"dinating the remaining six days with the remaining six

p~snets. This explanation,ho~~ver, meets with very seriQus difficulties. The
• > 1 )

first, as ~~ hRv~.seen, / is the ar~ng~ment of th~ planets based on their

'31) Above p.II!.

r'111~·F.l ip ov~!' the hours, not over the days. Secondly, the original number of

'h~ "~~an"3ts" id five and not seven. This is evident from ba~ylon, Egypt end

Gre"3k as well. There is only very little evidence from Babylonian sources

that SU!l and moon

~ive Pl8~~ts.~32)

were conceived as constituting a hePitad together with the
~

Son and moon play such an important ~ole i~ Rgyptian re-

.32) Cf. Boll l1]. Only one text fro~ AE~urbanipal's libr~ry

cRlls moon, sun and the planets "the seven planets" (CT 26, 45, 21) but there
ip ~o trsce of this use in the astronomical texts.

11gio~ of all p~riods that it is out of the question to place these two bodie
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011 :r-e same l~vel with the ohRcurc planetsj the Greek astronomers433 ) a.lmost

.--- ._-------
433) E.g., Ptolemy passim in the Almagest (less outspoken in

~he T~trabihlos).

-------

conRistently speak stout the ftfive stars" when ref~rring to the "planets", a

""'OT'~ 1";'r.ich rsf9rs to irregular wandering and therefore coectainly does nat

~~iginally include the sun and moon. On the contrary, it seems to me that the

~\P~iva19nce of SUD, moon and planets in their rulers1"ip over the seven days

o~ tt~ ~eek contributed essentially to the concept of the "seven planets".

I th:~k on~ must frfl~~ly admit that the exact circumstances which l~d to the

construction of the planetary week ar~ unknown. Only the general hacy..ground

ca~ ~e rtescrib~d with fair certainty: the increasing inter~st in astrology

a~d magical erts combinerl with the spread of Judaism must have lead to an

astrological - number - mystical interpretation of the Jewish sab~ath. The

idea o~ a domination of each of the 24 hours might have been sn Egyptian con

trihu~io"'! b~cause in Egypt there already existed the concept of ·12 deities

ruling over th~ hours of the day and 12 others over the hours of the night .. 43

Cf. above p. •.. fI
:..' " .

-------------------_.. -------

Equally unknown in detail is the history of the obviously rapid

spread of this n'3~'i insti tution. Here again we see only the otltlin.'3s of the

rrocess. ~he main point is the fact that the planetary week must have been

~~t8tli~hed as a pagan institutioD, as is evident from the appearance of pagan

~et+i~s in ~he names of the days of th~ ~eek in northe n Europe435 } (e.g .. ,

43~) Cf. Colson, Week, § 7. This is also shown by th'3 use of
the ?~~netary week by ~agan Vettins Valens, quoted above p. note ~2S.

~h" r'sray, E'ric.ay). It is only a secondary development that the Jewish Sabbath

:".'9.~ ::'~;laced in importtm('f~ by the da.y of the sun and that this rlay became the
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iy O~ 7~e Torn ("domenica"). The official acknowledgement or the holin~s5 of

·1'1.-1Sy :i 5 13.5 lH.t~ as t.he fourth century, when Constantine in 321 decreed that

11 ..... O!·].: shou11 ceas~ on the "venerabi Ii die solis". 4-}6)

-------- ---------
'36) Cod. Just. III, 12, 2 (ed. Krueger p.127).

49. The calculation of week days.

The "Julian days" "37) are constructed in such a way that it ii

437) Cf. a~ove p.I,I.

is ~specia"!.ly simple to d~termine the week day of any given date becaus~ Ju-

1. ian nay 0 is '3. llonday. One therefore only need reduce the Julian day number

":o':1ulo 7 in order t.o kno'19 the t':eek day, calling th'9 remainder 0 Monday, 1

]l!l~s~ay, 2 Wednesday etc •.d3 8)

438) The "DomincBl Letters" C0DSist in nothing but re~lacing

th~ ~~mainders 0,1, ... ,7 by letters A, B, •.• , G and complicating the
c~lc'Jlation OJ' additionel rules (cf., e.g., Ginzel III p.125 fr.).

~xam;le:

Schram p. 109:

Determine the week day of -29 I(a) 1 . We find in

ycar: -117 + 88

h~nce

Thoth 0

Thoth 1

Julian day: 1710706

n = 1710707

n =. 5 mod.7

sn~ ~~ the~e~or~ have the result that the first of Thoth, Alexandrian calen

dar. of -29 was s Saturday. The equivalent in the Julian calendar ia VIII(

30. ss fo-lo~s from Schram p.33 or p.10?
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Our result

-29 I(a) 1 ; -29 VIII(j) 30 Saturday

hes Rn i~teresting relatioD t~ passage in VettiuB Val ens. This author
439)

gives

a r1l1e hon to comfute the week day in the Augustan era and explains his rule

"y oet,r'llining' the week-day of Hadrian 4 VIral 13. He says that Hadrian 4

440) 6= AU,gIlSTUS 1 L 8. Because 3 5::. 1 mod.7, each or-

rinary year corresponds to 1 day mOTB in the week. To 148 days we must add

}6 oecause l A 8 Julian years ccntain 36 leap yearB.
44t

) Finally, VIral 13

439) Vettius Valens 1,10 ed. Kroll p.26.

4AO) Hence~ Augustus 1 '" -29/28.

441) The 148th year was not yet completed, hence 36 and not 37
l-eep ye&.rs t Leap years are all years of the Augustan era which are == a
(~oc. A) •• our era Th~le~p days fall in the years -29, -25, •• _, -1, +3,
etc., Le., years =- -1 (mod.4 ) (cf. Wilcken, Ostraca I p.789).

corresponds to the 5-30 + 13 ; 163rd day of the yeer. Hence we haTe a total

of -48 + 36 + 163 ; 34 7 days, which is :: 4 macr. 7. Now we are told that the

first day of the Augustan era VIas a Sunday and therefore the 347th and the

tth day will be ~ednesday. This is the answer to the problem given by Vat tins

Valena.

We are bere only interested in the statemen~ that the Augustan

era be8sn ~ith a Sunday which would correspond, according to our above

calculation, to -29 VIII(j) 31. There exists, indeed, some controversy

as to ~hether VIII 31 or VIII 30 was considered as the epoch of the

Here, bowever, it is disregarded that Vettiu8

AUEDsten era, and the

i~ favor of VIII 31

statement of Vettiu8
442)

Valens seems to give the decision

442) This is the point of view of Colson, Week, p.52. Cf., more
OVeI", Ginzel I p.2~4 ff.
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Val ns defin9s the w~ek day according to the planet ruling the first hOllr of

the ni.p;ht obviously a remnant from the uewish evening epoch, which is

of courS9 also th~ epoch for the Sahbath. What Vettius Val ens does is there

fcre simply that he begins the counting of the week days in the evening (ef.

fjg.56), at sunset, and therefore calls the firet of the Alexandrian Thoth

of the first year of Augustus a Sunday because the week-day which be ins on

'he I(a) 1 is inieed a Sunday: Adopting, however, the present notation of

epochs, we should say that

(51) Angustus 1 I(a) 1 : -29 Vln(j) 30 Saturday .

Because this epoch actually .as accepted later443 ) than its formal date, the

.43) Cf. Wilckena, Ostraca I p.789 and note 3 there.

actqal coincid.ence b~tween the new "Alexandrian" (fixed) first of Thoth and

the old "Egyptian" (wandering) first of Thoth happenned only four years later.

Therefore we have

("~) Augustus 5 I(a) 1 : Augustns 5 I(e) 1 = -25 VIII(j) 30 Thursday.

gt~rtinf from (51) or (52), week days oan easily be computed by using the rule

givqn by Vettius Valena for the Alexandrian.calendar and by omitting leap days

for the Egyptian calendar.
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§ 5. FlBnetary constellations.

~o. Common conjunctions and occultatjons. i·

In the medieval and hellenistic ~orld, fully convinced of the sig~,
i?icance of 8strologicul concepts, ever. unusual constellation of the planets

.ttrected special att~ntion. If records of SllCh constellations escaped de-

:truction, they may ~Qntain information of high chronological value. It is

-here~ore necessary to rliscuss bere briefly a few cases of this type.

The most extreme constellation one can think of would be the

coincidence of all planets at the same place of the zodiac or at least in the

same sien. Such a coincidence actually took place in 1186 A.D. when at IX 16

'h~ five planets, sun and moon had

Libra: all s~ven celestial bodies

an almost complete co~on conjunction in
~

stood in the interval from ~ 0 to ~15.

446) Cf. about him above p."!.

447) Beginning of our era. Seneca, Nat. Qnaest.III 29,1 ~

Schnabel, ~er. p.266 f.

Th~ inca that such a constellation indicated beginning and snd of the world

ca~ be follOwed do~n to Platonic dialogues. 445) The doctrine that the world

444) It is no onQer that this constellation created much ex
cl'o'!l~nt. Cf. Horn··d'Arturo [1] p.194-202. (The conclusions of this article ,

~~ilh rsspect to the history of the zodiacal and planetary symbols can be
proved to be wrong because of earli~r occurence~ cf. Neugebauer (0.) [8J p.'I}.

445) The literature can be found, e.g., in Boll-Bezold-Gundel
SS p.9' ff. and p.200 ff.

will eo up in flames when all planets meet is usually assumed to be Babylo

nian. The on~' proof, however, seAMS to be'S passage from Berossos,446) quoted
_ 447)

by JenecB, according to which the future conflagration of the world ~111
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hap~en wh~n all plan~ts meet in the sign of Cancer (the summer solstice bei~

th~ ~irn0 of gT~atest heat) corresponding to the past general deluge, caused

by t.h~ co':!Won conjunction in the sign of Capricornc.s (i.e .. winter - solstice

I~ seems to me, ho~ever, by no means excluded that this doctrine is a produc·

of F~l~enistic speculation, since there are no corresponding theories known

fr)~ cuneiform sources. Planetary periods are, of course, mentioned in Baby

lonian texts but they are well-founded empirical periods (simple combination<

of' ~idereal periods) with the only exception of an alledged period of Venus

of 61 00 years where no astronomical background is visible. 448 )

'48) Kugler SSE I p.48-50.

In the rich material of the astronomical reports of thp. seventh

Cr;?'1.t llTy B. C. f'rop: Assyrian archives, numerous observations of common conjunc·

tions are preseTV9~. One of these reports,449) written by Balasi, describes

449) Thompson, Rep. No.8S, discussed by Schaumberger - Schott['

Mar~ approa.ching Saturn but retarning after having reached a distance of on~

~ fi ngers (= 20'). Because Mars was just then describing a loop, the danger01

omen "if M~rs go~s around SaturnW (both"planets are very unlucky !) was almo:

realized. These circumstances are unique enough to permit exact dating. The

result, -668 III(j) 14/15, determines the time of Balasi and can be use,

to date other observations reported by him.450)

450) SchaumbergerSchott [1].

"

The observation of an occultation of Yars by the moon is report!
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Its dat~ was established by Kepler452 ) as -356 V 4453)

invcstigations n .L1.54 ) Such mutual occultation yield very

4. 51) 'Aristotle, De coel0 292 a J 9. It must J however, be re

J;l8rkJr) t.r,.1;\t an anci'"!nt scholion quotes Alexander of Aphrodisies (the famous

co""~ent!ltor o~' Aristotle, C8. 200 A.D;.) as s8~ting that not Mars but Mercury

,.,as occl1lted; cf. Ari.st. opera IV (Schol1a ed. Brandis) p.497 b 13 f. ~

A;·t~totl~ alas ohselv~d occultations of stars in Gemini hy Jupiter, but deta"

D~~s~?;ary for nSTjnf: are lacking (Meteorol.! 343 b 30 f.).

452) Kepler, Werke ·3 p.408 f. (transl. by Baspar in Kepler,

Ne"e Astron. p.383) and again Werke 2 p.265.

~53) Kepler erroneously writes in both places April inst~ad of
F.!.8Y (thi? snn's position is given correctly as ts 10), as remarked by Schoch

~r p.Y~ wh~Te also the modern calculation is given.

454 ) Gen~l'al statements about the possibility of mutual occul
tations of planets are eiv~n by Theon Smyrnaeus (2nd.cant.A.D.), ed. Biller
p.~92 f., ed. Martin p.310 ff., transl. Dupuis p.313.

~ accurate chronological elements.for analogous reasons which make total

solar eclipses so valuable. Much less accuracy can be attributed to ancient

rl?:"orts of' planetary pos,i tions with respect to fixed stars hecausB instrumen

tal errors ar~ involved.455 ) This does not hold, of course, in cases of

direct occultations like the occultation of Spica by the moan observed in

Rome by Menelaos (98 A.D. I 11 6h15).456)

4~5) A series.:of such observations for Mercury, Mars and Jupiter
ootwqen -271 and -240 are quoted in the Almagest and discussed by B~ckh

(Sonnenkreise p.286 ff.) in connection with the era Dio~sio8. The Mars ob~

servation is also used by Kepler (\'Jerke 3 p.409 = NeLle AstrlDl. p.383) beca"se
'he irregularity of Mars 'orbit was the main object of his investigation in
~he course of his at~empt to determine the laws of planetary movements.

456) Almagest VII,3 (ed. Heiberg 1,2 p.30 f.) The modern 0.i8

cU5s1on is given in Neugebauer (P.V.) AChr.I p.88 f.
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The method of determining the date of such occultations D, of

conrse, r.oes not differ essentially from methods used in dating horoscopes,

~~ least so ~aT as r~aching a first rough approximation is concerned. In the

final discussion, however, a higher accuracy is required which guaranti~s po

sitjOl'S ",ithin 0.01°. At this point the tables cUscussed. in the previous pa-

r~gr8ph are no longer sufficient end tables as given in P.. V..Neugebauer's

TACbr. II m'.lEt be used. 457)

457) cf. the discussion of these problems in Neugebauer (P.V.)

AChr. I p.90 ff.
----------------------------

2!. Secular acceleration.

In connection with solar eclipses, we discussed the problem of

det~rmining the "secular acceleration" of the moon's movement, or rather of

the slow dec,-ease in the rotational velocity of the earth. 458 ) The relation-

ship of thjs problem with solar eclipses lies only in the precision of e1e-

.....~n1 s furnished by so sdnsi t"ive a phenomenon as a total solar eclipse .. Under

favo!·at·l~ circumstances, an equal' accuracy can also be obtained from occul-

tations. One of the most i.portant observations was discovered by P.V ..Neuge

r-au~r and E.F. Weidner in a cuneiform tablet459 ) whjch states that in the

in the morning, Venus entered the soutb-

The corresponding Julian date is

,.ar Da,·ius c, night of III (b)

. -60)
e~n ho~n of t~E mOOD. -"18 VI 19 be-

4~9) The text is not yet published in full (inventory Berlin:
VAT '924 ).

460) ~eugebauer (P.V.) [1J and [2].
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for·- sunrise. ?t.~ si tuation is best illustrated by fig .. 67. The sun must still

be below th~ eastern horizon in order to make Venus visihle. The elongation

of the mOOD froJ!l the SlJn will be smaller the greater the assumed secular acee

1 "'ra"'j on of the moon. Sn;,pose that fig.67 r~presflnts the configuration at the

mom~nt of occultation as calculated according to the elements of Schoch. If

we now assume that the acceleration is slightly smaller, the moon would be at

'he same moment at a greater distance from the sun and from Venus, or, in

oth~r words, the moon would reach Venus at a later time than according to the

rr~vio~s calculation. The sun, ho~ever, would already be above the horizon if

the occultation is too much delayed and it would thus be impossible to see

the h~rn of the moon's crescent reach Venus. This specific constellation at

th~ sas+ern horizon is the~efore fitted to give 8 limit for the secular acce

ler8~ion ~hieh ~ust be rea~hed i~ order to account for the observed facts.

Ca ~ C'J lati on shows that this condi ti on is fulfill'3d by Schoch' 8 elements but

not hy the e19m'3nts used in the lunar tables of Bro~,461) based on a slight·

ly sm8~ler amo~nt of acceleration.462 ) Moreover, the displacement of the moo

461) Neue9bauer (P.V.) [2].

462) Broron 8ssum9S 6.05" per century, Schoch 9.62" II¥I1X1l
X~XKII~XI for the &1 ongat i on. This gives as time of the occultation
5h according t~ Drown, dh according to Schoch. Sunrise at 4h45 excludes
Dro~n's elements.

in longitude has the consequence that the subsqq~ent positions 8r~ also dis

~18ced and that therefore no occultation at all occurs under otherwis~ un-

cha~e1 conditions. Change in the geographical position of the observer, how

ever, can compensate this effect~ thus the smaller acceleration requires as
•

~he ~lace of observation localiti9s outside Mesopotamia,·while Schoch's e1e-

~~~~9 fit excel19ntly for Babylon. The moon approaches Venus until 0.03° andFrom the Otto Neugebauer papers 
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r~cause Venlls is almost at highest brilliancy463) she will be seen 55 001n-

ci1in~ with the horn of the moon, as indicat~d ~y the ancient report.

A63) Cf. above p."'.

This example shows that the careful investigation of the rich

material of observations from Mesopotamia can be used for determining astro

'1<:"1'11061 constants for which the material of modern observations alone would

not be SU~ficient.~6d)

A64 ) It might be mentioned that anotber cuneiform tablet (Sp.I,
205 -.~oted in Kugler UP p.319) is also in best agreement with Schoch's ele
m~nts and only with these elements. The text says that the moon was at SE 58
VIII(b) 6 begi:' ing of the night 2 cubits (= 4 0

) behind S Capricorni. The
e":;'1ivalent date is -253 X(j) 30. Because we are dealing bere with 8tlD.set j

we obtain now an upper limit for the secular acceleration. The combination of
hoth texts results in the interval f~om 7.5" to 10· per century.

§ 6. Bibliography of chapter III.

2£. Astronomical.

By far the best tables for the calculation of plan~tary pheno

mena ar~ those in the second volume of P.V. Neugebauer TAChr. (1914) which

g'larantae an accuracy sufficient for all historical problems ..Fo!' approximate

ca~culation, sufficient in most cases, the "Genaherte Tafeln" of the same

an thor ar~ very convenient;465) risings and settings of planets should be

ce1..c'llat~d according tp P.V.Neugebauer's TAT]

:'i"'911 t"1y Schoch in his "Oxford tables" 466),
and not according to the tables.
except for Venus, hecause their

8cc'lracy is not [>~fficient to avoid large errors in certain ceses.

the e!ld of
46') These tables are reproduced in slightly modified form at

the book.
'_'(.6) ~l'~te~ l"n ~~ , n'cr ~ ~ ....r on-~:-s.
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A book ~hich has no direct relation ~hatsoever with chronological

;:rohl~O"s hut tIl'hich mjght be useful for 8. reader ?:'ho wants to obtain more in

formation sbont. the purely astronomical theory of the planetary movements is

Airy, Gravita~ion; here a very success~11 attempt is made to explain the basic

jdeas o~ celestial oynamics by p.lementary moans.

21. Historical.

Tr.~ ljt'1!"atnre concerning the tloterminli:bian of Babylonian chrano-

log-;,; [.:1 means of' t.he Venus observations has already been quoted in § 2 of'

this c!1et:ter. For th'1 chronology of the previous p!'.!riods Jacobsen, The Sume.,.. "

rian KinE List :i.f> not'] fl1ndamental, although his ahsolute numbers mllst be re

~!~ce ~ by aho1Jt 2~0 years accordine to the new "short chronology" for the

HS'!'lmnrabi see.

~7. ~nsivc material for the chronology of the latest periods of

Ml3sopotamian and. Bellenist~c history is scattered throughout the books of

X"eler SSB and "Zr~~nzungshefte" end "Von Moses bis PauIns", the latter con-

t3;~lne eapecially much for Seleucid and Ptolemaic history.

No attempt will be I!lf\de here to list the vast literature on Hel-

lenistic astrology. Suffice it to mention here the artivle "Zodiacus" in Da

re~b~rg - Segliod67 ) ann Cumont's "L'Egypte des astrologues" for the general

467) Cumont l1}.

hackground. Even problems of so special character as the origin of the week

hav~ 8iven birth to a large literature. By f'ar the best diacussion of' the

existing sourC~5 ~nd th~ results obtain~d is given in Colson, The eek (1926)

A SU'T'm~ry of the older literature is given in the article "Hebdomas" of the
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~E by Boll~68) ?or the calculation of the week-days in Coptic and Ethiopic

documents, see Chaine ChrEE p.97 ff. 469 )

468) Boll [2].

469) Curiously enough, Wednesday is here considered to be the

first day~

._------------- ---

For a survey of the general history of the astronomical theory

of the plan~tary movement, the book of Dreyer, ~History of the planetary sy

stems", can be consulted, to be su~plemented by Kugler SSB I ~or the Baby

lo~ian theory.
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Chapter IV. Fixed Stars.

'!7i'" T(TUl(T"'-l

"<"" .... Tf rt'fCl 7l0JU~" 1'JtJflT~" J((A07".:Tl

f1r OTQ'4o-q.....

Iliad XXII 29 ff.~)

*) Th~ ster to which they give

the epithet Orion's Dog. Although the
brightest, he is an evil sign, and he

l'rings much fever UraD l11iserabl'3 mortals.

§ 1. Astronomical concepts.

~. St~llar coordinates.

~~ have already mentioned two syst~ms of spherical coordinates

1'9hich are used to determine the place of an object on the celestial sphere

as s~en from the earth: the ecliptical system of geocentric longitude (~)

a~d latitude (ft) and the equatorial system of right ascension (~) and,

neclination (E); in both systems, the vernal point (cf. fig.68) is the

point of departure in counting. The angles A ,A and f are counted in da-r ,.,;.llJ (~l
grecs ( ~ from 0 to 360, ; and t from 0 to -:90), "'hereas r~ctascensions
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are ':sual ~.y ~xpressed in hours from 0 to 2tr. .. Obviously, one hour corresponds

'0 a 8n::l e of 1 r degrr;,es, OJ" one n.egree to .1. minutes .. Tht Jt"u.t et're!l.4 ..(("""'/
It--- r-l. jlL 'p..I·" (1,11. liS ,. rj' It) '" ,..ll.J h~, ",.&"

~Todey st~llar coordinates are usually given i~ rectascension Bnd

Meclination, while ancient and m~dieval astronomers preferred ecliptic ooor-

rinates. It is therefore necessary to know how to transform coordinates of

a star given in one system into the coordinates of the other. 470) In the

~ollowing tables aTe mentioned which are prepared for the practical use of

historians.

th~

470) The basic formulae can be derived from f'g.68
formula~ of spherical trigonometry to the triangle SNP.

by applying
•

Transformation of 0\ ,S into A , f> . In almost all casee an

accuracy ~f 0.2 0 is more than suffici~nt; the ta~les in Neugebauer (P.V.)

TAChr. II! can be llsed for this. 471) A list of bright stars near the ecliptic

471) Flates 24 to 26 and corresponding rules of procedure on

~.YXXI ff. For oieher accuracy (0.01 0
) see ~eugeoauer (P.V.) AChr.I ~ 20 •

•

is ~iv,n in Schoch PT p.13(M), ~hich shows directly the ecliptic coordinates.

;b;~ FTa 1 1 li~t will in many prRctical cases be v~ry useful bec8~se only the

starF near tho eclirtic will appear in texts concerning the movement of the

~~Jn o~ the planets. High accuracy will he required only in connection with

propl ''':ms of actual occultations, while all other cases will at any event be

~f"'·ected b, the inaccuracy of anci~nt measurements.

Transformation of A ,~ into 0\, J For the reason just

ITlI3r..tioned, only restrict'3d valnes of ~ can be expected to be of importance

in investigating ancient sources. Tabl~8 ~or latitudes not ex~eeding ~10o

are given by Schoch (PT r.1'; accuracy 0.1 0
) and for higher accuracy by P.V.
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N~tl::;et·ene: (T!.Chr.llj (~ not <9xceeding ~9° )~72J

.72) T~bles 92-117 and ~.XVII f. For transformations valid for

all valu~s of ~ (accuracy 0.03°) 50e "eugebauar (P.V.) AChr.I § 20.

The names of the most important fixed stars are given in P.V.

i19ugebaue!" TAChr. I p .. 83 f .. iTl alphabetical order; th'3 corresponding coor

dinates can b~ found in Tables I and III. The first table also contains the

valu~s for the proper motion of' t.hese stars per century. These changes are,

~or.'3ver, so ~inute that one can consider the relative configurations of the

fix·~r] star9 as un0hangr:'d during historical periods. 473) The influence of

p~'3ceSsionJ474} on the contrary, is of course very visible in the coordinates

of th~ fixed stars and one must therefore not overlook the dates given in the

:.. i.'· ....erenf t8ple~ .

• 73) There are only acout 50 fi.xed Rtars "hose di'splacernent

~'!.)~lnt 5 t a at-out 1
0 fluring 4000 years.

~7.) Cf. above p.lI!.

~ Further characterisation of rixed stars.

Following ancient custua, stars are usually not only characteris

e~ ~y their sphcrica~ coordinates but are also referred to certain "constel

lations". The ancient method is based on th~ knowledge of certain delinea

tions and contours of pictures such that expressions like "on the left knee"

or "south of tne shoulder" etc. gi.ve some meaning. This kind of description

can easily b~ converted into modern notation in a case like Ptolemy's star

catalogue whers longitudes end latitudes are listed in addition to the names.

Fo-- Egyptian constellations, however 7 such additional information is missing,

and only a very small number of stars of the Egyptian constellations can
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'herePor~ be j~cntifies within narrow limits. 475 )

'75) See below p.'!'.
-- c--- -..-----. --------------------

The modern notation goes:back to Joh.Beyerts RUranometria",476)

i~ 1'!hich he listed Beout 1600 stars and intrG:iduced the Greek letters 0( , (1 ,
••.. , 9tC. for t.he individual stars i.nside the single configuration (e .. g.

"Sirius"::: oc canis maj0ris). The, limits of the constellations, however, are

~till mor~ or less arbitrary lines which leave the exact limits between the

cons tell at) cns 11nliet.'3rmin'3d. Only since 1928 have precise dafioi tions been

of
/C....

oy dividi
It........ e,'".cP...,

the celestial

an~irCles of

1 'no. 0

sphere into fields limited exelu-

constant decline tioD, ~(Jrr7-,(,--i

Cf. Transactions
1933) p.19, ... -Ivol . .d

'76)

'77)
(Camoridge

Augsburg 1603 _

of the international

])-1,,1;, AC.

astronomical union

Also the concept of "stellar magnitudes" is 01' ancient orlgin.

fihi1') Hir;archus 5'38mS to have had no other distinction than "clear", "small"

ann ~orscuren, Ptolemy in his catajogue gave six different classes, numbered

frc~ ~ to 6. A78 ) These six classes survived in the six magnitudes of stars

478) Cccasionally sut,divided by the remark "larger" or "smaller'

(('F. ;:tolemy, Alm8~~st, transl. ~.:8nitius vol.II p.400). Also five DQ'bulae 8re

v~",i1' Ie ~it~OI1t. th·~ use of inetrumoents until replaced by classifica.tion by

-"'/ ' f f- , ./-.- ~'/,I._<I<, /,~ t-. ,?,~~.( ty
m()i'er~ astT'ophystcal m'!thods~ 'ht "'{~r G 7C'If .. "... ,of • 'PI.) /

~.t I~;,- ~.( ;""k "'!~-_ ~-I " It.. t~ ... (., --7 -!nd'.r'./ 7'1'(.-,.1,,,,, -
Y UThe only Kava kno~n to us from antIquity'was observed by Hippar-

ctn~ according to 8 brief remark by Pliny . .d79)

n r .) '7 tAt ['J
·79) NE II 95 (ad. Jan-Mayhof~ p.159, 10 r~.). This Nova is
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"~"el ~r ~onsioeren to be the NOVll Scarpii of -133, f'ollo~ing Herschel, Astr.

;>.'1,3 (= 4th od. p.47') based on Biot [1] p.61, "ho nsed Chinese reports "hie
I ~~ not a~l~ to check.

r( Heliacal ri8in.p-:.

en 3everal :'l~~vj ous occasions :::e have had the 0::Pfortuni ty of re

r:;.ar!<iniS Tr.at ihe so-call·:d "natural" concepts, introduced naively and supposed

to be simpl~, ar~ actually of a very complex nature and cause great difficul-:

+i;;!s 'Jntil .h~y are replaced by moI''1 rational definitions. A very typical case

o~ this kind is the role of the horizon in ancient astronomy. To the primi-

tiv,:, or-nerver t.ho::; l~oint of the horizon where a star rises or sets appears to

,..~ e C'onv~!li~nj l!lean~~ of characterisation. He is not aware that the use of

·~e h~ri7.on int=o~~ccs t~o groups of disadvantages: thp. depend~ncy on the

~..., 0E"!"13pr. i cs1 ccorr i nat.us and 10cl),1 ci rcu.mstl:lnces 0 f th"3 place of obsorvation

anc ~sp~ciHl~y serious optical influences of the lo~est layers of the atmo-

!"'phore. ':'hese difficulties are clearly reflected in the chronological pro-

r'~MS 'r-i1.h ?fhich W~ ere occupied h~re. Modern astronomy, of course, avoids

Orq~rvations n'9Br the horizon and is therefore not interested in collecting

a~" ta~ula-ing syst"3matically the empirical elements, variable from place to

place, ~hich would be necessary to calculate accurately the phenomena connec

ted ~ith the rising and setting of dif~erent stars at difrerent seasons and

under different climatic conditions. It is, moreover, by no means obvious

that visibility conditions at sites like the ruins of Mesopotamian cities

are the same today as in ancient times. It might, e.g., be possible that the

advance of the desert into regions cultivated in ancient times has affected

the visibility of stars observed perhaps from the top temple towers now re-

duced to thq height of a few layers of bricks. Calculations involVing Buch

el~~~nts cannot be compared in accuracy and reliability with results obtained

e.g., from reports on eclipses. On the other hand, the change in stellar phe-
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namena caused by precession or the variability of the inclination of the

eeli tic is so slow that only highly accurate observations could result in

precise chronological results. Dates obtained by historical and archaeologi

cal considerations will usually guarantee much narrower limits than so-called

astrono~ically obtained results from observations of fixed stars. This gene-

rn1 situation, liowever, by no means makes it unnecessary to discuss here

some fundamental concepts of ancient stellar astronomy because only the know

ledge of the acutel character of certain ancient astronomical documents makes

it 'fl0ssi ble to avoid. errors and to use these sOllrees in an adequate way.

The fixed stars can be classified, with respect to a given ho

rizon, into three groups: the always visible stars which never cross the

borizon, i.e., stars near the north pole (cf. fig.69), the stars which rise

an~ set and the never visible stars around the south pole~ The discovery that

morq stars become visible as one travelled in a southward direction was one

of t.he main arguments for the sphericity of the earth. 480)

480) Cf., e.g., Almagest 1,4. As pointed out correctly by Pto
lemy, this only proves the curvature in a north-south direction. The east 
;est curvature is concluded from the dif:ference of local time in the obser
vation of eclipses (cf. above p.'~I).

The visibility of a star, however, not only depends on its rela

tion to the horizon hut also on its distance from the sun as well. In order

~o explain the typical phenom~na in a simple qualitative ~ay, we consider a

s~ar on the 3cliptic and disregard the inclination of the ecliptic, thus e11

~i~~ting ~he influence of the variability of the angle between ecliptic and

horl7.:on. 481) 11,1e start our ·considerations with the moment of total invisibi-

481) This is also the general scheme followed in Greek astrono
mical. tr"atises like Antolycos (ca~300 B.C~), De ortibus et occasibus (ed~

Hultsch p.'9 ~f.).

---------------------_.:_-------
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1 i ty of the star, i.e., with the conj1lnction of the sun and the star. A few

~~vs lA-tar (ShOUI 15 days, roughly), the sun will b~ so fer from the star that

~h,", sta:' wi]1 be visil"lp. for the

e,11!1 ris~. Exactly as in the case

first time above the
482)of the planets,

eastern horizon before

this moment is called

482) cr. above p."l'.
---------- ._---

t~~ "h~lical rising" of the star (cf. fig.70 a). ~rom now on the star is vi

sible d1lring the night for an increa8i~gly longer time until the moment ~hen

its rising coincides with night-fall ('acronychal rising·483 ) cf. fig.70 b).

------------------------------
)

~ , /
483 'rom Greek ~"fo.uXo5

·f _.J.-. .nr--· Iz.. AwA. 1.-··.,r"1J .~ fL.,. '-?'" i,
.Ju1. .. ~J.. ~" I. ...... -,....J( I ·.f:,.....yc<.l· Iv J .... rt!-.
Th~ further progress of th~ sun will make it impossible to see the star rise

i~ the evening; in th~ morning, however, the star will be 91ready below the

wes·~rn horizon b'3fore the sun rises. Bat here comes a moment when the.setti~

of th~ star is for the first time visible before sun-rise ("heliacal setting"~

f" 7")~1~ • .., C , ~nd the star will be seen setting earlier and earlier before

sun-risa d1lring the follOWing days because the distance l'tet'Ween sun and star

fro~ non on diminishes. Finally a stage is reached (fig. 70 d) where the star

i~ o~ly so clos~ behind the sun that it is visible only when setting at night

-fall ("echronychal setting"). After that, a new period of invisibility

(a~out one month) begins and lasts until ~he next heli8cal rising.

~he preceding consmderations only give a rough idea of the actual

facts, The complic'tiona involved. are of exactly the same nstllre as we have

al~~ady discussed in connection with the visibility of the new lunar crescent

a~n of the planets. The distance of the star from the ecliptic plays a role,

as do~s the changing i~clination of the ecliptic during the seasons; and the

bri3htness of the stsr is, of course, also of importance. Different values
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of ~h~ ~epression of the sun helow the horizon (called "arcus visionis ft
) are

'herefor~ nec~ssary for different stars and also for different phenomena,

beCA,1JSe it ie evid~nt that a smaller arcus visionis is necessary if sun and

ster are on opposite partg of the horizon than if they are near one another~

For historical purposes the heliacal risings constitute the most

im~ortant phenomenon connected with the fixed stars. Tables fdr some of the

brightest stars un~er conditions likely to be correct for Babylon are given
484 )in Schoch PT col.XIV, for Athens in 4}O B.C. and for Rome in 45 B.C. by

Hofmann. 485 ) It follo~s from the preceding remarks that these tables cannot

484) Corrections ar~ given in toeugebauer (P.V.) [}l p.16 f.

485) Hofmann [1] p.22-25, r<t·_t.) i_ ~..Q [5"], '4<1- "'~o,

be used for other places. Tables for the beliacal rising of Sirius for the

A~cient observations, however, seem to show a

te~les erg based on

each

higher value for fl ,
heliacal rising487 )

in Nengebauer (P.V.) TAChr. col.}77 ff. These

a value obtainen from modern observationS6486 }.... ,,°1
namely~,

l~ter date of the observation for thei.~., 9.

horizon of Memphis'are eiven

486) Cf. Bordhardt [}] p.1}. Details are given in Borchardt 
N9~gebauer [1] .

487) This has been shown by Vogt [2] p.}7 ff. from an investi
gatio~ of Ptolemy's "Phases" (opel's II p.}-67).

degree of increase in ~ c.orresponds rougely to one day's delay in the date

0f beliacal risine. This is supported by the relativ high values for the

arC!Js viR-ionis obtainecl. from Bahylonian observations of Jupiter, resulting

h~r~ tco in a delay of on~ or two days.488) It rlll&~~~~

488) Cf. Vogt (H.) [2j p.}9.
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se~~s thgre~OT~ prefera~le in chronological calculations to use the more 1n

eccnre t~ VFI.l oes assumed by the ancients than the modern values, i. e., to ad

....,it at-clJt two days' Dncertainty in results obtained 'trom modern tables.

§.2. Stellar Calendars.

21. Ba~ylonian stellar coordinates and stellar calendars.

The earliest known systematic use of spherical coordinates is to

r'1 fa'lna in Batylonian astronomical texts of the Selellcid period. During these

last

wero

thr~~ centuries B.C. systematic ephemerids~for the moon and the planets

co~,uted.~89) Here ecliptic coordinates are used by giving longitudes

expressed in degrees ~ith respect to zodiacal signs, latitudestin lunar ephe

rnerids only~90») in degrees north and south of the ecliptic. This system is

489) The oldest text of this kind known is a lunar tablet dated
in -207 J the most rec~nt text of tho same type from the year --45. Our source
~aterial shortly to be edited by the present writer as "Astronomical Cunei
form !exts" within these limits is 80 complete that it seems very improbable
that such ephemerids were computed earlier than the middle of the third cen
tury B.C.

490) This is, o·f course, essential for the calculation of
eclipses, wherebS the geocentric latitude of the planets is of little inte
r~st a~d very difficult to compute (cf. above p.';').

undauttedly the predecessor to the predominant use of ecliptic coordinates

fro~ Hellenistic times throQgh the Middle Ages.

Befor9 the Seleucid period, however, no spherical coordinates

l~ the ~odern sense of the word, existed to our present knowledge. The astro-

nomlcal texts of the period from the 8th century B.C. onwards describe the

~ositio~ of the moon or the planets by their distance from nearby bright
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stars or configurations (among which also the zodiacal configurations occur)j

'[_~S~ ~istences, hur-ever, are not measured on precisely defined great circles

C"'J: :escribed in terrrs like "in front of", "behind", "north", "east", ect.
'01)

?>l;:-} "" r Ciad ~ J:i~ / 9. 1 i st 0 f 33 snch stars of reference, but a rigid rule to

-S~ ~xclusivelJ 1h~8C stars hardly existed.

'9 ' ) ;'ugler SSB I p,29.

~rom a still earlier pel'iod (perhaps the end of the second mille

niu":'! B.C.), we know of devices for locating stars which can be considered as

t:. "1;:-: c~· ~ uat.o~·ial uystern. -:-3 hEnd til ready mentionedl192 ) the tahlets of the

s~ri·::~ ca~·.;d ·'!:.u1.-j~1Jintl (i.0 .• "Flo';I_3tar,,493) of ~'/hich ~ie have two tahlets
'94 )

::-:. ::co_ r ar,ylonia!l copies. 7hc firs-t tablet begins wi th th~ enumeration of 71

co~stellations~95) assig~ing them to one of three "roads" the "road of

Enlil" (around th~ northpol~), the "road of Anu" (a belt of about 33° breadth

r>ith the equator as the line of' symmetry)496) and the "road of Ea" (south of

th·J "road" of' Apll)497). This list,! of stars is our most complete source of

492) cr, .ubove p,p.',

493) F-robably our rt7riangulum".

•' 1 ~ 1 ~~- • • 1. •

}-"'ublish-1d in CT TI, 1-8, discussed in Bezold [1], Kugler
8n.1 fre'lllcntly ~lseo;vhet"=.

""9:') ':'h~ fir~t bein~ !.~ul-J.. pi!l.J l'1hich therefore nBl!lOS th-3 ?Jhole
BeriJs. etter star calendars are discussed in Kugler SSg I 228 ff. and ~rg.

,.-{8 ff.

196) Lera the planets are also mentioned, except Jupit~r, which
_.'.;nt ior-ed arr.cm,; the stars of ~nlil (reason unknown).

~97) 1'1115 does not nec.;lssarily imply the assumption of a spheri

cal :miverse. 7ie jt;.~O'i7 nothing ahout the jjahylonian concept of the Kosmos (a

fact not alvJaYs evident from modern literature !).
--------------------------
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i~fo~'mation a~ou- the bahyloninn constellations and constitutes the main

basis ~or all moc1e::-n attempts to i.dentify the Babylonian st;-llar Dames and

lhe li~its of th~ configurations.

?he D~xt sectioD of this text contains what we may call a ~stel-

lar calendar", because relations are set up between the rising and setting

0:' fixed stars and calendaric dates. These calendsric dates, of course, can

only be given in the schematic colenda.r498 ) and not in the variable lunar

calendar. The solstices and equinoxes are assumed to fallon the 15th of

their r~spective months such that the summer solstice is doted IV(b) 15

and chract-?riz,)d by the appearance of Sirius. 499 )

•
L98) See above p.~,'.

~99) The additional remark "4 mana is one watch of the day, 2
mane is one watch of the night" has caused much difficulty in the literatur
b<JC8')se nowhere in Mesopotamie. is the longest day twice as long as the shor
test night. The solution of this problem lies in the fact that these weight
(mana) arg understood as the outflow of a wat~rclock which is greater at th
beti '-'1ing than at the end~ The ratio of the weights is therefore not the
samo 8S 'he ratio of time (which is 3:2 at the solstices).

This stellar calendar now gives us a clear insight into the use

of th2 schematic calendar side by side with the real lunar calendar. No de-

fi:li te relationship between these two calendars is established beforehand ..

Bn- the inforrration given by the schematic stellar calendar can always be

used for the real calendar by observing a stellar phenomenon and identifyi

~h~ date in th~ real calendar ~ith the date which is coordinated to this p

phenom~non in the formal caiendar .. Let us, e ..g .. , consider the case where

the stellar calendar says that the Hyades appear on the II(b) 20, Orion on

the III(o) 10. Observation may show that the Hyades appear on the II(b) 6

oP the real calendar; one will then be able to expect the appearance of
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Grion OIl the 26th. In other words, the combination of real and. forme.l ca

ler-dar will make !)ossible predictions which could not have been made withi:

the 1unur calendar alone. It is, mOl'GOVel', clear the t the essontinl role

i'3 her~ l:luyeo. by the fixed stars, not by the place of the sun in the eeli:

tic. I+: is easy to 'In<1erstand that th~ rising and setting of' stars precede

the defjnition of the time in the year by the SIlO because it is by no mean:

simple to determine exactly th~ place of the sun on the sky. This type of

stellar cnl~ndar car. therefore be considered as predecessor of the charac-

terization of the seasons by the :;:;osition of the sun in the zodic.c.

58. The "Farapegmata".

Like; othcl' peor;lo. tr~CJ G:c..:'sks also noted that the disuPTJGarance

ti.::ld re::s.rpeul'ancG of COnJI..:iciuous constellations like the Pleiades, Orion,

etc. ;'ler~~ invariahly relaterl to certain parts of the year. 500) Thus the

500) C!'. c.g. Nilsson FTR chapter IV (p.109 ff.).

stars can bo considered us a meuns of determining the seasons ar:d hence 1'1'

G$ctinE th~ w~ather. This primitive belief in the relationship bet~een sta

a-r.:n seasons haB t·cen frequently interpreted as evidence for certain stella

Y:Hirs, "Sirins year", "Pleiades year", etc., parallel with "solar" or "lu

ner years". This is, however, a much too pl'eCiA9 interpretEl.tion of vague

a:;.~l :t::ri!'!1i~-,ivl) concepts, and all chronological calculations based on such

i~eas lack any real basis. 501 )

501) Here can be mentiones also an alleged "Sirius-year" in Ba
byloni8 which Kugler SSB II 1'.513 thought he discovered combined with an
27 years' intercalation cycle of lunar months. The passage in question, ho
ever, is very ohscure, and does not mention the moon or the months at all.
Neither the "Sirius-year" nor a 27-years' intercelatory rule are attested
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~lsswhere i~ cl1cneiform sources. ThB most plausible iDt~rpretation of this
paS2a~o is the one ~iven by Nilsson PTR p.264, assuming that the text refers
or.ly ~o Wthe fact that the new moon and Sirius come back after 27 years into
.; h·3 sume -!!lutusl relationship".

The "PHrup~gt!!ata" constitute a real "stellar calendar" in the

sa~e sens~ as described in th~ preceding section from ~ul-Apin". The lite

ral mefiring of "!'arapegrr.ata" is "to affix", "to fix something beside", etc.,

t 111, not unt.il real "parapegmata" l,·;'ere excavated at Miletus did it become

cle~r ho~ this expression could have acquirBd the meaning of "astronomical

and meteorological calendar". One of these excavated inscriptions contains

~h~ follo~ing section:

}O

0 The sun iI: Aquarius

0 The Lion begins to set in the avenine,

:md Lyra is setting

0 0

0 Cygnus begins its acranychal setting

(100000000

o Jindromeda begins to rise in the morning

o 0

o ~1uarius is half rieing

etc.

C.JU~ t ing the !lurr.ber of holes, indicated hers by 0 , one finds that their

nu~be~ is 30, as expresnly indicated at the top of this section. This numbeI

is su:posed to give the number of days during which the sun travels in

..
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Aq·le.~ ius, a!!~ each hole corresponds to one day .. The complete parapegma is

'he:·]·ore a list of stellar phenomena coordinated to the days of the solar

y~ar. Exactly as in 1.:esopotamia, hoi/ever, this stellar calendar has no de

fi'"li-:-IJ r'~la"tion to the current shifting lunar calendar. Such a relationship

rr.~s· re ~5t~1'isherl ~rom time to time ~y watching the moon for the civil

caJender and hy sticking pegs or small labels into thB holes of the "para-

j:;{1fmat- xthereafter. Observing, e .. g., Andromeda appeaJ.'ing again in the mor-

'1ing of the 10tb 0 r a lunar month, the number 10 would be stuck in the

cor r'~sponding hole, 11 and 12 in the two follow ing ones J and tho rise of

h.;uarius would then fall on the 13th, etc .. In other words,"a parape ma is

a publ1c calendar erect·")d for the coordination of the schematic and inva-

r18~1~ stellar cal~ndar with the fluctuating civil calendar.
. 502)Directly related to these monuments intended for practical

502) One of the two Milesian parapegrrata is dated by coordinat
i~- a day of the Athenian calendar with one of the Alexandrian. The result
is -109/108.

use are written stellar calendars preserved from various JnlMrc••

r0riods of Gr,~ek literature, e.g., the calendar attached to Geminus' "Intro

r;ucl ion "0 i\!::tro~omylt or l"tolemy's "Phases" (i.e. the phenomena of holiacal

~nr acro~ychal riRing and ~etting).503) The calendars not only list the

~03) Gaminus EA and rtolemaeus opera II, p.1-68.

sti?l ~ ar phe:lOooena but; the~ give addi t:i onal infoTlL8tion ("episemasiai 0', i.e.

in~ications7()A) about the weather to be expected at this time of thp. year.

expect;

5(',1 )

~ehm

This

f3] .
tCl'rdnology is, however, not so simple as. one would
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rto2.'~"""Y's calc"1G.ar is in so for GCP8{Ootcd from the other texts of' this kind

i"':. t!.ut r.~ fOl.lnd3d. hiG stel:i.al' phenoffi3t:a on independe::l..t observati..:ms: o.r-

ra;-:o;- ;.1.::ccr":ir:: ~-l- (lif'~::r~nt [:')vgrapldcal 18titud~s, ~ncl t.Jy selecting
LS.Qc'

exact-I:.,. ,l·~:--j:;-.:j LrieIJt ~tars.1 /J i,nother pro6res-:":;lve 8Gpect of his wlilrk

58,) Cf. 'rogt (h.) l2J.

is .~- ~ da:·i~i:.3 C0oj'uination of' the stellar phases with the Al~xandI'ian ca-

]~ .. (i~r, a natural step after the Gr·~ek lunElr calendar was al'andoned. At thi::

S~~b~ of development the original purpose of the stellar calendars ~as a1

:' ::'--:.-{ f01'sot. ten. The Ceaiuus-calender, however, is still based on the num

b·~r of days which th~ sun was assumed to travel acrOSS the di fferent COD-

st::-1 1 ctions of th-:: zodiac, ana];)goLlsly as in the example given /;I.t".ove from

::.J~ s:-:Oc" Co';.:; ~~l'rar-so?'T.~r.t ·..,it:-- rcs7·~t to tlJ.e :::odi8c and is therefore still

r.I:i:':!: ('los~lJ relat<3'c. to t!::.3 Dch.;:,atic calendar in ~~1l1-Apin.

The an.alogy t.et~een the Greek and th.e Dabylonian celendnrs can

be ca::'Tied still further. "1e have mentioned the fact that the solstices and

91u:tn.oxes i':': 1:ul-Al:in are called the 15th of their respective months. This

has its par'allel in the vvellknown fact that also Eudoxos (ca. 350 B.C.) is

credi t0d >':'i th haviU£ assumed the vernal point at the 15th degree of Al'ies~OE

506) Ripparehus, in Aratus ed. Manitius p.48, 7 ff. p.56, 15 f
p.1 ;8, 2; ff., p. '32, 10 .ff.

l'r.is brine3 115 a new Gource of difficulties in dealing with ~8rly Greek no

t i.e.'s conc'~rning zodiacal posi tions;. It is perfectly possible that these

r-osj.tions too are only meant to be l'I s chematic" (like the dates in the Mul

~;i~) anc sur-ject to individual coordination with actual observation from
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~i~0 tJ tie~. This might explain why in the very case of Eudocos, there

exist different versions in ancient literature concernine his assumption

of th~ equinoxes and solstices. 50?)

50?) Geminus EA p.?24,' winter sols~ice 4th day of Capricorn,
p.2?8, '9 vernal equinox h th day of Aries. On the other band, th9 8th
degree is given by Columella, De re rnstica IX,14. (the pass8.ge in question
is ,uo,ed by Bockh, Sonnenkr~ise, p.185 and in Lydus, De ost. p.303 § 12).

59. Greek stellar catalogues.

The last mentioned o.i fficulty is closely related to the two pro-

blems of det~rminine the exact boundaries of constellations and of identi-

fying special stars. ~c

"t+ b t _127 508)wrl ... en a,ou

know that Hipparchus

and including ahout

composed a star catalogue,

900 stars. 509 ) This catalogu'

508)
gest VII,2 (eo .

ThiS date is plausible accor<?-ing to a remark in the Alma
....eib~r-g p.15, 11 ff.).

509) Boll [3].

i s ~ ost, , t'ut much information can be won from Hipparchus I COP.1mentaries on

Arutus a~d Eudvxos. This work of Hipparchus contains elements for the sett

in€ and rising of il2 constellations at Rhodes 510) and a list of' culminati

stars for each of the 2~ hOIITs. 511 ) H.Vogt succeeded in restoring from tl

material the coorninat:!s att1'ihlltJd by Hipparchus to 122 stars. 512 )

510) Hipparchus in Aratu8 p.182-270.

511) Hipperchus in AratuG p.270-280.

512) Vogt [1]. It is worth mentioning thst HiFperchus frequen"
~~~s coordinates which are neither ecliptical nor equatorial but a combin;
tion of both. He gives the longitude of the~ point of the ecliptic which
pess~s th~ meridian simultanp.ously with the star. This procedur~ can perh
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r.~ explai"'l'Jd as e. conSdquence of.' constructions in a "planisphaerium" becausE

h~r9 thes0 very e]grnents can bp. conveniently deter~ined. Cf. elsa Ptolemy,
'~'-a$.st VIII,' (Heir,erg p.194 ff,).

This restoration of at least an imr-ortant part of Hipparchus t

cataloe;ue of fixed stars has important consequences with respect to problemf

hh~ ch involv<3 the b::.mndaries or stellar configurations. It has become custo-

mary in moclern literature to assume that Ptolemy's catalogue of the fixed

st~r951}) is dircctly derived from oipparchus' list by adding 20 40' in

51}) Almagest VII,5/VIII,1, A special edition of this part of
th~ Jll!'1agest has baen made by F~ters-Knobel pes, an improvement over Hei

t9-r;;' 5 '3cH tion.

~O:1"itw~~ (~t0 (1~'0u~t Ol~ precFlssion assumed by :tolcruy). ?rom Vogtls resultf

-j' "ollO?1S (1) tr:at there ;s no re.8son to doubt Ftolemy's statement that

hi!'> catalogue is based on his own o~servations514) and (2) that one canno1

stt!:?ly restore Hipparchus' list from ptolemy ' s.515) If we add Ptolemy's

!"Jrther stat~P.'leDt516) that he "did not maintain strictly the notation of

51~) hl~agest VII,~ (heiberg p.}5).

5'5) Vog' [1] col.2c-26.

51G) i,l"''''go''t 'III, ~ (Heiberg p.}7).

:J11::" p!·~;iecessorsJ just as thcj' did not follow theil' preclecessors" but that

t~ fr~j,lJ9:ntl.:." i!lt:r:"odnced n3T. denominations as re,:'lired for hetter ch!lracte-

ri.:':l.tion c.-:d =--.icer cont~our lin~s~, i":e then renli::e on T.hat llncectt:.in groun

,'~ sre standing in astI'ographic probl~",s before Ptolelllt.517 ) In this con-

517)~his holds especially for the configuaEtion of the zodiac.
"r..c'~ording to dlmag~st VI~,5J e.g., Taurus begins in Y and ends in )(.
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o,=ction, I~ systematic comparative study of Dabylonian and Greek constel1a

tion:~ ~ould he of great value. 518 )

518) This js clearly shown by the results of Boll, Sphacra, a
:-ork -r.hich '!.'1ill be basic for all studies in this d.irection.

60. Egyrtian stellar cal~ndaI's.

AlthOligh e great numb!}I' of problems in relation to Eahylonian

8N1 Gre-~k conste) lations 8r~ still Ilnsolv~d it can be said that we are at

}gest ~e]L informed about the meaning of the majority of the main constel-

la~ions. ~his fact is not only duo to the existence of a rich and, in gene-

ral, re]ia~le text material but also to the relationship between Babylonian

a~c Gre~k constellations, which is especially obvious in the case of the

zo(!iac. ~e face an entirely different sitwltion in the Egyptian steller

configlJ.rations. iSS must here disregard the Egyptian zodiacs because they

were merely adopted from the Greeks; no zodiac has been fOIUld on Egyptian

monu~ents before the Ptolemaic period. The natiye Egyptian concepts, the

"Decans n , are, however, not yet identified with any degre9 of accuracy ex

cept that we know on one ha~d the place of Sirius among the decans and on

the other hand their relation to the zodiac in astrological writings of the

lat~st phase of Egyptian history.519) The later division of the zodiac inte

519) S0e for this period the exhaustive work of Gundel, Dekane.

3~ decans is without much value because it·is only the result of the genera

te~~ency of amalgamation of Egyptian and Hellenistic concepts catiied out

J;')'i lh very Iit~·le concern for the previous boundaries of the constellations;
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and the relation to Sirius is, of course, not sufficient for the determina-

tion of the limits of pictures covering a large belt in the sky.

The monuments at our disposal for the investigation o~ Egyptian

star maps and stoJlar calendars fire certain ceilings in tombs of the New

,

~i~,dOTJ and in3cripticns on cof~in-lids from the Middle Kingdom. Unfortunate

1 ".' "
~~st of thes~ docu~ents are not yet pubJjshed in n satisfactory form

e comparetivB edition and study of this material is lackine. It is

th~~efol'e not, snrprising thHt scurcely more is identified than the Egyptian

n8l!i-;'S fo::- the! Great Di:r;:er, OrioD J and Sirius. 520) A tentative list of

f""rthal" i.lentifications is Biven by Challey [IJ.521)

520) iven these identifications have been doubted. Borchardt AZ
,;,.~~ ':1O'J 2 replacBs the Great Dipper by Ursa minor (Without explanation),
Eesc (cf. "sal1.Vorg. vol. 9 p.205 and vol. 12 p.422) doubts Crion (without
~7.pl!l""ation), and even Sothis could r-epresent more than the single star
Cenis majoris in the list of de cans because the de cans are intervals, not

I
si::le1e stars. Corrspondingly, the name of the Sothis-Decan is spd, i ..e.,, .
Wpoint~d", ~h~reas the single star Sirius is called spd .. t with the femi-
ni~~ ending referring to the goddess Isis, related to Sirius (cf .. Sethe,
Zeitr. p.29) note 2; Borchardt [IJ col.506 even gives a definite constella
tion for the Sothis decan but does net mention any proof for his selection,
except the triangular shape) .. The Greek name. ~~;>'5 is the Greek transli
teration of spd or s'pd .. t while ~£/Jlo5 Wthe scorching" is the corres
ponding translation .. The original Greek constellation is the KV.c..J~ "the
dog" (cf. Gun<iel [1 J co1.995 ff.).

521) Cf. also Pogo l}J and [4J.

The decans are closely related with time measurement. This is

e pecially evident from the lii~dle-~ingdom coffins522 ) which contain in

522) Ten such coffins are known, all belonging to noblemen and

their ~ives of the IXth to Xlth Dynasties; 7 were found at Asiut, and one
~ach at Th~~~s, Gebelein, and Assuan (cf. fig .. 72).
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t.h~ir tup-line (D ~n fig.71) the 36 decades contained in the 12 ffionths,sach

dem.1de covering 10 daY5~ The wain field is accordingly subdivided into 36

columns, oach ot' which contains 12 lines. These 12-times-36 small fields

contain the names of decanal constellations, each diagonal series of fields

cc~tu j:-'.i~·.c t~; sr..r~~ I:ccan (cf. fiE.71). Fogo proposed the folIo ing 8xpla

!J.atil):'!. of' f-his scherle: cotsider the last line of the last column before

lI-S (Pig.7 ' ) as i~dicating the heJiacal rising of the 29th decan (Sirius)

i~ ~he last decade of VI(e). Ten oays later Sirius will be 10° above the

horizjn at su~rise and the next decan will be rising heliacally. These 10°

corres~ond to "'-0 mimltes in time; because the rise of Sirius ;>8115 near the

summer solstice, the::;A Jl0 rdnutes correspond to about one seasonal "hourI!.

Ir- 0thc!· -:ortis, when decan rfo.30 (fig.71) rises holiacally, Sirius (l\"o.29)

is already on3 heuI" above the borizon. This is indicated in the sch.;:rne by

71:;:i ~ ing decar. 29· ori~ line above 110.30~ Hence the ~i.r3t line r )!-re3~~ts sun

Ret, ~t:9 lir:·.... G Lc:>ide E corresrond to midnight fl.nd the 12th line to sunrise~

uy liSCUSBion her} for two columns near summer solstice is now schematicsl

ly extended to cover the other fields by going from decan to decan and by

moving simulteneously from hou~ to hour, thus obtaining a scheme ~here each

c.iagonal row contains the same decanal name. This procedure is, of course,

e v~ry rough eY-trapolation of thR situation around cquinox because the 40

"l'1i~:lltes delay frO"f.:i one decan to the othel' corrcsponcs to one seasonal hour

onl:.' /).::'OU:- 7 "'hc 5U'T" or solstice ~hereas it is only about on~ half of such

~1': hour six l'10nthcl 18tCC, i.0~, at the first and last column of th0 schome.

~is theory oP for.o at least give~ th~ outlines o~ the concepts

':nr.~rl~in£ the 8gyptian stellar calendars. There can be no doubt that these

'ex·s are bas~d on a strongly idealized representation of the facts, and
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C~Y'o~olo~ical purposes BS has been done on different occasions.522~ Beyond

5?2~) This i~ spite of Pogo's clear statement of the chronologi
CD' unreltability of th.se calendRrs [e.g., Pogo [6] p.23).

tl':e1, hc';/;;ver, various problp.ms remain unsolved even if one accepts Pogo's

ex l&~ation in principle. It ls, 9~g., une~plained Nhy only 34 , not 36, dif

fe:!'0~t d'~cans occur in such a calendar, Nos. 1 end 2 being repeated after

}I' i::13tend of after 36 decans. Moreover, begi!lDine with the rliaeonal follow

lr:.g 1:0.2 (cf. fie> 71 ), where VIa would expect the repeti ti on of NOB. 1, 2 J

etc., we do not find decans at all but a list of other constellations, usual

ly cel:ed Meta-decans (M in fig.11), again arranged in a diagonal pattern

but with no ~vident connection with the preceding decans. 523 ) All this

sho~s that we are still far from a real understandine of the Egyptian stel

lar ~alendars.524)

-------------------------- - -
523) These Meta-dacans occur twice more in the standard scheme

of thes~ coffins, once in the list L at the end, folloNing the decane, and
again in the horizontal inscription H which contains an astronomical variant
to the Viell known "offering formulaJl" of Egyptian funeral texts (cf. J e.g. J

Garniner Gr. p.'70 ff.). Instead of invoking the king to grant the offeri
to the deceased, the sun and the meta-decans are here invoked.

524 ) Pogo's assumption ([5] p.'4) that there existed a "24-eo
lu~n ty~e" i~ addition to the 36-column type is due to the ~relessneS5 of
the old. artists who did not have eno'.lgh s~ace left for all 36 scheme.

The coffin-texts find their continuation in the astronomical

c9ilings of royal tombs of the 1eQ Kingdom. Here again lists of decans can

be found, although with a number of variations within themselves and com

pared ~ith the coffin texts. The calendaric relation of these texts becomes

l~ss clear b9cause there are still less direct relations between the civil
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c'=\le::'~8r 8!1d the stellar phenom.ena indicatedj in add.i tion to it, new constel

la t i onG 8re mentioned A.nd it is v--=ry doubtful ho'.v to distribute them exact

ly ameng th~ standard number of 3~ decans. 525 ) All attempts to use these

i'1scriptions for chronological l-urpose are doom.ed to failure so long 8S our

k~oryl~dge of the Egy~tian constellations is not much b~tter founded than it

is tod.ay.

525) The best available information are given by thd inscriptio
in the cenotaph of Seti I at hbydos (Frankfort eSA) because ~e have a Demo-·
tic cO[')i!lcntary to its texts, making at least the terminology intelligible

(Lan~e Neugebauer(O.) [1] ).

§ 3. Sotbis and Egyptian chronology.

61. Preliminary remarks.

The ahsolute chronology of Egypt is based on the following facts

'i'~-' conclusions V'lhich we shall analy28 in greater detail below. At the mo-

shorteI' than the Julien year;

only after 1460 Julian years = 1461 Egyptian years ("Sothis

ment it is convenient to list them without

(a) Th~ ~eYrtian year is i day

h~nce a given coincidence bet~cen Egyptian

comment.

and Julian dates will be repeat

period"). :,26)

------------------------------1
526) cr. above p. I. _
(b) The ralationship between the Egyptian and Julian cal~ndar

~as perfectly known in Greco-Roman times; usually the following point of

coincidence is chosen:

( 5(» . +139 VII(j) 20 = l(e) 1
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b~c[iUS'3 this (lHy was u3sumed to be the date of the heliacal rising of 3i-

rius.

(c) The heliacal rising of Sirius, seen from .i.lemphis at an 81"

ellS visionis of 9.5°, fell on I(e) 1 in the years527)

1-
52,) Th3 years -277~/end -1316 ere Julian leap years, a fact,

~hich ~ust be taken into account in checking th~ fact that all the Julian

_1;';::8, g).:-enFin W) co~>;e",pond ~~same EgYEctinn date. R fdI'V>~i!,.,,{,I';:'
~-hk=_ .v. N>-~kC It, +,,1.. &d:h-..{ ".L,.~,.</.f- /, fI ' --I"\'-~ ... l' )j 7} 4: }) .

(;1 )

-42,30 VII(j) 17
-277~t VII(j) 17
-1316 VII(j) 18
+ 139 VII(j) 20

Tb·1S) coincidences ure cell'3'd ~Jlo'<"''"r.,(uTOl.a-.5 ("restitution~ or "return")

1"-:: ·ne Greeks.:' 26 ) It might be remarked that older literature uses instead

o~ (;1) ~hs following dates529 )

-------_.- --_._-
528) Clemens Alexanclrinus 11ses the word ItSothis period lt in the

SH,I'~ s~nse (PG 8, col.872, transl. OV'3rbeck 227,11). For another expression

Sf:~ Lepsius, Chron. p~171 note 1 and Censorinus XVIII,1.0'(ed. Hultsch p.38f~

529) ';.g., Meyer (Ea.) Aeg.Chron. 1'.28.

-4240 VII(j) 19

-2780 VII(j) 19
-1320 VII(j) 19
+ 140 VII (j) 19

.rich are based ~n the incorrect assumption that the he11s0sl rising or

~irius fo]lo~s almost exactly the Julian year.

(d) Fro~ (51) it follows that tte interval bet~een two succes-

s;v~ cojnci:]~nc::s of 1(0) 1 and the neliacal rise of Sirius is almost 1460
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~rea.!:s. 'l'hc shi ftin~ di f:ferencc Letw~en Julian and Egyptian

al~ost the sume as between the heliacal rise of Sirius and
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year is therefore

the Egyptian I
year. I~ we are eiven the dbte of the reappearance of Sirius in the Egyp-

t i Cor;. calenc.ar J i. e., if we know that the heliacal rising fall n days after

I(e) 1 (or m = 365 - n days before I(e) 1) then approximately 4n years "ill

ha··c elapsed si~ce one of the coincidences eiven by (51) (or 4m years are

~till ~issing vn:il the next coiccidence). This latter conclusion is the

basi~ for the 8r.solute chronology of :egyptian history.

62. The oldest "Sothis-date" and the origin of the

Egyptian year.

The na~e of the first se~son of the EgyptiRD calendar is "inunda

tion" &~~ it is clear that this na~~ must heve originally coincided with

Lhe inundation. On the other hand, every point of the Egyptian calendar ro-,
t8't'3d through all parts of the solar year during one Sothic period. Hence

two conclusions must be drawn:, (8) The beginning of the season of' the

inundation cannot

f~aus~ the lack of

have been controlled by any astronomical phenomenon be
14 day each year would have been evident after a very

short while. If, on the other hand, the season "inundation" was only con

nect9rl ~ith th'3 innndation of the Nile, then the error of assuming a year

.')f' 0nly 36: days could not be detected before the elapse of two or more cer

-:'11'1e5 b13CaUS9 the inundation is vf3ry irregular in its beginning as well e~

in irs urogression. 530) In other ~ord8, the EgyDtian year can only be ex

p1 e.in1d as a purely agricultural yea1',53 1 ) never as an astronomically

530) Of'. the examjlas given in Neugebauer (0.) [9] p.185 and 19'

531) 7hat a simpl'3 averaeing process from intervals between in
Ilndations lea.ds to the leJ"l..gth of 365 days for our year has been shown in
j;~ugeOf.i'ler (0.) (9].
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c~l'3nde.!' was i!: existence before then. Of the two e8rlier dat~s all evi-

t~T''-~0 0.~:.tl1ri~S, the ir.troduction of' th0. Egyptian year must coincide with

0:.... a

A later ooio01-

'" "..,.'",' ..... '\'. (~~-,.. ... -_ ._ ~ ,,'" J.~. \

~~nc~ points to a date around 2800, i.e., the bceinning of the Old King

do",.53 2 ) This 'it.s very well with the l'roposed533 ) explanation of the

30-days' months us schematic months which originated within the framework

o~ <he governmental administration of th~ country, because we know that the

~hi~n Dynasty laid the ground for many institutions.

532) This has been shown by Scharff [1] and Winlock [1].

533) Above p.T/I.

The precedine consid~rations are based on the fact that any

ast.ronomical control of the Egyptian calendar must be excluded because it

wOllld hA.ve shown in tooshort a while the incorredtness of the 365-deys'

year. After centuries of the use of this calendar, the season of "inunda

tion" must have preceded the real inundation by so much that the calendaric

date could no longer be considered the true index of the coming flood. The

rising of Sothis, however, always fell close to the actual inundation, and

thus became the only reliable "bringer of the Nile". It must, however, be

emphasized that there never existed an independent "Sothis-year" beside the

ci~il calendar.,}4) All chr.onological conclusions based on the assumption

d,,::nce (the ns;.t ~culd be around 1300) is out of the question because the

the: '"':.r"io'i 71n'O!TI the irnndation season fell on the actual inundation r:hich

~ixed staT or by the solstices, etc.). (b) i.dI:1itting u margin of t;:·o r

53~) Neither ~as there ever anything like a 360-days' "rudimentary"
year as assumed by Sethe (Zeitr. p.302 ff.). The 12 sche~atic months never
cor-stitute1 an independent unit.

'r.9.;:':on9d around 4200 u.rn the next time around 2800 B.C.
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~~ a coincidence betw~en a Sothis-year and the civil calendar are therefore

not valid, and 0.11 talk aboat an Early-Dynastic calendar reform connected

w,itb A kernphite unification of the whole country should be abondoned. 535 )

53~) See for this alleged ~calendar-reform", e.g., Breasted
A~ r p.30 (No.4"), Sethe, rgesch. p.92 (No.l10), Kees, Hdo. p.301 and 322.

Th~ Egyp 1 ian calendar was never "reformed" but kept alive the independent

~lements: the lunar calendar, mainly used in the temple service, the.sche

matic calendar for official purposes and thus the civil calendar, ori inated

from an agricultural calendar with three seasons Bnd finally Sothis as an

nouncer of the coming inundation but with no other calendaric role.

63. The historical Sothis-dates.

The non-existence of a "Sothis-year W does not affect the chrono-

logical value of any document giving ths date of the rise of Sothis in the

civil calendar. Unfortunately, however, only five instances of such dates

ar~ known. Two of them belong to the Graeco-Roman time, ~d therefore give

us no information we do not already have. The three remaining dates are

found in

(1) Kah~~ papyri, time of Sesostris III (Xllth Dyn~

(2) Papyrus Ebers, time of Amenhotep I (XVlllth Dyn.)

(,) Incomplete inscription of Thuthmosis III in Elephantine ,

(XVIIIth llyn.)

~,~ sha'1 no~ discuss these three dates in thei~ chronological order. 536 )

536) Borchardt IJZ mentions oth~r ev~oence, but this is of so
~ollttfu] a character that it is hardly worth mentioning.
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1:1. 1889 fetrie discovered the re:r:ui!ls of a tm°.rn founded hy Seso-

5""'1S _J. eo~t of U:~ SUi1:.e ;han.uh's briei-:. pyre.rr.ic at ZahDn.: here h: found

O' ........ - .• ~ ',·· ........·,·','1·. ""1'0 r··~-·,.,· "-Tl'a'-"!~tlv ',~o~ +'l,..f'l ". .... ....,-. ,·18"'''' an""~aro':rl18q9. ~, J ~ "~ ••U~_.I", ..... J c .... f' • ..,.",,,,. • '-- ........ , ~ ~. ~ ~

j'" '~" har.·:-E; 0 f' • ·.wlers, tin'. a J'-3oewe<l c~srch If~d to t.he d iscovel'Y in' 899

0(' ~ ::~'o7 grol'!) of texts which .ir-clllned the fragm.:mts of .111 leaves of a

temple diary. This diary contains entries from a "year 5" to a "year 9" anc

~Dr;tions under "year 9" sta·tues of the "late" Seso~tris II and the "eternal

ly living" Seso'stris III. rtl) r~.snal years referred to are thereforr; years

of SescstI'is 111. 537 )
----------------------

537) J3Ol'chtiJ'dt [2 J. The temple diary is, hOV;CV'2I', not restricte

to :'h2 rCi£:r. of ~>~:':ost~'is III rllt a Iso contains ~ntrics from tl::.~ r'lign of

hi.." S'J('C,;:SSO!' !\'~nW1M'~S IIIj cr. 3ch:J.I'ff [2] ;.23.

T!:is 19': 1"" lie.:..·y ~c;.:::ltains unl1'3r th·~ ":oenr 7" a lettelo, dat'3d on

'!TT~2) ?t:, stc.t in?: that. Sothis ':"Jill ris'3 on VIII(c) 16, 8'1rl. 0. cor-l°p-sponding

;'">C0''-' of' :t~ Y'~V'~'r:Il·.~S of the Scthis festival for year 7 VIII(e) 17. 538 )

T'r:'? "::_,t~jis en!;')" VIII(e) 16 0:' year 7 of Sosostris III thus obtained is th,

co~~-=!"s'-on~ of th-: ,.6absolute ctronology of Sgyptian history. Some additional

r<;:l'l"a·~·""'.s a'bou.t this document are therefore necessary.

038) Borchardt [2) ~.101 and p.99.

;
Th9 first thing to ~e not~5 is that the Kahun pa~yri (including

the teT-pIe diary) which came to Berlin in 1899 are not yet published, a1

U:oIJg:J th;~ir ttigh imyortunce was immediately recognized. 539) is is the

539) Borchardt [2) is only a short preliminary report of the
discovery. Meller HL 1 p.18 f. contains a few lines from the diary and, for

tur-ateIYJ also the passage about the rise of Sirius (from P.Ber~i 10012 line

18-21). Scharff [2] is a study of the letters of the archive.
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r.l:)I'.) ree:-ettable because th~ basis for this date is the identity of script

0:' th~ letter of the year 7 and..

.' " .' -T" B h dt540)o . ~sos,.rlS 1_J. .• orc ar

the notices belonging to the years 5 and 9

asserted that the entries in the di61TY are
,

t'Jri tt'3n in the same hl'ind, and this statement has been repeated since, though

, 54 1 )'Prohn'!-·l:! only on Borchardt's authorIty. This statement has been re-

cep~ly contradict~d by Farina,5A
2) who finds that the t~o small excerpts

pub'ished by M5l1er543 ) do not sho~ the same hand and he therefore feels

---------,
5"0) Borchardt [2J p.l0".

54 1) Only Scharff [2] p.22 seems to make a statement of his own;
he e~phosizes, however, that the investigation of the diary is not yet com
ploted (p.24 ).

542) Farina FR p.63.

543) Moller BL 1 p.18, 19.
- - ----- ------

f:-ee to assume that the Sothis-date belongs to Amenemmes IV. Actually, an
-

unbBs~d investigation of the publish~d fragments shows neither clear identi-
•

ty of the hands nor decisive differences; and Scharff's investigation of a

large group of letter";", from this archive seems to show from the persons men-

ti.o'lod that the temple diary belongs only to the reign of Sesostria III and

Ar"enem-ws III, not IV. In Short, the most plausible assumption still seams

to be tJ consider the rise of 30this on VIII(e) 16 as belonein3 to the se

venth y~ar of Sesostl~is III, but the fact remains that this statement is

ra~c~ on authority a1000 a~~ not on f~cts open to everybody's judeement.

A'lothel' ve!'y essential point must be emphasized in connection

.... i ttl fhi:, 1 'Jtt.e 1 ', 'l'his is the fact that the rise of Sethis on the' 6th of

VIII(e) is alr~A."Y announced in the letter dated on the 25th of the prece-

ilir.2 month, i.e., 21 days in advance. In other words, we have here 8. defi

nire rroef o~ a Sothis festival based not on actual observation but ohvious-
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1y anI.:: 0'1 (:a1.·mdaric dates. This undeniahl~ fact renders futil'3 all attemI

·0 Lnv~stl~~ ~ ,B~ptian Sothis-dates with requirements of high accurAcYJe.~

-ith regard to geoeraphical latitude or arcus visionis. Ed.Meyer has clear]

~~r-hnsized this fact 544) but without result; actually he did not go far

5~A) Ueyer (Ed.) Aee. Chron. p.18.

enough in his criticism of un alleeed precision in the observation of Sothj

B·: FlS~,Um'3rl that: the 1'150 of' Sothis \'1o.s announced according to a definite

cele::daric :!:'ul<~J namely J the invl-lriable addition of' one day every fourth

year to the date of the preoeding Sothis festival. 545 ) But there is no

prcof ':lvailable for snch e strictly cyclic calculation. Meyer's argument

that this rule is stated in the decree of Canopus (2j7 B.C.) does not hold

b~cause one can::ot retroject rules given in nel1enistic times for two thou

sand years. 546) Moreover, this rule cannot work invariably bacause it su~
.<

54 5) Meyer called this the ftNormaltpg~ assumed for the Sothis

festival al~ over the country.

5&6) The wording in the decree of Canopus is actually by no

means so clear a r111e as one t"Jould gather from Meyer's remark. The text
says only ftif it happen that the rising of the star chanees to another day
in / years ....• (translation by Bevan HE p.210; Greek and Egyptian text:

"r':. II p.1j8/139).

?OS8S an exact l~ngth of the Sothis period of 1460 years, which is uc uell;

not +-c.~ caBe as 13 sho';'Jn by t!:.e dntes given abov~ p. ~ ~ ". It is vel''} possib

that ",as no rnl~ but that the Sothis festival was kept on the same date as

lor: as it appcuc·cd to be i~ not too great disagreement with the facts. In

o~'-:e"" ':101'6s, on~ can assume th~ same kind of empirical int~rcalalion in th

cese of ~he 30thin nates as one knows, mut,-atis Inutandis J from empirically

r~~lliat Jd lunar calendars. CO!1s.:Quently 1 there is no roint in as::;uming for
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·i'~·~:~ oro~" ·.;'·.~"r·r;, r,;o.:;t lik~ly in th·~ di):eclion tOVJUI'(l OIl!" 0....7n time be-

cr-.,).--;~ t!':~ cf~lp'!1daric ri~e of 30this will hardly he earlier then th~ real

first, visi~ility.

.'":<3 shall now determi.ne the date ~Jhich corres;Jonds to u heliacal

ri so? c:' 30th is on VI II (e) 1G. Because this dt.lt.3 belongs tc the s,:,cond hal f

of th3 yoa~, ·.:C d~t·)l~rnin~ the ;1iffer~nGe from tne follot'1ine: I(e) 1. The

-_,_~ 7-30 + 1G = 22Gtr.. day of th9 yeel"', tt_ e I(e) 1 the 366tl:

; -;':erl approxir~C',t") ly 110·£:· =" 5Go ye'11'3 bcfof(! th.;J follQ''',1ine coinc-ie.cnce on

I(e) 1. Tbo only coincidence in question is -1320 (cf. p.!!) and therefore

-1'20 - c60 = -1880 is the aF}::T'oximate day of the heliacal rise of Sirius

i~ th~ 7th year o~' ~esostris III. Acc:urate calcuJation i"lould give -187A/18~

fo:" th~ 7th Jenr 8:ld h9nce -1880/1877 for th-3 first year. But A.S said

llrove: "'his acc11rac:, is of Ii ttle interest, and w·~ can hardly say more than

"'!'":.31 S~sost.ri·s III beean his reign between the Y88rs -1880 anr. -18GO.

Th,,,,re is, however, an other document from the Kahun archiva 547)

-;-;hich has he~n uS0d to reach higher precision from lunar dat·"}s. 7:e have al-

ready mentioned this text as the earliest direct ~itne8s of an Egyptian

lllnar calcndar. 5.1.
8 ) This document is a fragment of B list of temple serviCe

nated in fl. r:J98.-:- 31" of an unknown ruler. The following dates for t.h-:1 be-

. 540 )
gIven "

5'7) Fublisr.ed only in preliminary form by Borchardt [2] p.92

5"8) cr. above p. :).

'""9) Dr. Erichsen kindly colla.t'3d the orir:;inlll in Berlin for me
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yep.!' 30 x( e) or
cV

XI 25
XII 25

year 31 I

II

III

IV 19 551 )

V 18

VI 18

VII

VIII

IX

17
17
16

550) According to

excl w 'lecl hy t}~,,> following date

t:'-'l~ fr-:ccdi.n£; date.

B-richsen the readinr;

II 20 ~hich allows
19 "ould be

onl~' I 20

bett0r but i

or I 21 as

1:'-1) Text has perhe.l's 17 (Erichsen) bllt this is excluded hy the

--------------------------------

""'\--", i'!J.t~rv8.18 bct'7'ieen thesG dRti:S are alternli.ting 29 and 30 days except

~(~ S0 r \lenCe 30, ,30, 30 between XI 25 and II 20, in oth(~r words, follow-

j':.:,': ~J Rchcme ~"lhich reminds us ver:; much of the scheme of Pap.Carlsherg 9,

discussed in chapter 11. 552 ) Now two ql1estions must be raised: does this

552) Th.; IJresent scheme is not identica.l with the Carlsberg 

scteme becuuse Hcccrdine to th~ latter the insertion of a 30-days' months
RtoOl'1'j not occur after XII 25 but the year before (after XII 5; cf.p. Z~).

Jist 0[' dates reflect. actual observatior..s or are the;1 based on a schematic

Tql~ of the Carlsbe-re;-type; and secondly, to which ruler do the reenal years

~30" R~d "31" rGfer. I do see no means to eliminate the possibility of sche-

~atje ca1c\J]a~ ion, i.e., to make t:he chronological use of these dates much

'!IO"!""] dour-tflll. Also the second question is very difficult to aosr-er. Bor-
~03\ "54)

ct9.I"r'it-'/ J nnd. 2:!eyer" assumed nesostris III to be the king in question,
I: I; 1:, ,

r,'!' Thc~19r..l/··) pruposed Amen'3mmcs II, the second predecessor of Sesostris

III.

553) Borchardt [2] p.93 and l~ p.31 f.

So') Meyer (Ed.) Aeg.Chron. p.52.

555) ITheeler (G.) e1].
------
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Borchardt assum9n that the dates in question refer to new moons I I

(or a ~ 'least days close to new moons) and found good agreement between the

text an~ new moon dRtes in the yenr -1851/-1850. This seems to support the

y~~r -1981/-1880 us the fist year of Sesostris III whjch ~ould agree

iicely ~ith ~he Sothis date obtai~ed before. This result, however, is mis-

~eading. Borch~rdt's dates lie about one day later than the dates given in

the text; if we admit the same deviation in the other direction, the years

-18~8/-1847 would give equally good results for "year 30". Moreover, we have

alrea·;y noted the high quality of the cycle of 25 EgYl'tian years, 556) and

556) Cf. above p."Q equation (34).

bo~h solutions mentioned must there~ore be repeated equally well after 25

years. In othe1' words, the lunar dates admit the same order of magnitude of

'JTIcertainty as the Sothic dates.

This uncertainty is not.U all. Wheeler found good agreement be

t.'Nl3en the lunar dates and calculation in the year -1909/-1908 which could

h~ :hl3 30Th year of Amenemmes II. This is no miracle, because 58 years (the

di~ver~nc~ het~een Borchardt's.and Wheeler1s solutions) are only 3 days leef

~l:fl::l 716 lU:!llitions, and the dat'3s of the texts furnish us no means to elimi·

nn -=) ~eviations of this o'icler of' magnitude. Bere too, of course, a 25-yeart

r~rfHitio':! could he applied. -l;~ Cind h~re a problem which cannot be solved

ll-:1less "'8 attribute to the elerrents given by OlU' sources a hieher degree of

aCC!1T8Cy than we can !lrOVe or can eTen assume for these texts. The astron6m

eal datinc of the Xllth Dynasty cannot be narrowed to m01"~ t.han about 25
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!'ile!'1'1te;- U!'lO tl r:llny, (!lilt in 'Rocl~n t.im'.J:s of :!:'euscd blocks

"'ro'~ ! ,·jlc.in€:~:i 'Jr~cted by diffel'Qnt rulers of the

such blocks com~s from a "calendaric" inscription

New Kingdom.
h

of %thmosis

A group of

III, enumerat

\.lCC:':S, :lO"'~ i~ -h~ LOllV;'O, contc.in:) an inscription 'o'ir:ich, if cot::~;lctc, r;ould

~t;7'
-i->~- jT'£r~=-i~r:~o::: te~;"i:'s G:> ~o11o:s:"'/ I "XI(e) 28, da.y 01" ~r.c feast of the

~

.':c:";.:, ;) .... ~.;oth~s. Of'fcI}jj fel' tt:~. day' O~ account of' ... " ·'"hat follo··s is a

·\-91·e··'l"!'·~ cnly i.hE" infor"·atio::::. that 8 rising of Sothis took place in some

:rgn.r o~' th~ :~j.:::;n 07" Thuthmosis III at XI(e) 28. This date is 2 + .35 de~'s

t'~f'o~'-: 'n? 1(e) 1, i.e' l 4 ....37 = 1.18 years befor~ the n~arest coinci(lence in

_~;:'11,. -hat "'r~ kno?; is thcrefcrc that Thuthmosis III rlJlcrl in the years#-.

8"!'oun-: _1 11 61'. !Tnro['tu;tat~ly, thit; kin~ onjoyed B r~i8n of at least 54 years

~o that the astronomical nating of one year out of his reign brines us no

f'1rth~r than relat.ive chronoloe;y is able to do. 558 )

557) Text: Clrk. IV, 827. Cf'. also Porter-Moss V p.225.

55~1 It is there fore of little value to emphasizo that also the
astronomically determined date is not very accnrate. T e difference in lati
~.ude dele:ys th~ rise of Sothis at Elephantine by 5 days compared with 1~emphi

(-:1'Jhi.ch is t.b'3 basis of our tables). Not knowing the latitude actually em
ploY21 hence involves a ~rgin of 20 years, to be added to the inaccuracy 1'9
s'..llti.ng frolL lack of accurate observation.

We are in an equally unfortunate situation in the case o.f the

second Sothis - date of the XVlIIth Dynasty, the "Cs endar of the Papyrus

Sbers." This docnment is excellently preserved, but internal difficulties
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..,'d{'· j c.~. v')ry ".tlJ3tionnolc l1S'~ 1'01' exact cp-I'onology. The text in question

co~sists o~ a short hieratic inscription on the reverse of the medical papy

rllS Lb~~'s, th~ fi.rst two 1in"35 or nhich run as follows: 559 ) "Year 9 u_nder

--------------------------- --
5;9) ~he photograph of this passage is eiven in Borchardt UZ

0;. o::ii:-e p.20. iii<)l'ogly-phic transcription: Urk. IV, at. and Meyer (Ed.) Aeg.

~~ ~0uln have u very nic0 Sothic ante leadinE to 4·(21 + 35) = 224 years be

~or~ ~h~ coinci~ence of -1316, i.e., to _1540. 560) This ~euld give about

::(-0) FOL' the dates following from ClOJ'e precise observati ons cf.
':~gcr~cn [1] p.193.

_1 ~'~0 for th~ begiflning of th0 reign of this king. Unfortunately, he ~ver,

~ce tex7 c0ntinu~s by giving a list of monthly festivals all of which are

de.tery as "day 9 rise of Sothis" beginning with XII(e) day 9 t:.nd endine with

X(e) day 9. He~e not only is the remark "rise of Sothis" absolutely meaning&

l~ss but also the invariable date "day 9" is very suspicious because of the

"isregerd of the five epegomenal days between XII(e) 9 and I(e) 9.561) It

561) Theories of Borchardt cannot be upheld hecause they "re

hesed on inveli<l pale"ographical "ssumptions (cf. r~dgerton [1] p.191) made b~

orug~~h and accepted by Sethe (Zeitr. p.314 note 3).
------._----

sep.~s hardly possihlc to ~xplain these thines as anything but blunders made

hy th~ scrit-e; bl,t this cannot increase our confidence in the first t1;'O line~

I' iR, t.he~c~ore, more or less a matter of private taste ~hether one con9i

~ers this "calendar" a serious document or not. If one ass~mes562) that the

562) .J~cyer (Ed.) Aeg. ehron. Nachtr. p. 8 f •

.. - -------------
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o~is:io~ of th~ 0;aeom0~~~ is not due to carelesness but is the result of

some sch0metic c51~n~ar, then I do not se~ wny one should accept the two

fi ~st d.e.ys as em8ctly meant, the rer:lai ning only as scheme. tic . Five days t un

C'~' ~ '~i ntl cambi nqd ·.... 1th the necessary decade of uncertainty of any Sothic

d~t.e :r~V':lS .)t least ,0 years' margin. Here again the accuracy of the basic

:'l:JCIl:J'J::?'1' S is milch lo't":'9l' the!! wO'Jld b:: re!1uirad for precise as roncmical re-

S · :. c. . _.

.!i,~for~ tllrr.. in.c to the role of the 30t!::is dates in Hellenistic

t i":08 :"1e mt!st stiJ ~ mention an interesting fact abuut the "Zoers calendar~

J~s mention-ed UhOV9 , a c~rtain festival is mentioneJ for each month of' the

~eer; th~ nryw year's festival on XI(e) 9, the day of th~ rise of Sottis,

h~['.ds t,he list ann has bGen the object of our preceding uiscussion. ::That fol

10>13 t~lcrcufter are oth'3l" festivals, always CO!lner;ted \'9ith the 9th day of thl

corresrondine month. ':'he names of these festivals arc di.recll~l relat~d with

~he ,~~~s use~ in rhe lntes~ perioQ of Egyptian history, ?hoth, Phaophi ,

.!i.,t'tyr, et.c.~63) hilt t1nfortunat~ly not in the nsuul co!'ces:pond~ncc Thoth~I(1

·,","·'~hl· ".-,T(e l•• _ ~. _. "_, t ,

'1"~ l"'o"1t"h 711(e) 1 the
'j('o)

r.~,' G~r.,incr' )," r!".lt

\')"1 one rlFlcc advA.nced: th,; 7hoth-festiv81s stands in

:hnophi-festival in 1(8), etc .. 564 ) It 'bRs oIJ--m shown

this for?!B.rd movement of tt.~ n!lr.t<:>8 ir. fluesrion cen::J.ot

-. .&> \- '1..... L. allQve p. L--.

5611 ) ?he pr'Jsentetjon giv'3:n h,,:,re ip .:;impliried in so far as at
:'if~cr"=m~; pLjC~5 'tr.e name of tt;n f'es:;jval ':":85 nol~ yet the sar.1Cl as in the
l~Tgst p~ric~. ?h~ ess~ntial ~oint rewains: that aLl months'nnmes ar~ moved

r:J 0""" st~; f'cl"-;;;8.::d , compared ni th the canonical arranep;ment.

)65) Gardiner [1].

re p.xplained a~ en error or 3S e p~culiarity of th~ scribe of the papyrus

Eh0rs but thRt various indepc~dcnt texts show the same translation of the

p~~~~ of t~~ festivali. Gardiner therefore came to the conclusion that one
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m'-Si "j; (."!!" ~')":~'T"jB "~hat tha fes"ivcls .. ". were transferred, f.l.S a tody,

f""'o1'"'" ttC!~r '... l'i,::i!vJ'. t-:1HC''3" ad·line; "but t.he d'ifficll1ty is to find a motive

:Oar s"ch i.i j'I"oce~dine" or J'ths.t a. ~ertain num.ber of days were at .e, e;iven mo-

""':',,!' i!'t;.e:l:·c:llb.t9d in the civil calendar", and he rBl!larkcd that this assucp-

tic:::. ';".'olllrl u;,set the r!hole system of Eg:YTtian chronology. A V'ie.y out of this

~i]'3I:"!"'U "I":a~1 found ny Sethe who showed56G ) that various facts corrobate the

8,'3suCl;ticn the: the ne.mes of months ar~ taken from the festivals to ,::h.ich

tt~J l~n und not fro~ the festival which fell into t~e month itself. 56?) At

tte ~r~:;'?!1T timrl, at least, no ureent reasons 09.:-.:ist to dbubt the undisturbed

567) ~·~tha point;}(l ClJt· that 5ueb n notation, which SC"Jms <";1.ru,rJfj3

·C _, r..fl~. its ;;::lreJ.·~l in thr..l Rom[l.n calendnl" (see above p.~").

--------------------------_ .. _--

(J4. ~he 'i.~elleI;istic theory of th0 Sothic Feriod.

It ce'rlcot be emphasiz'~d too mIlch that l.'U:lny of the most com~on

,?tet~l!;€.'n:s concerninc ancient sci2Dce and their history to be found in modern

b~oks ar~ strongly influ0nced by theories created in late antiquity or by

n"!' :'-:-nistic scholars. CO:llWvn to most of these theories, modern and Bellenis-~.

tic a3 well, is th,= tendency to give definite evolutional'y accounts of the

oI"jgin of" known insti"tutionG or facts whose actual history t'iOS no long;g:r

k~a:r.n. 7hIJ Greaks carmot be blamed too much in this ccnnection; they simply

o~:o~~1 the natural t~nrlcncy to answer questions before knowing the real

~o~p]~xity of th~ probl~rn.

It ~a~ ~viuent for the Greeks that "year" must mean "solar-year"

a'-,r} therefo!'<;, s!"Jou d hove the lengtt of 365 ~ days (or at least very closely
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so). :'L·::.1 r~(,o~'::lliz.d: thuL the Eg;yl)tlan year i7fl.S bound to T'otat~ in 1460 years

thrOllr.h £.\.11 seasons of the solar year lJ'lhose length, the~' tbou£bt, tias repre

sent ..d by th~ intr:n"val bet .. een th-~ heliacal risings of Sirius. Consequently J

"he cci:lc~:i~nc"} bet,;;')en tt~e lle!j']- Year-'s-nay of the wsnderine year 8l:1d of the

'-:;r~ ~.,' ~-Y'::'AT' beeame e. matter of j nt~l'est to the Greeks all the more so be-

C"e.'lC~ siler. e. cair".cidence VIas DCHl" at hand (139 A.D.). That such a contrast

.,~,,! not. e::cist for th'J t"';D"rti,~ns (becnus"'l thAY beul only one "yeer") di(~ not

o"",;I;r t.'j i.h,~ Alex!lnilriun scholars liVing under the i.mpression.'" of the coo-

. i-,valls '~iv~rgence hety;e~:l their QTm calendaric conc~"pts and the Eg.Y: tian

C.-,~~~.i~l'......i..~ u::l.t.tlre.l rcsult of these ff.icts ""as the creatlon of concerts like

,../!..7'0};:il18st8::;is·' !J.T'J.fJ ··Sothic-PC1·iod" ond tr.eir intoerpretation as a !Jeriod of

:; e~~ :..>1 ":r',i ...... jcanc'.L :'0 this t~H1Jency were addec th"':! growinf-" i~ter'est in the

'J •• '"}
. n

:... -":1" v I

= ~~1'-:c~ '-'-~ ;'d~-;t~:;.'::~: l·i.fctiqlC, epoch) accompani~d by £l. repl'p.scntation of

lh~ ~h",cni"X-bi["d, th,) symhol of. resurrection. 568)

568) 3uch coins ere preserved from the s~cond to th9 sizth year

ot~ 1~.nl-oninu8 :'ius (~39 to 1.13 A.D.). Examples are ~iven in Rorcharlft.t, Ann. I

r: :'~~.9. ?:):. t~~ historical h.'lc1!Cr:;lJr.d see Vogt. (J.) i:J,' •

••,

or ':-,: in".c.·cl't. of this coneopt for th'1 or

::'-,"'> ·......·,c,.,.· .. ·~ f,· '.· ·r4~'·rl<: J·,t--· -;":-···'tl·"~ bl·stOI·" ··O"~I· I 'e'l'~,,,--'. -'z·· - '-' ......... - '·"""'1- -.. .I c··-" ... - ~, ,..,.L,;" , the:
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~ . S6°)
'.,.,~~·;orlnns·,1 in 2.38 .... f.l. '('.'T'ot'3 a little book 9nt.i.tlcd "De die

r·~:·.'}~··, d~~Ji~' ~ilt' V3T'i()II~ ca1011~~t'ic f;~l~jcctS. In this ~on::cction llC als

·~-.t i0!l~ the .-:'cthiJ~ .TcriodIl70 ) und 1'er:ol'ts~:71) that the 1'i80 of' Sothis fel

G'" 'he 'I(~) 1 h'u"'I!'-?fL Ji!ars befol'~~ his time on t?'9 21st of July.57 2 ) This

J.. Rowun srml'lalllrihn.

C,~nsorjnlls XVIII, 10 cd. Hul~sch p.39.

C::nsorinu.s XXI J 10 ad. Hultach p • .:'1-6.

572) "IrleIll dif3S fuerit ante ·diem XII Kal.Aug .. tiUO tempore solet

~4:l.iCI!]!J in ,!.,e~'"pto fecere exortul:1 lt
• 7hi5 passage is 31so rerrouuc:?d in Thee

1'):' (G.) (1] p.19G f. and fr'JClll~~tl:t else\"!here, e ...e., ~p.yer (Ed.), Aee-.Chr.
...... ~,- P
1.". ~_-~ 1.

r'l€!"'~ b~;~ }\~en !"er-la('~d s!ilnc~ Sca1jger by 20th of July because 139 VII(j) 20

;: I{e1 . a-"d not VII(j) 21. That Censorinus' equation is incorrect carmot be

r1.'.)'Jr-ter. hec·a!lS~ t.he r~lction bet't"F~en Roman and Egyptian calena,ar is establis

e1 loy c:m'":.tl":!ss dOCt1ments 7 but I cannot see ·why we must aS5um~ that he had

ac-·,al~y ~ritt~~ the correct date and I see still less reason to consider

I his ('crTect.cd text to b~ of basic importanco for Egyptian chronoloe;y. Even

if" t'bis -iocument ':Ve'!"e su~fici:mtly r~liable to te]l lIS in which of four pos

sirI'::! ~'eers ~he step of the ris'3 of Sothis by one day was e.ssumed, this know-

l,)G,?;C wou1d not affect Sothic dates from ancient b~catlse the idea that

~e er~ able ~o calculate cyclically backwards in steps from four to four

years is astronomically incorrect, as is shonn by the little table (51) of

'P. I~ othel' worus the assumption of' an exact Sothic period of 14.60 IW

yesrs is only a .l.·ell·~ni.stic assumption, followed by many mod~!'n historians,

rp1 t cont.rqdictory to thG astronomical facts. Whatever Censorinus might have
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gaUl. :-') ITil: n~ver obtain by cyclic calculation U higher accuracy than about

O~~ I~ecade ffiurgin; it is therefor~ quite unimportant which year Censorinus

c'Jn!:id~!'ed the begin~li~ of such a cycle.

b. Th~ era of' t.:.enophris.

I!) uiscunsions about ~gyptiun chronology it is considered a t':'ell

~fno·~r!. :act that th.:'" ttstronomeJ' :'h~on:A.le:xandrinus573) comrut8d. the date of

---------_._-
"73) lie is knonon as commentator of tho) Almagest. His lifetime

i S {l:)t~J'rniner1 hi hi.s observation of the tote.l solar eclil-:se of 361J. VI 16

(cf. Rorn~ [3' p.21·' not~ 2).

of :Jctbis for the year Diocletianus 100 and that he

C~. '?~ t!";i:: ,::"~ar "t i:.~ 170~th year of i.ienophris n • bBcause Diocletiflnl)~ , 00 >'l:J

;8~/1', 'he year :~'Jr.o. hris '1 must corl·~s;.ond to -1321/20; moreover, it fal

l o"'~ PrCl"l ~r.·~c!! IS culc!llat ion that ttenol hris 1 I (e) 1 is considered to b~ a

" .. ~, of "ht:;> h'}2.i.ncal 1'1sin$ or Juthis. '"':"hat rem~ins for ohtaining t'I ne\v chr:::-

n'Jlo:::i.ca1 fixed feint is theref'ore only the question lflhich Ee;yr,tian king is

r:-u~-,[>-)r1 n.'"'! 1 :.1::') :t,ls::ver e:iven hus naturally dep'3'nded on th~ chronology preva-il·

i. n~ tit th':l tirr,e. ll.ccordine to our prescnt kno'.i19dg:e Sethos I could have been

rq'ir..::; 'rQunJ i320 :i.C., and rtl Struve e1nd S.Jthe therofore tri~l1 to explain

:-:.".1":. "'ri;s kjn~ couLl. ho c~ll~<1 ~:':3:no:pcl·is". If' NB ~CCQ;,t U-.e resuIlt-:' of these

'~c: ·~~·,··sJ ot'~'_dn,:"(j b;! i:l:1'~:p?lliJ3nt a::d to e larce extent cont,redicLor~' 6r:;u

m~~ts,57~) the XIXtr. Dynasty ~oulu be dated as ronomically.

57') 3t"nve [1] "nd Sethe [1], accepted hy Rorcherd~ ~:z p. 17 f.

70.:: so"'..ntion~ :'ro-posed earlier cr. Lepsius, Chron. p.172 ff.

U~{'ort'11~!J~:eIy, et'l.ch step in this conclusion is very 'r'l'eek. First

-: 13.11, V'~ krH;' t.hat th~~·'3 exists nothine like an invari9.ple "Sothic period"
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-:-.:> ~:y:uc~ly 1t:·~O y~ars ':111ich is t!J~ nesis of l"heon 1 s calculetion. In other

i'orclf':J :'h'3on''3 SO"!"C')f; cannot have been exact but were modifi>3d to fit 8 cer·

'·"i- sc':ome of' computatIon. It is not the small deviation of the "Sothic pe-

'!"io"''' of' 1/'(0 yea!"c from the real facts which is here of importance but the

~'·i.·~<>'r'_C':: th9.t the ,:>,h010 Clllculntlor! is built on a simpl'3: com~lltc.tion in 8

rac1-':n,/ls dir~ctio'!J I VIi th no qneranty that the endpoint reached is }d stori

:,!!lJ:' :'!'9cis~ly de~in'3d. It j s just as plausible that ':11eon had found by add·

i.:1=," :"::::na1 years given in SOD1e l<inf,list, that a kine; "'[....1enophris" ruled 1460
.

J~8rs before th'? .famons "Apokatastasis!" of 139 A.D. 1\3 long as thi!'; }:ossi-

~i 1 i t-~. C8Tl!lot ~e excluded, the d9.tc of iAeno}:'hris might he the result of the

~:'i':;t:')1_~' set: ~:'1C o:f a chl'onogra;hGl" lik~ E;anetho un(l therefore \'iitr.. no astro

TIi":r:'iC\3.1 llalllc. 575 ) Lepsius assur.J.';:!d 576 ) that ".ienophris" corrcsJ:0nr1s to

'575) "jj-.cn I rr:ention~d this possibility to Prof. h..Rome, he kind

ly i :lfcrc:~d me t.hfft Fotherinehnm had wri t Len him exactly the same. Cf. also

~c·",,",·r~ [1] p.b note 1.

576) Lepsius, Chronologie p.172.

~~cr~cptah, whi.ch sgems tc be the most plausible explanation given for this

nnme. A('ccrdiIl:g to our lres~nt knowledge Merneptah ruled about one century

afte~ -1320 a~~ therefore Lepsius' assu~ption has been discarded. But if we

-~";C arove mentioned possi,l'ility, Lepsius I proposal seemR to be Northy

;.:~ turn now to t'h~ mottlod of calculation i t:3,'llf. Here too} we

stand o~! vcr:- llDsafe ground. It js only of minor irr.portence that Theon's IlU-

~horshi:p is dO'It-tful and that the whole passage in question s,;cms rather to

hBlong to on O{-lsC'llrc astrolae;ical treetise57?) (although this might be re-

577) chis has been shown by Rome [2J p.290 note 1. The p,,"ssage
in in~stion s~ems not only to b~ an interpolation in Theon's comwentary to
p'7 clogmy I s "Hanny Tables" bnt the same rule for computin.e the ri se of Sothis
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c.~- ~l1 :.", in'1e;:r:nr.ent 0:' Theon in an astrological codex (eGAG .Q p .. 79 f .. in

Coiex Vinrlob. ·phil. gr. 115) and in Cad .. Vat. gr .. 103~ containin F.ucli,d,.,
--------------------------

s;o'1sible for some di fficulties in the calculation). The procedure consists

in th~ following steps:578 )

578) The text (not clear in all details) is reproduced, e.g.,

t., L~rsius Chron .. r.169 note 5 and (less completely) in 1:eyer (Ed.) Aeg.Chr

:--.:?9 i:lot~ ~. !.~ cri~ical edition iE still lacking.

( 1 ) ::iocJ..otianus 100 -- 1.:cnophris 1705

(2) 1
1705 ·26.. '"

(3) "dd ~ givin!: you .31 .- ,
(1) E:lll,tT'lct

1
102 J and N 329... -OR " you e~t " .

( c;, BecaUSe! If " 10·30 + 29, the date of the h~liacal ri.se of-- ,
)othis in DiocleUanus 100 is XI(a) 20,

I )r·rl~f·:O ex::-Jain this !'Jr"OC9S5, let us assump. that Diocletierms 100 = l:eno

i-t:'·i~ 170r:- :.1nd trw: both erus ur~ counted in Jl1Jin~ YA8.rs (fi!..:>73). 1:0";

*. 170<; "" 42G more c.ays

!:~~~ "1Cll.l .'l3ir.:.: 0;:' :':~tt:i,;;. i:n08(- thp. assumption that the Sothin-year has the

, ~nbth o~ a julian year, the dr..te of the I'is~ of SothiB 170~; Julian years

let,~r t7clJld faJl 426 days later thnn In Lhe first year (S1;~p 1 and 2). If we

nc:-~ ~7ish to ce.J culat0 th~ date of the rise of SothL~ in th'3 !ll~xar-C:_!'i.~l.n ca-

-:.. :''''''i~l:'' inst:mrl of in th·]: E,SY::;:tian calendar, we have t:J take into eCC0unt the

(""'-"'1· n l1.C'o'QI·,i n,- "tl'.'·'t, .• ~,-, _, ..... , ••~ u. Sothj s-ycar ,.. Ju~ it;r.. ye21'). The
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r;no'
'"I) the 11.'r, ~:' scho,;;c./{/)

579) :':':', a'bov8 p.• ~- 'note ;Iil. ~'l'Or::1 i'i~:>73, it f'ollm"!s that

-.:(~) ~~ ~ V::(j) 18 Ollst bc c~n~id9I'CO as a t'ixed Sothi~ date if the fol

l'),":iw- r~'3":'..F·,::tion hold: (a) n(~rw;.:!1ris 1 I(e) 1 i::-> a clHtc of the rise of

"~)·'l".is (i'or t.{l3 i'irs":. time iY1 fau::: yeeTS); (b) l:p,nopl:ris 1705 -= Diocle

tier.us 100 (th~ ye,'1rs count'3d as .Tulien yeurs); (c) j~llDlstus 1 I(a) 1 -=
-::::j .,TTIJ(j) 30 .

= f·I,,,,"~·t'l""- ;':13.'"\. 'e:., " '. '--' ., t·09 ye&1's elH.pS9(1 with no change in the de. te of the

!'isq 'Tf :)o-this i'!'1 tl;~ Alexandrian caJorAa.y. 7herefor·e, 1
4. 4·09 days too many

r,e0n ta1'".9:', in allr previous calculation and therefore sboulCl be Gubstrac·

i'1 tL~ year .:..:cno:r.:hl'it3 I !'Plst be 4.26 - 102 :; 3;~4. ancl the reslllting

dnt'3 lD 1!;~ ;\.lcJ{[l,!'.'irian calendar vlculc1 be ttl'? 325th day, i .. e., XI(a) 25

-:l ~ t-:;x, , ho',,:,,:vCI"j acld.s i!!. step (2) 5 more days, thus obtaining 329, and. con-

::oiricrs on th,~ oth'J(, hund. only t.h'_~ 329tb d~y instead of the 1 + 329th day ..

e' , r08"lt is therefore (step 5) XI(a) 29 as the date of heliacal risine

in the year Diocletianus 100.

It is >l total mystery why the 5 days arB addGd in step (2) .580)

Th0S~ same ~ days occur i~ the later examples of the same calculation581 ) an(

IJ.r<J th'?r~ cO!lfi rmcd by th~ correspondine: Julian date given, namely, XI(a) 29

== VII(j) 23. Nothing remains [lPt to admit that a group of documents assumes

the heliacal ris8 of Sothis on the 23rd of July582) a eooo illustration

580) Borchardt MZ p.1? makes the ad hoc assumption that the

-t'0Xt r~f~rs to e geoeraphlcal latitude of 360
, bnt there is no textus I basis

fQr this hypothesis.

581) CCAG 6 p. 79, comI:uting the rise of Sot his for the years
8~·~ "l!'.0. 919.

582) Perhaps one should also mention in this connzction the date

eive'l b:.r Censorir.us: VII(j) 21 (cf. above p ... l1 iEl).
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f-:::!' .... ~ ;~(!'~:!1')ss o~· lJ.:'1 rr;od3rn attp,rn;:ts to interpret such dates as'precise

a;,t:r::l~ ~icel obs~!·vation. I have I:!O doubts that the date assumed for the rise

0.(> ~ .0:'15 was sut.ier.:t ~·o ir!'egularitics of the sam"-~ kind as East'3r dates in

ea'· 1:' ·'r. ...ist.iani-ry ::.~"'.d that at no 1...im3 did Sothis cates c;iv'E: more than the

~ l Orie~tat.ion.

A]most no :ll'3thod of ast:~ononical chronology has heen 8I:plied and

(1 iSC'.L;G')rl morc frefluently und less succeGsfully thun the datin~ of buildings..
l'~' ·l:~i!" orientation. I:!ldeed, the number of astronomical 1-hcnomenr is so

,M
£;I'3e.t tr..8.t it j:-3 G:xtremely t.H1j.'I'obable not, to be able to find a relation, say,

~~·-71·) ..m t!':e axis of u temple and tbe ri~:dn5, setting, or culmination of a

brigtt star, or 3 date on ~hich the sun does enter into a ch8r~ct~ristic po-

sition 'ri~h r'9f3pc:ct to g.n I'lrchii'3Cr.tlI'al structure. '1'he first requirer.J'3nt

fi~olll~l -:.: : .... ~.('Ol'c: b ........ c -3stablish in each s. ~cific c&se that the huildine has

r~~~ =!~·~ct J(l accOl'r~i~~ to w·:,llde('jn~d rulJs of ori'3'1.tatio' , 6.EU t'3xtnvl evi-

th~ r ilr!in,G, .~") (ll1t~ Gf' ;''''S fClln13.tion and en e.3t'l"onot!lical ;h~r!Omenon. The

....,~n~o"! 1;sue.11y Cl.. [.1i. ... (I, to t8k"~ t.be f!3.ct of orientati.on us ~r3.nr.:...:(3 nr.d to co

_:. 'In ., - v'.:lL~-J .

.,:> rr,<=>'1'1S h3r.r~ t'cell n;"}ant to he more than a genel-al direction. If TIC nOT: lllge-

s··r'?' "'h--: ~:irection of 1/:):' tc ll~s c.lirccted tov}ards the east, it would be

:-.! :'tl ...· i!!l;.-:-obat l·~ r.ot "to fin:i. 1-1. relatively high percentage of cases of very

accu.::·:.:.t~ o1'i"nt9.tion. ~h1S accuracy, however, does nat nean enythine mare
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~"'''!.'!.- "'r;~... i;:). ':'! ~ eV'''-.}LJbtion of o1:.'·:ntations f'ol' estronomical chroLoloEY re-

!1~ !'10a~s ~ident. 71hieh r.1~!:\sc.r·er:ent~ should b9 considered as accidentally

Fi:1ell::, evon it' T.~ !l'3sume id~al conditions, i.e., the knOl'J19dge

0·... ':-J.~ 'ki ~r' O'~ 01' j ~r. tati on int~n(:cu and a clear j udgtment as to the accuracy

-~ he ~~;ect~Q, the chronological ~3sult would even tben usually ~ermit a

margin o~ !1ncorteinty of at lea.st one c~ntury because the stellar pheno:!lene.

i:"!v clv·:::d t:!-:an:::,j the ir appearance very slo'!'ly. It can} therefore, hardly be

e:x~,':!ct"3,1 t~.:at tl1i.s u~nthod leads to results which are not already known in ad

v:t-~ ..~ nnr] .,:itll Milch hi~h0r accurea,:,' frot!l archaeoloGical consider9.tions. The

.... ost fD.vl)rarl~ p.oYHlit:'l.ons ,:,'ill ;!·o~l:.dl ir.. the case of S'J::1set unn. su'Crisg
9

-~;I)"r.rl • h·J '?1:1incx~s r~c5tJs,) at tb03'J ?=JIi:rt periods the vf1ri o.tion of the plac

....... "'! r.o··; ":c!: :-l:c~·"'" ttl} sun appears or disBPi:ears iG cOInparativ'2!'ly ereat.

C''''~~:e.::" :-!!'!""lOt J:n:l, hlJ··0ver, der;cnrl mainly. on their r~ctescension and decline

t ~f)"". ~':~ thesq cool'dinateR chant:e only at the rate of the l'I'ecession of the

eq',ir..oxes, i.~., by fractions of a d.egree pel' century. Only if the original

-::-e38U Bment reach-:::s at least the sume accuracy, cen the astronomical dote be

As :iill b3 clear from these remarks, th~ elating hy o.rientel.ion

rrllst lear; to th·] disc1ls;.>ion of j r:dividual cases, which is not the scope of

t:.i£ r:.._k .....·0 s!:c.ll tttJ'l.'';1for·e restrict oUTs'31ves to 8. fe·.~ s:P"~cial .flroh]~I!!s

i n :;end~d t u 5 I.lP'1 ::r:l.ent tho l)rec~d ing general consideI'fitions.

65. Egyl tend Mesoj)otamia.

The pyra~ids are the in~xhaustible subject of astronomical and

cr.ro!lt)lo~ic81 theori.:::-s which have nothing in common but the author's belief
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i l "j-:cr-,:· (l·~ST j ny of thCf;~ bnil<li I'l,f;S and the disregard for a] 1 8rch~ologi-

~!:'~ hi-st..;ric':ll facts. 583 ) hlso spcculativ~ minds can hardly be convince~

58}) Onl~, 1'l.8 an example of' the results obtained by this kind of
V"

us t l'0~ c~ical chronology migh t be mentioned the. t th~ popu leT book "Th e Romano

of' the Cale~da:·ll by P.W. 1!'Jilson (Ue,J YorK 1937) thelyramids are assumecl to

l\~lo~r: tv th~ period froID 4700 to .1.550 B.C., i.e., at'lout two millenia to

sarl./ .

,::;r cUllI'se,

t: cr9~t nu~bJ!' of Itlilrlinzs

; nc - ,

"'hD ld~!: directs his eyes tOl1arilu the

7r..is is ~vi·"~'"!r,t ~r')m 30rchuJ"ut's S.1st~:!r.!ltic inv'Js :gnticn

,-. r.," .-"'~."l ic~. ".

0"')I::' I.'

. -

~.. c~

'itl-, ". .-
, ':"" , '

°8' ,
-,' ..... r ' J"- -

~.- .. ~ ... -~-.

\.-; .. ;_..

'R.i1) ...:~. :-oI'churdt IS; p .. 5d nota 2 (also Nissen; Cr .. , p.,32 f.

~ith slightly incorrc~t transletions).

~8~) 1\s m~ntion~d above (note ~.on Borchardt aSSIJC!'l~S t~at ursa

e

F\r)tl~ the :u1'1'05e ar..ri cJn~tl'llction of all Egyptian pyr.lmid.s. no i'Bsis is

... ,.~ ·,·\·",'l"d~s rllt ·.J,1~10 fran text:-; describing. ths c~ret..oni JS to be executed

.. ; 0'" c.;f" oar:' '2{!;:r I 'iD~: lonildings ",aG intt'lcned. "Te kr::.ol'7 this not only frvm the

(:')n\1·e.r:~_"(;tion to this ut!lt.P'lY~Ant to say that a north-8011th or ea3t-W0.st diree

r,,' r:;,~t'-; facts, it mif:"nt be l)s~ful to quote the articles of N.}'. ";heeler in

·,-'\.it.l.it:f.2. (193!j) d~votrJd to A. syst0:ruatic survey of our rres'Jnt knol"'ledge

12f~ f:>·· r..!"'~: 1r,eor'y of' the f"\stronor'.lonl Flrpose of thcs~ buildines. It is no
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;. d .. l: :'.l·C:. i ·.·:cts 1"'01: ~\. _:I.~>'.;Jv')S fro:J to .!ldcpt thci I' 1-'1ens to 10-
~ ,.., '7 \

,~. 1"1 - , , -; ;:.~ ..._~ .} ':ILich ::-:01._:5 it rerfectly ho;.:oless to (~OnSiCoT the

:.!O_ ,> : - -: '~n c:' :'- 1 pil.1in:.: tIS. ustronomicullJ sicnir'icant. /"!l o!'ientation with

~"'?~ .. ~('r. t- J nif":"~!·':Et j'iz(~d sturs, as assl'..m9d b:;r N"i~sen,588) seems not to be

I''. ;'3Ct;r:t y8ars, e.l~JC ~,·)sc;'otan1ian t~l"l'I;les hfl.ve been investigated

f'·~r' ':-.'i.· ori';r_tH' lO!:' :loS C". basL\ fo!' chronologi.cal studi0S. G.t:artiny has

~'Jr-lish~ri Vf',riOll:::: article~ on thL~ sUbject 589 ) bllt in such e. form that the

r".:!~··i(> i:l~n is h8.rn to 'lisc:v~r. :'he astronomical background of this theory

':'i::'~' 1:\rCl1;-Y~· "tc a cl~t.Lr· form 'by :'.V.:,reu~ebaueJ.',590) who consider'3c 1·1artiny's

';:.I·_'~'~')r.t.f: v'~J.·j- gonvinroinp: ';lltOr·\ .... ho..·'ev~I', verv ~1eriotls ObJ'ections 591 )- .~ - ,-,. ". ~- . _. ~} ...

h ·-:o .,.,.,.
~"' .-.

589) ct'. the bib1ioel'aphy p. ~r!..

590) Neugebauer (P.':.) [4] (1934) and l'ellgehauel' (P.V.)-Schott

591) Cf. the careful discussion of 1'.~artinyts original theory

~y ~~issbach [3].

Martiny originally distinguished between two types of temples,

~h'? "Assyrian" anc. "Bat-~'lonifl.n'·' temples. but this distinction does not coio-

cir"1e with th·") usual meanine o~ these words bllt only chat'acteriz~s two dif-

f'<3I°'?,';."' J'!':'3thods of' orie!ltation. In order to avoid this misleadine terll'iinology

"!i~ she l' hett'3~' distin£:llinh between two "classes" A and B where B means the

lJSIJ.e.lly assumad orientation with respect to the heliacal rise of' a certain

- -"-" -- =
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fix').-; stA.r an'"l .:.. m~ar.s £l neV7 type of orientation discovered by Martiny. He

"l;::;st.:~"·s +hc.t fl"ound 3000 B.C. one (listinEuisheti l:i c~rtain hour circle passing

t:--~0']:b '.hl) StCJ.I"3 <'<. 'lirginis, fI( Dr'lconlfl (at thts tim~ poler" star) nnd lX

('9.s3iopeiae. rroe int":!rsection of the plflD-3 of this cit'cle with th~ plane of

"r~ rlf') .... izon ors')rv~~ at sunrise 8 l!fl.yS after he vernal cquir,o:x gives the

axi~ J" ~ te~fl~ o~ class A. Martinj assumes furthe~more that this great

01::"('1') :-:us defi:1ed by means of fi:cJd stars (as mentioned above) and not by

~~ens of ~he actual celestial pole. Because of the precession of the equi-

nox')s. ho--;,~vcr, thi3 oi rele will not rerrain an hour circle but become more

a::.c more displaced. OIl the Oth'3I' hand, the observation of its inters~ction

'"!"i'h 'r:J horizun is vvs'3I'V~d on ~ j'lts with fixed (li!3tanc~ fro,~: the equi-

".. o.,·..·.c.. r.·.".c~ t".e 11'n'0 c~. l·nter.sect;on, ~ r.> the al'l'ect,'on Of' orl'entatl'on- ~ .. - r. _ - ~~",., _ _., J

a-ill slo~.. l:..' ctJengs in prop,l1"tion to the precession hy an anele of about 1 ...

;::r::r c~!1tqry, meaSlJ {'ed or.. the horizon. The direction of a temple of this type

''''oIl1· 1 th'3I'')f'Ol'':; b~ a direct index of its date of foundation.

This is not the place to repeat all th~ very serious objections

to r.) r~1iS'Jrl against th~ archealosiC'al and histori.cal elements assumed by

,.:urtiny.~92) It is gnf'ficj..::nt to shoYl' that th·~ fund8.m~ntal astronorni.cal as-

·92) Cf. ·'Qi ••~Bch I,] ..

iul ,-oir;t; (:on~i,- t..; i~ ~-1 ' ,J.;; :~-va~ion OJ''' th~ J'll..nJamental circle thl'ough

Jr tlconlr:: .;If; ~ cct:'J ·... r.ich has B fix~d r~lation with res~ect to the vel'nal

:,oint, f1 "ht= ':"'!'.lc·h ·.:Artiu.' e.SSUI'!13'S to b~ the He"'. '[,~l"S fe~tivs.l. £:11c1: a

th~ ne~ Year is cv~ected ~ith the

..... ~n'!- :':i3~-:'::'J ,~'!:iC!1 L~ ! f,GntL il: <l lun!lr calendar ~hich f'luctuat':?s very irre
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b~ :-ound.

I' is anI:.' surprisi n!: that Unger at the same time elso assumes an 88 ono

micel ori~ntation of streets end ~alls of Dabylon, brought into relation

m~n'·!? Fo...... una-~ly, no chronoloeical conclusions have yet been drawn from

59"") Une:er BHS.

~\-~s c~~cule.tion, S0 ;:0 s:p9.r~ curs~lvcs the trouble of eoine into detul~

late of the exiRtence of some kind of "orientation" no matter how it is to

266

A totally difrerent theory of orientation has been proposed by

uneer,59~) who assum~s the directions of the winds as the responsible ele-

The ori~ntation of type 2 assumes another principle. H':n"e a 00-

~93) r;'urtiny [2].

s,y" -.:.ri :-ota.-tion bet~~en points hl.lndrlJds of miles apart .culd require l:!l.ethmds

. ,

of ~ ·t~Maticnl geoera~r.y which did not exist befor9 Hellenistic timos

1:0' t"; lrl~ntion the tvtal lack a!' cvidenc'J for such ideas in 1:esopotarr.io.n rc-

o+h~:' r-:-:'; ch ac- lll!i';S t'hE\7. t<1mplC5 al'e oriented "geogra!Jhically", i. '3 .. , they

i ~ '1f;:.:': .... :-n. '::'h i~ the ory has b~en bui.l t O~ such arl1 i trary HSSllmpt ions that

1 ; ·io;,:. The~ l:!:!.rtiny himself knows only two ( !) -temples following this prin

ci;1'J is almost unnecessary to add. What remains is nothing but the postu-

c"1- ie; Stl;;.Qsed to have originet91. It t3id not occur to l:artiny that such

.J~:'~-'.-;1~0n h:'l~ .... 0 Pi.'X~r1. r~l'lt.ii..nshi!1 at all to the actual Bab~11onian calen-

e~·n "irec~-d to::rnrd th0 "Mother-t~~m;1'3" in another city J 7.'here th'J original

V.C'·"-;'!l:- r.i!'1s~l:" 1'!':or·' OT' less explicit.ly admitted the incorrectneRS in the

r.,:".,?C 0-:" ~ out of 10 temples. 593) He thcrDfor..~ replac3d this theory by an-
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;7i·t 1 r~'? S'l~!!'ieT' solstice. 595) Iif.: conl1~('ts this ?:lith the inte~cB.lations of

t'!":e lnnflr cal·"?~/l.ar) not r~e.lizine that such a "Normal-Clock for

-~'J" 1 ')ai! to much mo!'~ rego}ar intercalations than ar~ actllally

Babylon"
I

attested?96)

51)
r.317 f. to 20~01

Ung.r BHS p.}82 the solstice of 2500, 10 ered

et that time Flssun:.ed to be Hammurapi's dete.

Ci'. u~ove p. PL

in Unger [1 J -

"Tl;At. l'er>:eins is, here too, the postnlate of the exi stJ3nce of an orientation.

T~.a· i he same facts fit the most contradictory theories is not considered an

~r~Urn0~j against the valu~ of th~ basic assumption.

66. Greece.

l'he planning of Greek cities was influ~ncedJ a least in theory,

t ·l·~ . ~ l' 1" t-h -li -,- t- 0" -.,,"no's,597) ". pr: .•.'; COnSlOel'll ... lon o • .... 1'3 pr-3VJ-l1 ng u1.rec Ion ~ finu In ac-

tiec c'3rt~."i:llj· still l!lOl"'3 b~T the frequently very di r~icult conditions of the

_
_______5_9_7_)__~_'_i_t_r_U_v_j_.U_S__I_,_6_r_e_Ci_U_'_"r_e_s_t_h_a_t_t_h_e_s_~_d_i_r_e_c_t_'_" _o_n_s_o_c_e_,_.m_"ided f 01
th~ ~hin str~~ts.

}oculity a~~ ~y n9sth,)tic reasons. Astronomical or'isntf\tj.on of ]J'['ojects of

th1<" f;i7.-= ic: !'rA.cticnlly ezclurled, f'md it can therefor,) not be r~asona'bly

.-o 'l ~ I)!'i :mta-

"jun. I·' a r"~li.n:iou9 cc'!:"emony of this kind ~as considered essential, one

sto lJ11 ~xpect its E3nernl acce~tance. Also the principle of orientation it-

......""~, e--. sho- ",' r..nClT·_,··",<,·t o~," nrt,'t-~o"n (',h," ct.... , , ,~ .. ,~ .. ..., . maY~ca tt possible to r.:":in6. thoi-.From the Otto Neugebauer papers 
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, -, ~

... ~ . 1 1-;"01' ,,·~i (~'b'cl'_0_ 0 ...... _ ,.1 • in of no si.-~r.ific!1r_cc for
~ 59

~t8r~, hR73 h~eL adduced.

It '- ':--,·:'o··~,(>~ '-; !': .... - :;"-:':;~·j_siP...s thet tte h:f1-othp.si~ of astl'onor.i.icf.!.l o:t'ienta

li.ele cred~nce.599)

578) Nissen, Jr. c.c. ~.1211 f.

599) cr-. o.g., the a.rtivle tI"fempeloricntierung" in RE SI1~pl.7

(~91'~). (Doxi~ais r1j) Rnd Gerken GSt ;.74. ff.

:0 s.ite of all these difficulties, ~.E. Dins~oor undertook to

r3inve~tigate "thc !I'oblcrrJ. in ~ number of cases 7.'here the circumstances were

suf'~iC"1~flt11 fnvora~le to jude;s th~ value of the results obtained.GO~)

GOO) Dinsmoor [1] and Archon list p.206.

e

-;';') r''J.in t''?Qnil',)l'''lent.s are the tinting of the bUildine, or still b~t.teI' of the

:"O'lr'1Hl ion!:J of th'J lllilctip.g, I:ithin narro','IJ limits by archaeoloGical means,

A.°tt, rr!:)!'oover, tbe kno"llr:::(lge of the dA.te of the festivals which JIli[';ht be con

si.·l':l~";l~l 8S'':;~l1ti.al for tho<: foundation of thc.' temple. The greatest diC'ficulties

li3 in the Ilnr)<3tet'r.1ined relation cf the lunar calendar with respect to the

year. It turT),~ OL1!, hO:"Jever, that it is possible to make assumptions such

thet 10 tem:l~s can be dated within the given limits by the appearance of th

~'1:l :m the actu.l ho:-izon (mouT!.tB.ins and even nearby buildings). I think one

~ust artmit that these results speak very much in favor of en astronomical

orientation in thes~ cases, although I would still not risk u~ine observed

ori~~te~ions for the restoration of the calendar. hs long as the cnlend~r is

not d~terminen on independent erounds, the fossibility of accidentRl coinoi

d'J1!ces cannot bc denied. For chronological purroses, the dating by oriente.-

tiOD ca~not hecomc mor'J than en at.l)(:ilia.ry method Vlhich can be applied 8n1y i

the main !Toblem of de.ting h~s already been solved.
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;."; ~\·~n. {r:~ a!1.ci~rt ohservations of stellar eolot's arc discltssed in Boll

p. ... " i ~:e catalo£u9 0·... B")i.5 IffiJ.. is v'~ry us~fulo For older steT cetalogu~s,

IIu successful

T;,)yonc; un,1 Boll-Gunrle1 [, J, whel'e fUl,tbcl" refcrences;... (" ..,,~ <O>l~~' 1
" . ~ - . --.

:;)"~~hlil","~r U',"1.) TA8hr.III ~ith ccr~ctions in J...Chr .. I p .. '55 ffo For the co-

or--:inc,tes of Gr~ek s-:er conf'igu!"p-tion r Peters-K::::ob3l pes :.:mrl Vo~t [, J :1~d

°t· :1 f' 'airs t'J it hvut mak i!l .... a1"Qitrary dec lsi ons whicr.. might eventually turn

:'30~ ir_ glmer31 but l:im1nuble to chonee in details.

out to be f'tilse. One mu::-~t therefore expect no more tha.n an arranee"!~ent cor-

:::.:;- .._, >ian~r. It is im! cs-sibl'3 to comJ,.0se such e. map in th9 present state

'·1'"~~!l 1'" :.:eissn~r "SA i"I. This map is based on identLf"ications acceptlJd b)T

601) Th~ )URt ~entionJd atlas is more conv~ni~nt than tte atlas

r -..,- c·"-. i: :,0 !'::r as i1', rrints the ~Fl.nJ·3S of the stars on th:: map '''hile

the map 0" D'~lror','3 rJn]y r-lves th~ I,laces STIll adds the names in e. separeted

269

: 5. Biblic[:r "~hy to ch.,q.-ter V.

G7. Astronor.lic~l Bf.t1 genera.l pa:·t.

h~;:: ('1-; ~n mu(l~ until nov! to Co'"!'1POS~ an Egyptian star atl&s.

~-Ohcl r,]. ?hc hest ~v9ilabl~ sta~ map for Uabylonian constellations is

j~ WJdel"r:. stUI' catalogue is given in Schlesinger CBS, to which

COl'd"'zs~.onds th~ star map of :L;eporte ACo A star atlas of smaller size but wi

!"h~ mocern li!"'!its of the constellations is the 6-th edition of Schurie-Go~z,

{~bula~ coelestes (1933).601) For the traditional configurations the atlas
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GB. 8;oc181 toties.

T''J,rt1r''~[Tmete.. The onl~r t\'!o fI'esArv'3<l specim~ns aTO the fragments

eXCT\r",t~a i- 1~02 at ~.;il')ttlS. T'r3se 1l0tG,uc texts c.r':J, howev~rJ not ~'et in-

('~'l'~~rl in -hIJ o"'I'''ici.n) publication of :.:il·')sian inscr.i,rtions; only rl'elimina-

!':' -::: ..... ic~s fl.r;r1 1l':::~U; is "'<tC1:c""y i.hot ogreFhs of two main fragments arc pn.bl'1. shec:

r.i.":"f 1i.t(::rl~ry tl,::>..o.ttion about ~:teLi.ur cCilendars J8 collected by Waehsmuth

i~ iJ~~R, D:: ost. and in pa~t r~publishcd in the editions of G8rninus (EA

!.?~~ .:-of'.) s,"':.rl It::lemy (l?I:era II, ~ ff.).602) A detailed investiga.tion of

-----,- ---,,----------------
(;02) Cf. ulso vl'~nrell-ilunt, liibeh No .. 2?

itis r":D.terial cur... b~ fOI.md in t:r..'~ studies on the Greak calendars edited by

.. all (",,). rv.r... } c_.} mOl'eover, th3 artieles "E?isemasiai" (Rebl!l f3 J) end "Septi

zonium" (Da:Dk18rt 1.1 J) in RE.

~f!..:r;.tian "Di8.Q;one.l-Calendars". The pllblice.tion of the stellar

C"J.l'?::I3ars on coffin lids of U!9 ·{iddl ~ Kingdom is in ~. very unsatisf'l'l.ctOT""J

stc.to. Not u sincl~ o:'l'~ of thes":! texts. is scienti fi.cally publisherl. The pu-

1'! ications of' l~~p.!l SAnE II nnd Chassinat-Falenr;.'Je} Assiout, l'eproc.uce the

t3:xtfi in t~tp0-print only Rn:1 (l~'~ very unrelinhle for details;. Thl? 9.rticles

~:. "'op:o (f5JfE,]r7J(03)) contuin photographs, hut they are rlj f~'iclllt to read

-'i-:lock ~2] i~ onl:,' {l p]"31irr.inary r~port.GQJl)

~03) The coffin of ilekut COII:.'3S from AGGllan, that of t~flshait fr

:r:-=t>~s (not from 3:r!1t, 8S Pogo 58:'/S) ..

(,O~) from this excRvation, however, a scientific publication c

be ~xpec1".ed; l had the opportunity of using Dl:.Winlock's edition of' the cof
fin o.P Aashai:.
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vrl~~tetion. ~he bibliogru;hy given by Doxiadis [1 J does not co

\T-:?1' ::)T·i'~':j°l.l materiul. _':"stronomii~ll oI'i.~nt8tion of Uesopotamien temples wes

:'-'--':l,:,:---:,"'~'i t,:: :)11:0 1 iny (I~: 'J..~d [1J), 1,-'1'-'\8 slJp;.orted hy NeugAhauer (l).V.) [I1J and

::'='IJ,;"'1-',-IF'[" (T.-:.)··Sc·hott [1], but contredicted by Jeissbech [3J. The new

tr,:;cry of ge-oerc.phi-cal orientation was t.hereafter prollosed by Martiny [2]

f;.;-rl r3J, {1Ut contradicted by IJeugehaa8r (0.) [10]. I.:artiny B!~T is mainly

d eve t'3() to the a:cchaeolosical part of his doctrine. ?revious Ii terature con

c'JrD~;:S oU0ntation of' oriental buildings can be JUlYI! disregarded (e .. g. ,

Nissen, Or.) bE;cause of lack of archaeological material.
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Bibliogruphy ~nd Abbreviations.

( <l ) J..lexandrio.n calendal' (of'.

AfO
Af!'
.. i ~':,' ,

.'.Jt.

J'\stronomische Abhentllungen. Erg3.ozungshe fte zu den As tronomischesi

~~~i.chl·icht~n.

h.t,hand.1 ungen d e1' Koni!:l.Baycri schen Akodemie del' VJissenschaften 1

:-hilos.-;hilQl. 'l.b::~t.ol'.f:le~ /Arc',~ f~" o;;,·~..trorJ,,/'u"'J
• -------- .. ---.- ~ Arch, ... fur J"fyrvs{ufrf.,J"'j

3-rl~,7itqtion G.B.Airy, 0r'J,vitRtion, rm clem,~ntary explanation of

tr:C! principal !,'2rtllr'haticns in t.he solar system. 2nd ed., London

~.'acmiJ18n, 188.1

A~e['ic8n journal oJ" I~.:.'che.eology

f\.!'ie:"ican jOlJrnal of' :~emitic I.aDguages <.lod r.it~ratur"1s

Aphandluns(m fU:r die Kundf;: des MoreenJandes

~~ll"'·i~r·t (1] :7.7;' •.~lbrightJ ;:13'" li::;ht on the history of western Asia in

the secane millenium B.C. BASOR 11 (19 40) p.20-32 end 1§ (19 40)
p.23-3 1

A1t,1'] ,f.;ht r2 ) '!i .lo". Albright, A revolution in chro:1010gy of ancient "':"estern

Asia. BASCR Q2 (1938) p.18-21

s~e Ptolemaeus

.';l-Battani AI-Batteni sive hlbatenii opus astronomicum. Edi tio C.A.Nallino

pal'S I = Fllbblicazioni del Reale osseva.torio di Brera in Milano

40 parte 1. (1903)

Astl'onomische !:f9,ch.l'ichten

A.n.Cr. AnelcctH Cri~ntalia, comm~ntaLiones sci'3ntificae ti'3 rehns o1'i'3n
tis anti1ui cura fontificii Instituti ~iblici editae

Al-hancllllnr:cn der ;ron] sl. Preussisch~n I\kadcmi~ d~!· :i ~sc;:zchafte!l

:.~. ~ .:;' 0: ': l-''=; op.,1 ra

'8'11 r>&>. '/' . .

z
A~-al~s rle la Societe scjentifique ~~ Rruxelles

z·-) i t.sch!'i rt L'r F!.,;g;.'/~·tischc Sprache tn:d AJ tertumslmndeFrom the Otto Neugebauer papers 
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Par; 5 19'8., ,

(= Gercke-Norden,' Sinl''Jitung
IT,.,f'-' t:; ) '0'" Z~J7 rr .... ,'I'nOI·,.....:. l. ",'. .j ..~ ..1.(..>, ~~.;; .."

E.Blckcrmenn, Chronologie

t.} tel"tums:'lisccr"~che.ft3d.III

."';.:,idez - ?r.Ct'!,!...nt, L'7s r.mees hellenisos. Zorotistre CGta

j~.J .Rcloch, Griechische Ueschichte end .ed.. I' vols., "lor] in 

Tqi~ '~ie, 0,J v!"uytei' 10Z't -1 ")27

.
I.J~rn8Ys, ';C3""11h JU3tIJ.S Scaligar, BeTlin, :gertz, 1855

273

C'b.ron ..
i - :"ie

1933

E.IHot, Catalogue dOG etoiles eztraordineir-;!s observees en China

depuis les temps ancie~s jusqu'a l'an 1203 de notre ere. Extrait

du livre 29A d'3 Ie erende collection de UB-touantin. Connais nnc
de te~p5 .... pour l'an 1846 (Paris 1&<3) Additions p.60-68

B'li'~'loninn cal':mdar (c .... p.;Ir)

BIJ1:!.0tir.: of the American Schools of Ori~ntel Research

TJ.;::erabilis Sedae, 0lnrn omnia PL.-JO-.2.2

'Hi.ot C,]

E.D~van, A History of ~gypt under the Ptolemaic Dynasty (= A

History of Egypt vol.~) London, Metbnen, 1927

5e701r [1] C.Bczolc, Zenit- und i..equatorialgestirIle am babylonische'l Fix

stdr~~i~~el S~\~,1913 No.11

':1,0-1 .,. .

Q.91och GG

3ASCR.

~il Pi:-_.:;~!' r1] 3-.311fi:t.e'3:r, Del" h:':'rgerliche Tee. Entersuchun~er. tiber den

B0e;in:-_ Ges K~lleuderta~cs im classischen Altertum ond im chl'"i st

lichen I"~ittelalter, St.uttgart} Kohlhat::1.f.1er, 1888

';il.:'ing'3I' [2J G.Bilfinger, Die mittelalterlichen Horen IJnd die modcrnen

Stunden. Stutt art, Kchlharnn:;:er, 1888

~il~ingcr [3J G.Bilfinger, Di~ antiken Stundenangaben, Stuttgart, Kohl

hafl'''!ler, "1888

~ 5' .... i. r...g~r r<:1] G. Bilfinge:r, Antik~ Stundenztihlun.e:, Programm d .Eberh. J~udi."ig

Gy~nasiums, Stuttgart, 1883

~i1finger r5J G.Rilfinger, Die bahylonische Doppelstunde. Stuttgart,
1.7ildt, i888
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Bli ?-i Y· i lit-h'JC'<~ i,:llth~met lC~(, LJ~:i t'3chri ft f~r Ge[s,~hiCht'3 cler ffiftthqrna

tisC'r:g", . :iG2.':?n80h8.ft'~n

::",,~.~, ',a'-' n~l'!·'-dsa. A.ri~ckr.., :,.;be1' die vi,urj::lhrigc!"1. Son::icnkr''"!ise d~i' il.lt~m,

yo.:·,,;':i::Jich n':m [·)Jdoxinchen. B,~rlin, Reirnel', 186}

.~ 1-
:"" 0 . G! ""011 u->-i..:>(">hl·SC!I-'> rT~.lr>ndol·r.!"'I ._, I ...'-~ _'-' l'C.-,-., ""

j; ~~1A, 3; 1920, 15.

I-V SHier, l2lQ, 16; l2ll, 1; l2li,

30J ::::':-:8.~ra h'. ~oll, SphuC3ra, l~eue gr.Hwhische T0xte unu. Untersuchungen

zur G.3sc!"'_.icht~ del' :Jternl..'ilder, l~rfl"J' T;,.,{.... u·, '1°3.

Fr .Boll, NOleS zur bal,ylonischen Pla.net,~nordnung. ZA 28 (1913)

p.3'0-351

!3o"cr:nr:lt AZ I..Borchardt, Die al.tE!.e,yptische Zei,trnessung =- vol.1,B of

Basserman·Jo!'drm, Die '-'eschichte der L.eitmessung u.d.1Jhren, Bl3r
ljll - :.·)jl,zi~·, r7.Qe GJ'tlytSl'} 1920

( = nz<, •
spt:.te,

und ihr~ A~u':'l)no.unc (= Q~Z vol •.,g)i~·g)l,tj sch'~Jl >.Jesc1:,lchte

l.B01'chaI'd.t, Die t:itt~l ~~Ilr zcitlicllell

~'r .. Boll, e.roticle "Hebclomas" in RE 1 col. 254 7-2So78

~·'t'.Boll, A.~tik~-, bCob!lchttln2:Cn farbiger :':t8rne. ABAI\' l.Q go.1 (191

F.Ral1, A.rtlcle 'Fixsterne" RE,2, col. 2L!.07-2J131

Fl' .1:'1011, Di e Sternkataloge des liipparch und des i;tolemai 08. BM

ser. 1. vol.g (1901) p.185-195

f'- 1 ~ r r 1-:0._

':;0 '''~''lr4t .rL.~. T .rorer_Brut, Die t\r,nalen und die zeitlich~ Fgstlegun"E des

fl.lt·.:m · ..::dches (l~r Al'.!gyptischcn Geschicl:Jte. Berlin, Behrend) 1917

(= QlleJl::n u.ii'orschunsen z.Zeitbesti~li£Jln£ d.~e.Geschichte1).

'0" [2J

'joE [3]

~0~~-5~zold Gun~el SS F.Bol1 - C.Bezold - W.Gundel, Sternglaube

detJ"tnn!::, <'tth eel. Lei~:,zie, Teubner 1931

:l01- -Gl1r.r'l·3] r1 J "?'. RO"'!..j - r,T .Gnnc~~l, article 'Sternhi.lder" in Roscher "'lII

('937), 867-'072

::"cr't~"!-l!'dt ~JZ L.Rol'cb\]'d~, V"lrsuch'3 zu Zoi tbestirl!:l\lne~n fti.t' (He

f:";riectJ.lsch-rornls<:he, Zeit del' ae,gyptischen Gcschichte

vol.]) Y-b.iro, 8elbs tvcrlag} 1938 From the Otto Neugebauer papers 
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'" "L ;- " "'" ' ~"

"'-:·it.~ rBr~'!·US~l.:,·,l von Ysnlln IJn~ l:le zeit

:it tl--'I'~--'n ':~0i(~h::'.i rl~r b..zYrr.L~ell,)n J'~~;chich-

•. ~ ':t;'77 (1.',09) T~ ...., '-11]<;
.' ~ ,.'/ -l.', ~/

"~I"·lt_.>,,··()}·tlV·(' (".V.) ri]

OLZ
tt~1_Jl/6.

.. •• ro.
- J-l..ti.;:;a':/CC J

""ni v . of

,," . Br""'''11 :' "J"..... ""J .\_. Cam-

~ ..''- •~ r07m, ':'beol'i") dOti :<:rdmond~S. Enzykl opti<l ie d. rna thenj!i t ischen

?lJissenscl:aftcn: Yol.VI
J
2,14 (1914)

H.B-rugSC!l, Di'3 l~ee:.':ptoloeie. Lei~'3it:, ~.Friedrich, 1891

':< !'uf':.';~h, ~h?s. I II. B!'Il,C:sch, TlJesauru8 i nscriptionum Aegyptj acarurn I •..6..stro

nomische Ilnd astro loglsche Inscrll' iften ul ttivpt ischer Denkmaler.

,.., '> -' .,.;..•. g._t:.

J~\hJ"~shericht ·'.be r (1 ie Fortschri t tc rl '31' klassischerl Al t~.:·tums
wi senschaft

Th';3: Cem.tri~lg~ A~ci(~!1t History (1928 fr.)

:::;:":-r'vic'3 J~3 o.nt.i'luitoe de l"E,Sj-'pt, CataloZI1G general'3 d:Js anti

~!uitC;s {C/I'tienn'Jb elu nm.sce du Cl:l.ire

chronoloeie des :~;.jl Jucidoe

Ric 28 (1931) ]).7}-79
dc-

CC'.I.G Cl':lta.l0c;Dl'-)S (~odictlm ustrologorum grar~C{Jl'llm. Rr'u:-::ellns, Lhmertin,

-: 8}3 ff.

r;,'?'~sc!:'inns C0nsorini de die natali liber ea. Fr.Hultsch. Leilzig, Tellbne:r;
19j)?

G.Calt't, U.... "''''~v" f·""'''VIe ... f" ,/,. Fa sf,' A........ {, (a" .. r'/IlK-IIJ), No!.~. )eilvl 1.
(11 ,,) r- Iff - <0,-

G C,~/la, 7;.~ .... u~",· fr.:>w..... e.. +'· I.' ·r:d,· ake.. H5, /I~f J. J;.f/I1,· /0 {/1HJ /l 2.1-7- 2..{J.
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'. Cl •:... ,~nl_ne,

C',_r'" ,. G'-:>IJt }'n",'"'-', ~' ..-', 1925

"'i.--:.-,i~ 'it ': ~~] '-lr::{ll~, Assil".,ut

f'<;."ti 1.-1':;5 d'.'l.lls 1.:-

·~·:.ChaS3inF.1t - Ch.i'Ci.lanquB, Pne

nec!'Q~)o]c d 'Assiout = },i~IFACC 2'"

eampe.c;nG

(191 1 )

de

lLChatley, ~gylJtia!l Astronomy. JEA 26 (19 4 0) p.120-126

Clem~ntis Al~xandrini opera qua~ extant omnia. PG 8, 1.
·~litl.13 i']aviufl Kl·n:J·~p..:3 von hl{~xandl'i~\.,

~'J'''> "1'"1'\' ','p(~"'l '":cl-,,,,,)l.-e I> CO 193('" '., c,., ) .;,;,,, .. , " ...:.,.~\ • ., ..

Co~~x Jll~tj_niBnl1A (n!J. I'.K!'ucger) Cor'pus jLlri.s civili~, vol.I
S'?!'lin, ;-~'Jid12:'enn, 18'17 S'lq.

J'··c· ~t'.1.. ·o.lson, J.. ~'3

",'v"' .... _T"ny :';'1,'10 C&,,-.1.-,j,i(1,..,.r... ~.~ •• Uu ~,,' , ... _,l. -'-"'0",

on the Crj ci 11 and t:(~v"'llopment

"n iv p,'e"'''' 1 026, • - • - ,cru, /

Cyri 1 '?re,J.C.CunJ[l'~are, The 1.1'meniar. V":'I'GLOn of I\Gv'31ation

aYlrl C::ril 0" j,l:'!xu:ldl'ia's Scholia O~l the Inc9.l'netion end ~;:ristle

on ~';1..J.::~~1· Ion/!on,1}07

;:j ('0 1'::1 j , Co-;:,;cY'!',i(d l'bu1'l1r.onsis clf~ J'cvolnt..ionibus

.....'y.'.••. :-, .. ',","0'.," .····.,\"'1011'",·'·, ':,,~'r< .', ,',' 'Ie 1'~· --',," ""'('1' ~l~ ,,- _ _.' .'- - ',; •• J .. '-' '~... '~ -'-, b.~

., , r ..C1d.'F.;nl, L'~~C~,.'t.·3 des u8trologlJ0s. Bru.xel1~~s, ';<\J!lU'lt:Vn Ct:',;lP
t(,l l"::>in-' ';"'i<';'d\'~+-h 19'"(- " ~ ~ ~ - "'.. " .. , ~
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2 vols., Turis8!1C'1~n::e•

TeuboQJ', LeiI:zi,g:-B~rlin, 192.4.

.,

h.tlas ~~lL:>ste. Inter!le.t:ionlll Astronomicc.l t':"nioo,

';.~ .E5.DinsmfJ ..n", ?he ';'thenian Archun List in the Lie;ht

·.-;.B.DinflIDOOT, The Archons of j~th~ns in the nellcnistic

:-:.B. Dinsmocl", l\l'chaeolo::y and f..stroncmy. PAPhS 80 (1939)

.' ,

::.'~."J. /'

~. -","'T" 'l-
- .• ;I~lr(Jj "

"!'il.Doml)s,l't, f1!·ticl~ "S'1rtizonium" in S~: 2 A col.1578-1586

'!'" Qr.-_1'7,}ro,

;;. ? '" (~-2('0

E.ni~lsJ Die ~ratm~rt~ del' Vorsokr9til(~1'. 5th ed.• by ~.Kranz,

3 V')lf~., 3~I'linJ :-;3irlrr~r:n 19j.Q.-1937 (~l'!.ot·"'d eccorrlin~ to numbers

')'" "J"';, 't.L Q,;:it.ior.. ','!ith t\---J~ numbert-: of the olitb '3dition il'l s1u:>.re

r'J''ll'k:;ts)

~ ·")i 7

-'~'l 't"r,.Jl'" ~, h'" 'J,','}

AS:J, II~r7<.rd :~ni'IT.rr'.:l'ss, Cambridge, 1931

0:' '=,ecent Disc0veries. Columt-ie Univ.fress, new ~(oI"k, 1939

r 1 "1.. J

. -~

Sc:::::.,lir.. Euri;. :I.Dip-r)or P

, SchoJie. g"r'uecH i~ Euripinis tra:..:oedias,

2 vo2s' J '~xf'or(] 1863

"

J,,)!::t~l't r1 ]

I'ir3moc~, nY'chono

':;')"'::ir; f'1] '1.Dossin, L~c. e.rchjv·;s e~istol1,li!":H:' de :ralsis (1~ 'ari, Syria

18 (10'8) ~.1::·-1~6- "- .
,... '::" .;. - .. " ."

_ J:'-:' C • '.. I

co ' 1':"'';<'_1-'(;}." •• '''; _ L /
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J"":""~:.;~' "

278

] >n.:· ;t. ..~.I,."~:.Drr::ly(3J·, :i:h;tC<l of' thp- }-'lanetury ?Jst 'ms fror.J.

7~'.:.tl,?~~ to Yc::,1·3r. Ce.r:1\,!·i ..2f,c, ~~niv.PrcGs; 1906

,
- .. ~. . ,

-'-'"

", -,.~ ... .~" .' ., ,. ; \,.. , !' .('

. f , "1

, > ( :, "

.~ , .
v .,

". .0 ~ (J"

~jr-"" .:- ..... \ 1 J
('i.or. 7.DI-,'(i. 7/'

~'~ .1.rt:lubo ['gen',

(1~20) ~.?1~-219

lil~1'L:3

• J ••

.... " - r""'-'

. ,
c·

u _ ,_ .. '"I. -' ••

, ,. .,,
!" t i !J.:.:>

.'1"""/' 1 n - ~\
\u(-,.'j'/.

c'l,ilsin

._' ..... " ~.'... -' 1o~''-- <J::~C(-,r-'~;"'1 GT :"h ••Jrl.eobr;Em, The Gi-
CoIP ±2.

{~(Jl'n~
, 'o' -',

Gr. I~;~Y I t ian Gl'ar;ll;:u.I'. ~)x (. ord, ',t) 27

1"". , •• j'1-;" r 11 .' ...;.:.. r . .., ...... ",-,'nc,,', '.'.0".','01',".. a.~: l;,'~S~ "on"-}- oft "j'" -'rT·,r-'-t,·an "·"""1'..... u. _~ _ _ _ ~ " l. •...• L~_! " ".-, "v-: ~ ~ .':,<0 •

~,.1)6-1~l!
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G~rka.n

"10"11'
.' c.

BeJ'lin-I.Qil-'ziLJ :::e

Gi~?:;l, :, I:!", 111 r'.K.Ginz·;}l, a~nrlt'l)ch d .. math'S!!"l6tjschen und technischen

Cll1·o!101o~i':l'. 3 vola. Lp.irzis, Hinrichs, 1906, 1911 J 1914

?K.Ginzel, Syozi911E'r Ka!l.on del' Soun9~- und l';ond1'inster-

nisse f';1' "las Lende1:'G~biqt del' Klassischen AltertumsVJissenschaf

ten llnr~ den 7..ei trlWITi von 900 VO"!.' ChI'. bis (IOn nnch Chr., Berlin,
• "" IPI' 'J "~;,, P)' 18qo, .•J,/ J .....,._ .... J J .. /

bei tl':_C~ ZlJl' l:enntnis ne:c hictorischl?n Son:lenfin-,",';'I"\'lr,]\1 ••• 7.. L'
\.' 1.' ,... 1_oI1..vlnz I3 ,

ster::h:S9 una zur 'PI't~r-:= ihl';r Vel'\'!c~::1narkeit.-
~h'-C> . ',. t'..-. :"lp ~c~ 1918 1"0."• .10:>.-... _. u., ...:C;O-.;o

Abh.Vel.Preuss.

Nac!'.richten de!' :. .Gcs'111schaft del' l~issenschaften Zll Gottinger

n r: "'I'en1'",11J ••. \J. w_~, !. horoscope of the ··.{·:)flr 311) ;.... 'G. Clss::J.Rev.8

G··.", .... f'~'l~--E'1P.11 Eihob F.f.Gl'e:J.!"01l - A.S.Eunt, 'r'h'J Hibch Papyri T, lo--:gypt

~:-::ploratj O!1 Fund, GJ'aeco-Rornan Branch 1 London 1906

G...·.., ..... :·..,~, -hunt OJ( r."".." -',1
. -.- - -.., • ""1" 7he Gx-yrhynchus ? ?yri

J (·qnch, London 1899

.-~, ..... -1'0::>11_;:'l""· ("(,H~<,:,p,~c.. (1 '7'0::>'\..,1·unl'o B ~ u,'onfo1- !J.", l'unt E J ('O-c.'sp.ed~ , ' '" _ .< • ,'~., _.~ , .,! v ." ........., -,-.1. - no., • • _ - • • v"" w ~

rrl-~ ~~l·t1J."!.is raj::Yl'i. university of California PutJ.lications, Grae·

co - aoman Arche~oloe;..v, London 1902 ff.

Gr'1::!'~::l-run~ -Hogn,rtf1, Fayum B.p.Grenfell - A.S.,Hunt - D.G.Eoearth, ?'a~'llm

To,"ns ant] l'h~ir PUIYl''i. F.:~'pt ~Jcplora··.ion i,'uno, Grut1co-'?Orr.!.L!'.

"· .... no]· -'.(''1'1,10'" 1 noo._ .,.'-.,,1"'-'"

... ,.. ..... ~, ..... ~',..,..•.,LL_t1C~, l~.", lor ...,no, .1..."

:'''.:' -:"';t~o]o[:L:. i.arst~llnns mid Lit~]'utnrhel'icht 1907-1935. 8u1'

eien J5 2A3 (193 4 )

~1.G~Jnncl, D?hA.iVJ uno D~kansteI'nbilder (:: Stufli~tl d. Ri't'J..

·"'nritlT'£;..l..2) Gl'.lck~t3dt, Aue;ustin, 193G
, 1 - - - 1.v nCie , 8]'ticl'~ "Sirius" in ~E 3i~J
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.; .:"·'.;-'.··~r .

~.- .... '.r"'
.. !• - >

':::: ... -'i~·;, .. 'UCl' J:i!"l;~...:el~l-i_~l~~s, j"~tln 1872 (Stern-'lorzeichnis lind

;_tl'~s)

;::.:•.,':.:i ~y J :~r.l.:··ld9.~, 1on-::0 uc notae in V·.:;tllstas AlbRtenii 0hs~rve

ti·)'" ~s n::tronOlllicl3.s, C'1'-i t",=st-itutionc :uLularUl"! lunisolariuo

~...:"~ 'Jt-: H·I~r:01.'i;:1. j"l-.it.f...sv;'~!ical :'re.l.s8et".ions 11 ;:o.20L (1G93)

=

280

,":'.! .:-'.J'-"'; HC~(""_' ~f' :}':' .~" ... (;~ :~lL ~t;Jt.·, l:~' tl·.') city 0('

~.. ;, . i!-h ul:·J!·t f·0 ..... t~~.j·~: Ur0'1 th·~ in~>(':'ir;ti')T"s f'e·und there .

. :""r.J.~Q::::'l~~J :l~ITa<J ineoeniiae, L! vols., Leid~n, .:.Jrill,193t.-1939
'-

Jt~'. Si~ John ?·:,".'iJe)·schel, Outline:::) 01 i~stT'onom:,'. L0n0.o:i 1a49
(t1t~. "}fJ. ihil!J.delphie. 18(0)

" ' ".. ,

:.:::-.-;.~ ",

,i r
.,.' .-,

---::J .i .. ::: .~' I
~

rum libl'i tres. cd. .~ ....
.~HY:l~lUS,

et Sudoxi phu.eno!!l(~nc. cO~t::entario

Lci~zig, ':'eubner, lS9 iJ

'"1 J G.::r)·":M'~·">~J ·,ioh-o.r' (IIi; tei Cri!3chjschen uncl rl,:'mis(~h0.n 3C:1J'['~ft-

st~"'::;_H''": ::1'"" ~hnt·~!'. l\llf' und !Jnt,,)l'c~n£;'J Gel' 2·t~J·IV.). : rOE!··::t>'r'i d~s

.... ~;O~~[l,·· , Zu

'1"'. ;)~~'ljrlJ

. Ctl'cnolo[.;i ':
'" -; ''''''lC''-'-''Ot',_, ~ .,) .• ~ 1,

:: ""l_.j,." f 1 1
~ _. '-'" '-

::u}'.lic':I.::iof"i dell' Csservatorio astrono~~a d<JJle. ~";:.~iniv0!'sita

eli Stlocna voll (1925) rio.7 p.18}-20lt From the Otto Neugebauer papers 
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o • ' , ".1! ....ch '-' ...... '\ 0".•. I-",~, J .,1. __ It. .;> uie und ~n-tfernun~ der Sonn

I j )
,- ~- CL\S 11

..:.. :-"

r .. ~

. - !~ .....; I' rf1"~Y I ':in Ch i·~" Cuu so of the i,unar Secular Accelcret ion .

,,(' (1920i 1'0309-317

Hf.OG del" altorientulisch~Il ~eisteskultur.

1913; 2nd ed.. Bel'lin-Lei.;;70ie, De Gruy
Handl \).C(l

H_ '". -( P.":J/..."j
/u....... Cq.·ry)
'--__ f

t:"eilschrifttexte aus nSsur historischcn Inhalts ~ T'TVDOG 16 and
E.H.Ka..se }., A i\.rrL)~ Rolf ,:'" i~, Prl",~r+,..., Clfr~t/u .. , ]1l'1f."_"rt '133 (j)'·1Strtll~'·I::J""'·"'Cff. ....

;:.'Kc.'es, Kultllt'gescl1icht~ des al ten Or:i~ntsJ l~~t:yptenJ r-If~nc..buch

(~'Jr !~lt'~rtulllsr,li.;>.:..en:=;cbHj't (e(1. 7f.Ctto) 111,1 IIT, 1 ,l:~ncben,

1st ~n. Le:i:p7..1e, Ei!l.]'-;chs,

tel' 1929
J:fl.a-. J~~"'!D""', j)Ur4 SfvJ/es. ?~J.. lI'r/~"a 113< (Thu/'l
.wt. . . ~ r1).5

".G.!{"~n:'To~, Gr'J3"k T'~ryri in the British ~useum, Cat81o'1ue, '!:'ith

Te~ts. Lendon 1893 ff.

'0;~1,r, ":~~''k.:'? Joh.K~pler, Ges8lJ1Ulelte :--erke, ed. ~'i.lt.DycY.. - ::.Cc.sper, 1~n-

ch9n, 0!=!cl\:, 1937 ff.

J -" l' '1 '.. .... 1" C ~~.. h:)L".I,e:;:. E'l', ~ Olle t~81.rOnOmle, "rans • M. as.par, I'••:,oc. en
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1":010:,·i,:,. ~ vo .... :.'>. :.ci;-zig, ninrichs, i')12-19?2
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